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PREFACE
The call for papers for the 16th lCC'93 in Cologne met
with such a good response and attracted such a large
number of qualified papers that the Organizing
Committee of the Conference decided to expand the
program: A poster session offers the opportunity for
visual presentations of additional papers, and a specific
"information market" makes it possible to present workshop results at short notice. The
papers of the oral presentations and as well as the contributions to the poster session
are compiled in this publication which had to be split up into two volumes because of
the large number of papers submitted and eventually accepted for presentation.
It would not have been possible to complete this publication without the support and
cooperation of many people. First of all, we have to thank the autors who contributed to
the publication by handing in their papers in time. According to the regulations of
lCA, the texts are in the official lCA languages, i.e. either in English or in French; thelj
are in their original form and have not been edited.
All papers were rewiewed by the members of the Scientific Programme Committee who
also gave their advice, and contributed to the organization of the programme for the
plenary and poster sessions. I gratefully acknowledge the help rendered by
H.P. Bahr
E. Breetz
K. Brunner
F. Christ
J. Dodt
U. Freitag
W. Gopfert

D. Grothenn
D. Grunreich
H. Junius
w.G. Koch
O. Margraf
S. Meier
D. Morgenstern

J. Neumann
W. Plapper
W. D. Rase
W. Scharfe
J. Schoppmeier
W. Weber
T. Wintges

The general theme of this conference covers a wide variety of cartographic subjects. The
Scientific Programme Committee expects the Cologne lCC'93 to answer - many or at
least some - questions, but we are also sure it will raise new ones. We hope that the
publication of the proceedings will promote discussion and contribute to the
dissemination of cartographic knowledge and hence to progress in cartography.

Peter Mesenburg
Chairman Scientific Programme Committee

Note: The proceedings contain only those papers that were received in time for publication
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Mapping for the new millenium
D. Rhind (Southampton, GB)

Mankind has invented three great forms of communication: language, music and mapping. But by
far the oldest of the three is mapping Leader article in The Times, October 14th 1992
The past is a foreign country - they do things differently there L.P. Hartley, The Go-Between
Whatsoever can be thought, can be. Parmenides Frag. 2
Our world is a different place to that of only 5 years ago. Part of the political structure in
which we grew up has collapsed: the old certanties are gone, replaced for many by a
world of greater individual freedoms - but with harsh economic penalties for failure.
Mass employment is diminishing: over 70% of the employment in Europe is now in firms
with less than 500 people and the 'down-sizing' trend is continuing. At the same time,
technological progress is faster than ever: for instance, the price for a given performance
from a computer seems to be halfing every year, with consequent changes in the use of
labour. In this process of change, many of the giants of industry are devastated - IBM
profitability and staffing, for instance, have crumbled dramatically in only three or four
years. Thus we live in a period of uncertainty, perhaps akin to those of 1848 or 1918 but
certainly unlike the relative stability of the 1950s to 1970s.
The processes of change have consequences from the level of the human individual up to
the nation state and beyond. Cartography and cartographers are not set apart from this .
historical maelstrom. The purpose of this paper is therefore to speculate on what is likely
to happen to cartography and cartographers over a substantial period in the future and to
examine what freedoms we have to create the future. For convenience, that period is
taken as being up to the moment at which the author would expect to retire if still
working in a British university i.e. 2009! It is clear of course that, if we could not predict
the fall of the Berlin Wall one year before it happened, then looking ahead 16 years is an
ambitious - even foolhardy - undertaking. Fortunately, technology has proved a major
factor in recent developments in cartography and we have some evidence that new
technologies often take around a decade to progress from their creation in a research
laboratory to common use. On that basis, the technology and tools of the first half of the
prediction period should be emerging now.
Factors forcing change in mapping and contraints upon it
Various factors are now encouraging global convergence and increased homogeneity in
mapping. These particularly affect national mapping agencies but touch all map-makers.
They are:
• rapid changes in survey and mapping technology, diminishing the cost of those tasks
which can be done automatically through use of ever-cheaper computers and less
skilled labour. The fact that two of the most important of these - satellite-based
remote sensing and the Global Positioning System (GPS) - are inherently global in
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scope and execution has its own harmonising effect. The standardisation provided by
computer use - the core of virtually all cartography in future - also facilitates global
harmonisation;
• the growth of internationalism in trading which subsumes mapping as 'just one more
service sector' role. This is fostered by the changing attitude of governments worldwide towards their public sector, enforcing more explicit measures of costs and
tangible benefits and encouraging the use of commercial contractors, sometimes
irrespective of their national origin, for tasks formerly carried out by state employees;
• a growth in awareness by customers of what others obtain by way of mapping
service as international comparisons become more commonplace - producing a
tendency towards comparable costs of national mapping and use of more similar
products;
• a growing need for information in map and related form about the earth as a whole
or for large portions of it, rather than for the nation state or fractions of it. The most
notable example of such a need is for the set of Global Change scientific programmes
now running in many western countries but the effects of the CORINE programme
across the EC should not be under-estimated as a catalyst demonstrating the need for
more homogeneous environmental data 1. The need for digital map data to fuel car
guidance systems is another example 2;
• the moves towards more common standards, manifested by multi-national attempts
to harmonise data transfer standards, in the use of common digitising specifications in
many parts of the world and the de facto imposition of standards arising from
widespread international use of a few software packages;
Set against these harmonising forces are at least two local factors. The first is the huge cost
of obviating differences between existing national systems. Even in areas as well
acclimatised to co-operation as France and Belgium, for instance, there are substantial
differences in their geodetic datums and hence between map-derived data in the transfrontier regions. Indeed, within one particular European country, no less than five
different levelling datums are in use. But perhaps the most important of the factors
slowing harmonisation is the variety of different policies on ownership and distribution of
spatial data practised by governments across the world.
In addition to these forces encouraging or discouraging harmonisation, there are also
changes in structure and size of the market for maps or other geographical information.
Here the catalyst for the demand for data has been the 'routinisation' provided by the
advent of commercial software for handling geographical (or spatial) data. The growth of
Geographical (GIS) 3 and of Land Information Systems (or LIS) 4 has been well-chronicled.
Though most applications of these to date have been record-keeping (rather than
analytical) ones, it is clear that the making of traditional maps is not the justification of most
investments. The scope for linking together different data sets, initially collected quite
separately, gives users of GIS something extra for minimal cost: in principle, the more
combinations of data sets exist, the more applications can be tackled.
What we can deduce from all this is that huge external forces are affecting mapping (and
much else). National mapping agencies are perhaps the strongest organisations in world
cartography yet even they have almost no control over these forces. Since national
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mapping agencies have traditionally been the suppliers of the basic topographic
framework (or template) on which others (e.g. soil surveys) have produced their maps,
these forces may well in turn have a huge effect upon what other organisations can do
and, subsequently, on what the public can obtain. For instance, a recent claim by British
physicists is that NASA is the only agency capable of creating a consistent global Digital
Elevation Model at XY resolutions of around 50m and much higher Z resolution. If this
were to come to pass, it would affect virtually every national mapping agency in the
world, especially those who already market such a product. Whether this is a good or a
bad thing depends on many other considerations - some of which we will explore later.
Unresolved problems in mapping
It was emphasised above that a substantial number of factors affecting their future role

and success were outside the control of cartographers in general and even national
mapping agencies in particular. There are, though, also many key problems we face
which are within our ability to solve. Yet few, if any, satisfactory technical, logistic or
economic solutions to them yet seem to exist and this will affect the long-term success of
cartography. To illustrate the importance and complexity of the issues, a number of them
will now be outlined.

Multiple representations
A map or a computer representation of it is a model of the 'real world', excluding those
elements of the latter believed irrelevant to the purposes of the model's creator. The
included elements are also simplified in a way which does not invalidate the initial
purpose of data collection. Thus the model may be said to be at some 'level of abstraction'.
Traditional cartographic generalisation creates change in the level of abstraction. Much
valuable research work has been done in this area (see, for instance, 5, 6 and 7) but
comprehensive operational solutions still do not exist.
All of this has severely practical consequences for the GIS user. The reasons for it are very
simple. Almost all contemporary GIS applications are based upon use of a topographic
base map or 'template' to which other data sets are fitted. Suppose that different data
creators use different templates (some using 1:25,000 scale mapping and some 1:50,000 or
even map base material from two different suppliers): any inconsistencies in the templates
used for the different data sets in the GIS will generate mis-matches between data sets. In
non-expert hands, such mis-matches could cause literally fatal errors since current
generations of GIS do not operate with any significant knowledge of the data they contain
and many operations and applications no longer necessitate graphic expression.
There is then demonstrable scientific merit and - if an appropriate accounting metric could
be applied - economic benefit from use of one family of templates, especially if the most
'real world-like' products could be used to produce the 'less correct' ones. For national
mapping agencies (NMAs), this need for a consistent template is a huge bonus - in effect
only national mapping agencies can normally provide cohesive national coverage of
detailed and high quality data from which other consistently related products can be spun
off. But the need for within-family consistency and for algorithmic generation of
cartographically acceptable siblings from their parents poses great technical and
operational difficulties for NMAs. Moreover, in an ideal world, cartographers would
prefer not to be restricted to anyone family of databases - we would like tools which tell
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us automatically when inconsistent materials are being brought together and what are the
effects of this action.

Up-dates or 'snap shots'
The increasing use of photographic products as base maps in some parts of the world is
totally understandable. Where no detailed up-to-date line mapping exists, this is certainly
cheaper and faster than traditional survey methods. Users can obtain orthophoto
products which match many traditional survey accuracy specifications - provided that
adequate geodetic control exists and information invisible from above but required as
annotation (e.g. street names) is available.
Yet the consequences of such an approach may turn out ultimately to be highly unpopular
with certain users of mapping. The class of users concerned is that which records their
own information on the topographic template and where its position in relation to
particular mapped objects is important. Examples of this include utility companies
recording buried plant in relation to the edge of a pavement or scientists recording soil
sampling points in relation to the edge of a wood. Where the detailed co-ordinates of the
'base object' are subsequently changed in the course of up-dating, this causes significant
work on the part of the user if s/he wishes to preserve the previously established
relationship. Where photographically based 'snap-shots' are used, each snap shot will
produce slightly different co-ordinates for an object from those obtained previously.
This highlights a latent difference in philosophy between different NMAs. Many of those
still struggling to create a topographic template in computer form have understandably
given little attention to up-dates, regarding these as a matter for the longer term. The
Ordnance Survey approach, at least so far as our basic scales data are concerned, has been
to maintain a record of what customers already hold so that, if an up-date is to be
purchased, only what has changed since the original purchase need (in theory) be
supplied. The analogy is that, as a tyre of one's car wears out, a new one can be bought
and fitted - rather than having to purchase a whole new car. This has some implications
for the user's operations and even more for his or her software. In principle, however, it
seems a logical way to proceed with those customers who are major data holders.
Thus the national topographic database turns out to be a curious entity when seen from
the view point both of the data custodian and of the user. In the first instance, there is
typically not one but multiple databases, each with different properties yet supposedly
representing the same 'real world'. In the second instance, the core database may be
maintained either as a series of largely unrelated national 'snap-shots', with the entities
being map sheets, or as a fully functioning seamless database in which 'real world' objects
are up-dated in a 'normal IT database' sense by transaction processing. The financial
attractions of the data collection mechanism for the first of these options, at least in some
parts of the world, may lead to databases which cause considerable user expense and
frustration 'down-stream'. In the OS experience at least, consistency in the record of
unchanging objects is highly valued by users. In practice, then, mechanisms for obtaining
consistently positioned objects from remotely sensed imagery and differentiating these
from new features or ones which truly have changed position are going to be essential
requirements in future.
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Datum and projection differences
OS and other NMAs have abandoned traditional surveying practices in favour of CPSbased procedures. The manifestation of this in Britain is that nearly 5,000 of its 6,000
trigonometrical stations will be discarded for survey purposes. The clear advantages of
CPS to NMAs and to users render inevitable its greater use. Yet, as various authors (8,9)
have shown, the different principles on which position is now fixed render the old and the
new incompatible in certain respects, especially in ;he Z values. Though suitably
transformed digital map data can already be produced by OS and some of its equivalents,
the consequential need to convert their own databases matched to the topographic
template is unattractive to many users of detailed mapping. Moreover, adoption of a
European-wide datum consistent with use of CPS and accompanied by a standard
European projection system may well produce poorer quality 'general mapping' in some
countries.

Protection of intellectual property
For all those national mapping agencies which are expected to recover any of their costs
and for most commercial enterprises - whatever their size - it becomes ever more
important to preserve the intellectual property rights inherent in the created artefact.
Thus organisations such as Rand McNally protect their material by adjusting the depiction
of reality in such ways as to make it highly distinctive, even after copying; this is the
latter-day equivalent of changing some of the least significant digits in mathematical
tables to 'finger print' the product.
Piracy of information is now occurring on an increasing scale. The protection of our
intellectual property may force NMAs into the same tactics as commercial enterprises to
'finger print' their products. When this is done by creating deliberate but insignificant
errors within the data sets, it poses a moral problem for NMAs and also a severe technical
one given the desirability of maintaining a seamless topographic database in the way
described earlier.
Placing a value on cartographic information - or rather the information from which maps
are made - is far from easylO. Recognising this complication, the growing 'commercialisation' of public sector mapping and the arguments likely to occur, ICA has made a
contribution by issuing a document entitled Common responses to common challenges: a draft
charter for the marketing of geographical information. It is designed for use by members of the
International Cartographic Association. Whilst it contains many proposals of merit, it is
unlikely to attract great formal support. Most national members are either national
mapping agencies or national scientific bodies: both of these must generally conform to
the rules as defined by their national governments and are not free of their own accord to
enter into international agreements which have commercial implications. In the last
analysis, governments must agree how the question of Intellectual Property Rights is to be
treated. Until there is common agreement on this, ownership of information will be a
vexatious point and official international collaboration in cartography will be restricted.

The pan-national dimension
As 'internationalism' becomes ever more real, what will be the effects on cartographers?
The need for global map coverage is manifested by the success of the Digital Chart of the
World, derived from military maps at 1:1 million scale. But such small scale maps are best
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regarded as caricatures of reality: the immense problems of assembling data sets collected
from different sources and relating these to such low resolution and highly generalised
mapping are already well-known 1. For this reason, the more expert amongst the user
community are coming to appreciate the limitations of such smaller scale mapping,
especially when used in a GIS, and are seeking more detailed and accurate topographic
templates. As the higher resolution products are approached, however, the consequences
of inconsistent datums, map specifications and compilation procedures becomes ever
more clear and the amount of work to harmonise the whole multi-national mosaic
becomes ever greater.
In many respects, the European situation is a good worked example since the continent
contains many ICA members, spans many nations, has a great complexity of institutions
and it is clear that there is some civilian need for pan-European topographic databases at
about the level of abstraction typical of 1:250,000 or even 1:100,000 scale mapping. The
EC's Eurostat organisation has compiled an interim data set of European statistical area
boundaries and various commercial agencies have compiled digital maps for route
planning purposes. The Comiti Europien des Responsables de la Cartographie Officielle (or
CERCO) is a pan-national group of NMAs extending over most of Europe. Currently it
has some 30 members. Its primary function is to exchange information on matters of
mutual interest and concern. A group of member countries - Britain, France and the
Nordic group - provided staff for a CERCO Technical Group based in Paris whose
primary role was to examine the desirable scope and character of a Europe-wide
topographic database. The group has reported successfully and decisions are now in train
over whether to proceed and, if so, in which manner. Part of the impetus for this was the
approach by Eurostat in 1991 who asked CERCO to assemble a Europe-wide topographic
template. In the event, this proved to be impossible in the very short time scales that
Eurostat required but the Institut fUr Angewandte Geodasie in Germany is assembling a
set of administrative boundaries from data available for individual nations. Their
investigation of the availability of such data and the form in which it exists demonstrated
huge differences between countries.
In the longer term, it is inconceivable that we will not have a European civilian database of
topography equivalent to at least 1:100,000 scale mapping, possibly to 1:50,000 and
perhaps even to 1:25,000. At present, however, we are far removed from that point
because of differences in civilian specifications and much effort will be required to
overcome these problems. Institutional and political factors are just as significant as the
technical ones noted earlier.
What will be different in future?
The most obvious difference between our present and the future world will be the underpinning technology. It is however impossible to disassociate that technology from the
way that cartographers and others exploit it. For this reason, we now consider technology
and its exploitation together.

Technological developments and their exploitation
The high levels of competition now in the marketplace suggest that we will continue to see
decreasing real cost of computing engines and general purpose software plus a
consequent diversification by existing vendors into other related - and perhaps more
profitable - areas in computing. This may generally involve providing a variety of
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human-resourced services for customers. In cartography it will probably mean fierce
competition in provision of data with which to fuel the Geographical or Land Information
Systems, some of it derived from databases designed for one purpose but exploited for
others. The question of Intellectual Property Rights OPR) will therefore loom large,
especially as (or if) the core providers of basic data - the national mapping agencies - are
required to recover large fractions of their costs.
It seems likely that a number of new markets for mapping will open up. For instance, use
of mapping and related data in desk-top GIS based on personal computers seems to have
taken off in the USA in 1992. Beyond this, commercial success of the new Personal Digital
Assistants (like the Apple Newton) will ensure a growth market in city mapping in
computer form world-wide. At the time of writing, it had just been announced that RR
Donnelly and other US firms had been awarded contracts to produce such mapping for
Apple.

The effect of all this on cartographers is likely to be profound. The concept of the map as a
'window on the world' will be exploited ever more widely - but it will be the user's chosen
window, rather than what happens to be convenient to the producers. Map series and
sheet lines may therefore become redundant concepts: where mapping exists, it will form
a seamless web from which information may be 'scissored out' by individuals to meet
their own purposes. To achieve all this, no overlap of coverage must exist between source
mapping at the same scale and all edges of all map sheets must be matched. In many
respects, therefore, much traditional small scale paper mapping is a less-than-ideal basis
for creating a digital database. Moreover, the economics of data maintenance will ensure
that we end up with not one seamless web but several: rural areas may 'be mapped at less
spatial and temporal resolution than urban ones and quite different information may be
collected within them. In short, much greater variety is likely to occur in the nature of the
basic cartographic record. In addition, mechanisms must be created for the user to match
information from other sources (e.g. GPS) to the map record (see below).
Perhaps more important than raw computing power or software capability will be the
changes in technology which facilitate physical access to information sources. At present,
computer networking is widely used by the research community and within multinational organisations. It is not, however, in widespread general use except in the form of
fax machines (which are simple raster scanning and data transmission devices). Imagine
though that the cost of networking falls to one-hundredth of its present cost or less and
that its use is as simple as is use of the telephone at present. Under such a situation, it
may well be less expensive and simpler to seek and extract knowledge from a remote
database than maintaining one's own library. The French Minitel system is a pioneer in
expanded access to information which is supplied through a common 'plumbing system'
but is stored in numerous 'information reservoirs' owned by different organisations and
for which charging is carried out remotely.
Aside from ease of routine use, one other criterion is required for such on-line (or radio
broadcast) services to flourish at the expense of simple and low-cost distribution on media
like CD-ROMs: that the information changes rapidly. In the longer term, commerciallyattuned information suppliers have a vested interest in devoting their resources and
marketing skills to rapidly changing phenomena: thus mapping infrastructure and socioeconomic phenomena will become more popular than the mapping of quasi-static natural
phenomena except in high-risk areas. Differential pricing by theme will almost certainly
occur and up-to-the-minute traffic information will cost much more per byte than, say,
contours.
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Information integration will be a growth industry. In other words, data held as separate
files will be combined to produce 'added value' . The Ee will, in principle, be able to
investigate subsidy claims by monitoring the extent of land involved and its status by
combining data from remote-sensing and from ground sources. Other organisations will
be able to define the characteristics of populations within small areas by combined use of
details on land taxes, guarantee records for purchased goods and other information; from
this, they will target both information and goods to likely customers. This pre-supposes
one very important change from the present situation - that different geographies can be
routinely and reliably linked together. Thus routine and accurate translations between
national co-ordinate systems, detailed postal, statistical and administrative areas and other
:spatial referencing' systems will become essential. The opportunity here for
cartographers - but even more for surveyors - comes from the fact that they create,
distribute and publicise the basic framework. But there is also a challenge - even the best
existing families of topographic frameworks do not always fit together consistently. This
research problem has already been discussed.

The cartographic enterprise
Thus far, we have thought about GIS and cartography as forming part of many different
enterprises, each set up by different organisations for their own benefit and many of them
based on individual, often small, projects. But there are already examples where national
or regional schemes have been set up which transcend government departments and even
extend into the private sector in some cases. The obvious examples relate to land
ownership and include the ATKIS system in Germany, state systems in Australia and the
Ontario system. In Britain, we can now see the first signs of a move towards a national
land and property database in which cartography will playa significant role. Our hope
and expectation is that this will involve central government departments such as the Land
Registries in England and Wales, Scotland and Ireland, local governments, the
Department of the Environment, Ordnance Survey and many other 'players', including the
taxing authorities and the commercial sector. Two key matters will be obvious: that coordination between the different agencies involved will become of critical importance and
that cartographers will be only one of the 'players': it is better to be a small player in a big
'game' than a large player in a small one.
It is inevitable that the nature of the cartographic enterprise will change under the effect of

the massive technological, fiscal and political changes now under way. This author
suspects that mapping will increasingly be treated as a commodity which will be bought
in as required by government and others. It is essential that cartographers accept that they
have no pre-ordained right to provide services. It is essential that they demonstrate - in
quantified economic benefit terms wherever possible - that their services are valuable to
the state and the populace. This is not simple since many of the benefits of up-to-date
mapping are difficult to measure. A possible consequence is that some national mapping
agencies wither away and their role is taken over by others or by commercial
organisations; in practice this may be unlikely in many countries if for no other reason that
the needs of state security but its very threat requires all to demonstrate efficiency of
operations and meeting of customer needs. Such demonstrations will only be convincing
if independently carried out, rather than by the producer. Thus it will be no surprise to
find consultants specialising in international comparisons of all kinds.
So far as cartographers are concerned, the next twenty years will force us to ask ourselves
(and answer) difficult questions about our primary roles. At present, we are frequently
involved in the processes of using 'geographical data' because this information is held in
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map form and its conversion to computer form is regarded as something to which
cartographers can contribute. Imagine the situation where all such data are already
converted and readily usable. As an (earlier) alternative, imagine where 'one stop shops'
exist which offer data conversion services at a fraction of the current cost by placement of
digitising in Third World or Eastern European countries to take advantage of low labour
costs. Under such circumstances, the existing role of indigeneous cartographers in the
data capture process will decay even more rapidly than at present and this in turn will
have long term effects on our other roles. Those who are involved early in a process have
an opportunity to be involved later in it; those who enter late in the process are liable to be
exorcised by competitors because there are no pre-ordained and immutable roles. On this
view and in the long term, therefore, there seems little alternative to cartographers
reverting to becoming map designers and creators rather than data manipulators - though
the software competitors will grow ever more clever and other disciplines will attempt to
seize the 'high ground' of information management and even of information display.

The international dimension
For this and other reasons, the role of ICA and other international organisations will be
changed by what is going on elsewhere in society. ICA has made valiant attempts to
understand and define the role of the cartographer and the nature of the discipline in
contemporary terms. Two conclusions have emerged. The first is that the semantics
involved become ever more complex and difficult to translate meaningfully into the
different languages and cultures of the members of ICA. The second conclusion is that the
value placed upon cartography is determined not by us but by our customers. Given this,
the present author 11 has already outlined what he saw as a strategy for continuing ICA
success. But the convergence of interests of human individuals and groups in geodesy,
surveying, remote sensing, and cartography over the last two decades and the
proliferation of meetings world-wide on mapping topics suggest that some firmer
association between the various international bodies would be highly sensible. Again,
ICA has played a positive role in setting up the International Union of Survey and
Mapping, even though this may ultimately result in the disappearance of the ICA itself as
a separate entity. It should be recognised however that almost all the international
societies largely represent producers rather than consumers: since the balance of influence
has tilted world-wide towards the consumer, it would also seem logical to take greater
account of the consumer's viewpoint in our international organisations - assuming there is
enough international commonality to justify discussion.
The role of maps
Most of what has gone before is a vision of the future driven by technology and steered by
economic forces and awareness of what is possible by the users. It is however useful to
consider the cartographic out-turn - that is how the different categories of map use will
change over time. For this reason, each of the four existing categories is now considered
in turn.

Maps as art
There is a widespread view that the introduction of the computer diminishes individuality
in the end-product and facilitates production of multiple cheap, identical copies of low
cartographic quality. When this is allied to the view that there is now little novel to say
about the shape of the world, it encourages a belief that new cartography is unlikely to be
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serious art in future. This seems unnecessarily pessimistic: the truly original and striking
designs - such as the IGN's Relief de la France, winner of the best map award at the 1991
ICA Conference - will be always be regarded as 'collectable' and desirable objets d 'art. But
whether they are considered equivalent to an Andy Warhol 'original' or to a low cost print
of 'pop' music stars will depend both upon the skills with which the cartographer exploits
the hugely expanded cartographic toolbox and the run number of the final product.
National mapping agencies have little incentive to produce highly priced art: their
interests are in mass markets. In contrast, individual cartographers who are equipped
with cartographic style sheets analogous to those currently used in word processors, and
thus capable of producing Rembrandt, Matisse or Robinson-style portrayals of identical
data at will, may have very different priorities.

Maps as a historical record
The role of maps as an historical record of the landscape is hugely important. Whilst such
records occur in most countries, few compare with the Swedish cadastral maps which give
a detailed portrayal of the face of the earth and land ownership from the seventeenth
century onwards 12. The case for converting all such historical records to computer form
grows stronger every year because allowing public access to the fragile originals renders
them liable to damage. For this reason, Sweden is embarking on a pilot project to convert
historical maps to digital form and Ireland is also experimenting with mass storage of
raster images of its detailed historical mapping. In Britain, Ordnance Survey would like to
do the same and provide a service for historical maps identical to those for contemporary
ones - if funding could be found for converting the historical maps into computer form.

Maps as a contemporary record
If holding historical maps in paper form is becoming an anachronism, retaining
contemporary mapping in paper form is already fast becoming obsolete. The problem of
course is in converting existing records; those held by individual utility companies for
instance often run into tens or hundreds of thousands of documents. Fortunately, the
technology for such conversion is now relatively routine. Given that, we can expect few
basic recording systems to use paper maps as the storage medium by the year 2009.
Where, however, the maps serve as indexes to other information (e.g. to link together
information on soils in monographs or in laboratory records to the geographic position
and extent of the soil), this may require much more effort than simply scanning the map.

Maps as display mechanisms
This seems the main, even sole, future of cartography. Even here, however, technology
plays a major role. New low-cost hardware permits us routinely to map change through
time as well as over space 13. But if the future role of cartography is clear, the identity of
those involved is less so because many of the simpler 'rules' of cartography can be built in
even to existing software. More sophisticated software will surely follow and, if present
trends continue, be available at very low price. What then can the professional
cartographer add? He or she will probably be employed as design consultant and
cartographic artist, especially for customised 'one off' maps. They may also supervise the
admixture of existing compilations: for instance, the prototype Coastal Zone Map
produced jointly by Ordnance Survey and the Hydrographic Office was produced by a
small team of cartographers which converted material on different projections, scales and
symbolisms to be consistent in only a few days work on a Desk Top Mapping system,
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rather than the many months it would have taken hitherto. Overall, however, the huge
growth in mapping which can be expected disguises a paradox: if this image of the future
is correct, cartography will become ever more widespread but the proportion of maps
produced by trained human cartographers will continue to fall. Cartography will prosper
but the number of cartographers may fall!
Conclusions and summary
Predictions are inevitably fraught with uncertainty: even if only one of those made in this
paper is wrong, its consequences will affect others. The predictions made have also been
scattered throughout the text so table 1 summarises them against the time period when
they are predicted to occur. It also summarises some of the issues addressed.
1993-8

I

1998-2003

I

2003-2009

Cartographic
Technology

Continuation of
pres en t trend;
wider use of
networking

Routine use of network
access on telephone
basis. 'Smart' software
becomes widely used

Multi-media tools in every
horne capable of accessing
remote information and
used even by the
technologically illiterate

The
cartographic
enterprise

Heterogeneous

Increasing commercial
presence? Role of
national mapping
agencies becomes
questioned anew. New
players emerge using
satellite-based
technologies

Increasing harmonisation of
products under economic
forces and use of 'common
feed-stocks'. Some national
mapping agencies
dominant world-wide in
alliances with commercial
sector.

Cartography
and public
policy

Heterogeneous;
Realisation of issues
impacts of latter on becomes much more
cartography often widespread
not appreciated

Users of
cartography

Highly varied

International attempts to
co-ordinate policies (e.g. on
IPR) between sectors and
between nations

Becoming more diverse Ubiquitous if GIS users
included

International- Fraternisation and Global alliances forged Fusion of existing
bilateral and multi- on commercial and
international societies
ism
lateral links forged in ter-governmen tal
under IUSM?
basis
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The selected main theoretical issues facing cartography
T. Kanakubo, J . Pravda, S. Rimbert, U. Freitag, Z. Torok, T. Morita, C. Board
(Meguro-ku , J ; Bratislava, CS ; Strasbourg , F; Berlin, D ; Budapest, H ;
Tokyo, J ; London, GB)

1. PREFACE

This paper is the result of the activities of the ICA-Working Group to Define
the Main Theoretical Issues on Cartography.
The Working Group met in the Richthofen Room of the Geographical Society
of Germany in Berlin, on 9 and 10 April 1992. The attendants were as follows: T.
Kanakubo (Chairman, Japan), C.Board (Vnited Kingdom), V.Freitag (Germany),
T. Morita Oapan), J.Pravda (Slovakia), S. Rimbert (France), Z.Tbrbk (Hungary),
and two German observers.
It is considered that there are many approaches to review and select the main
theoretical issues on cartography. As one of the approaches, the chairman
proposed tentative criteria fo r the selection of the main issu es and acco rdingly
selected about 150 essays in which many problems on theoretica l fi elds in
ca rtography were argued. T.Morita also tried to a pproach the theme in a
statis tical way by using the b;,bliogra phical output list of the form er
Commission on Concepts in Ca rtogra phy. He also listed up the topics of the
call- for-papers of the last d ecade's ICA conferences to classify topics in some
categories. However, it became finall y apparent that the results of those
approaches were not sufficient for selecting the main theoretical issu es ca rtography is now confronted with.
According to a member's sugges tion after discussion, the following five items
were selected as the main theoretica l issues to be described in the paper which
should be submitted to the Conference in Cologne, and each item was allotted
to the members according to their favorite subject, tha t is: (1) Map functions: U.
Freitag, (2) Spatial processes: C.Board, (3) Social contex t: Z.Tbrbk, (4) Processing
digital data: S.Rimbert, and (5) Map language: J.Pravda . T.Ka nakubo was
charged with the compilation work of the paper with the cooperation of
T.Morita .
During the meeting, an outline of the pa per was also discussed as a
contribution to the ICA Newsletter expecting some reactions from readers,which was a request of the Execu tive Committee in February 1992. The
contribution was published in the ICA Newsletter No.20/0ctober 1992.
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The following is the outline of the paper which parts are written by each
member of the Working Group respectively. The full paper will be compiled as
a report of the Working Group to be submitted to this Conference.
2. INTRODUCTION
The proposed main theoretical issues are: (1) Map Functions, (2) Spatial Processes, (3) Social Context, (4) Image Processing, (5) Map Language. The latter
two issues, Image Processing and Map Language, are internal approaches directly related to map making. These are dealing with the study of new cartographic techniques and new cartographic grammar, while the former three issues, Map functions, Spatial Processes, and Social Context, are external approaches. The standing point to be considered is the definition of the characteristics of cartography and the policy to be pla~n ed to ex tend cartographic power
.
in society.
The background of each selected issue is recognized as follows:
1) Map Functions
Since earlier stage after the establishment of ICA in 1959, the most
fundamental issues were on objectives or functions of maps. Resea rch on different functions and abilities between maps and other types of representation for
spatial phenomena developed metacartography. And introduction of various .
theories into cartography, for instance, information theory, semiotics, modeling
theory, etc. stimulated especially the theoretical field of cartography. Meanwhile, the development of computer technology urged new conceptions in cartography, further examination of map functions, and re-education of cartographers as specialist of map-making as well as map users of new types of map.
From these points of view, it is quite significant to take up at first the function of
map which is directly related to the raison d'etre of map as one of the main
theoretical issues in contemporary cartography.
2) Spatial Processes
Map is a sort of visual or tactual representation of spa tial information as well
as of their temporal changes. The spatial phenomena and situations as subjects
of representation can be approached from various kinds of aspects: physical,
social, cultural, etc. However, the traditional cartographic method is not
sufficient to represent such temporal or historical change of the area because a
printed map is a static material and does not fit for an explanation of ever
moving or changing matters. The recent rapid development of computer
technology gives us a possibility to represent such matters by animated pictures
instead of printed maps. The development of geographical information systems
also put us on the way of constructing comprehensive information. To utilize
those technologies, the cartographer must mobilize totally new approaches in
his cartographic processes from the beginning to the end. The spatial processing
is one of the critica l topics facing ca rtography in revolution.
3) Social Context
The objectives of cartography are not limited to the scientific d evelopment of
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cartographic techniques. Maps and spatial information have been available
since former times and everywhere in the world, and they can even be used by
people without wide scientific knowledge. Cartographic researches may be related to map making itself, but also to the relationship between the map and
human beings and map and society too. The studies on map making are traditional. The studies on the relation between the map and human being has already begun in the 1960s with the development of the theory of communication.
The studies on map and society will be the next issue. This would lead to the
democratization of cartography since this approach may be open to all researchers including non-cartographers. Some ICA research activities has already dealt
with the following matters: map marketing, gender in cartography, international standardization, etc., and, needless to say, history of cartography. This social
context issue could be extended and it is more and more demanded in this era
of international cartographic information exchange.
4) Processing Digital Data
During the past three decades computer-assisted cartography has been rapidly
developed and created a totally new area in cartography. New type of
cartographic products never produced by the traditional cartographic idea or
technique is appearing and the computer-assisted cartography is predominating
over the traditional cartography. This situation urges cartographers to reexamine the concept of map and to establish a new theoretical foundation for the
technical process. Automated Mapping, Facility Management, and Geographic
Information System have been developed in this context and they continue to
explore new applied fields with the outstanding ability and quickness of data
processing, the capacity of data storage, the flexibility of data compilation and
visualization, as well as the effectiveness of data maintenance. But it seems that
this philosophical and technological changes are still just the beginning of a revolution and further development of cartography in digital method will necessitate comprehensive theoretical backbone.
5) Map Language
Cartographers utilize a sign system when they perform cartographic expression. For the expression, there is the addresser and the recipient. The natural
language is the typical sign system between the addresser and the recipient to
communicate facts, soughts, and feelings by verbal or written words. In the
same way, cartographers communicate idea by means of a visual sign system.
This is the map language. For the introduction of this concept an active debate
took place in the ICA community in the 60s and the beginning of the 70s. They
discussed about syntactics, semantics, and pragmatics of map language; as well
as the fundamental characteristics of this language by comparing it with another type of sign system. But the discussion became less active in the 80s before
turning this notion into a practical method . This concept does not lessen its importance because today the supporting media of map is changing from paper to
screen and people begin to use maps in !puitimedia and interactive dynamic
process environment. The establishment of t eories about syntactics, semantics,
and pragmatics of map language in this environment is strongly demanded.
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3. FIVE SELECTED TH EOR ETICAL ISSUES
Chapter 1. Map Functions
The classification of cartogra phic produ cts acco rding to their fun ctions for
p eople in their environment is a major task of scientific (a nd commercial) cartography.
Well-known is the empiric classifica tion of fun ctional map types tha t is
broadly based on user groups in their special environment . It distinguishes military ma ps, ad minis trative ma ps, touris t maps, naviga tion ma ps, educa tional
ma ps, planning maps, etc. The class bounda ries are not clearly d efin ed , and as
in reality one map can be used to some degree to fulfill several functions.
One early a ttempt of a systematic fun ctional classifica tion was based on the
listing of specific ma p reading task (Boa rd 1975). It distinguishes three basic
ma p use types: landscape visualiza tion (map reading at the elementary or primary level), interpretation for place and space (ma p reading a t seconda ry or
complex level), and naviga tion (Head 1984).
Other attempts of classifica tion are based on the transfer of concepts and
terms of information theory to cartogra phy. Bertin (1 967) distinguished three
main fun ctions of gra phics (including maps): recording information, communicating informa tion, and processing infor mation (by transformation, smoothing
or regionaliza tion) .
Similarl y the concepts of general sign theory (semiotics) were transferred to
ca rtogra phy. The semiotic branch of pragmatics analyzes the relations of signs
(ma ps) to man. General prag matics observes the difference between intended
use and ac tual use. The four types of intended uses are d escription, a ppraisa l,
prescri p tion, and forma tion. The four types of ac tual use are information, evaluation, action, a nd system generation. The matrix of intended and ac tua l usages
provided a frame for the fun ctiona l classifica tion of many cartogra phic products
(Freitag 1977).
O ther a pproaches to functi onal ma p classifications were based on the transfer
of mod el theory to cartography. The most comprehensive ca talog of map fun ctions was outlined by Papay (1973). He distinguished for each ma p invariant
and va riant fun ctions. Inva riant fun ctions are the fu nctions of spatial information and expla nation. Variant fu nc tions are manifo ld : the three ma in fun ctions
are those of communication (including educa tion), of information ex traction (including ma p a nalysis, cartometry, new model generation), and of ac tion steering(inclu d ing orientation, spa tial decision, planning).
All classifica tions were based so far on the analysis of rea l maps, of printed
maps. Mea nw hile revolutionary changes occurred in the conception and production of cartogra phic products.
A com p rehensive and systematic functional classifica tion of cartographic
products has to consid er
- maps as well as all sort of ca rtographic products
(pa rama ps like terrain models, perspective views of space, etc.);
- real maps (on paper or screens) as well as virtual maps (cognitive ma ps and
digital ma ps);
- the effectiveness and limits of cartograph ic prod ucts as tools of spa tial information in com pa rison to other tools (like photograp hs, remote sensing imag-
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eries, movies, tex ts, etc.);
- the suitabi lity of cartog raphic products to monitor, analyze, simulate and predict spatia l changes; and
- the specia l requirements of specific user g roups in terms of topica lity, complexity, accessibility, readability and costs of cartog raphic products.
The present discussion on the role of cartography in geographic information
systems and the role of professional cartographer in society is nothing else tha n
a discussion of the functions of maps und er the conditions of rapid and fundamental technical and social change.
Chapter 2. Spatial Processes
Traditionally when the cartographer represented the world as it was tha t the
world was imaged as existing at a specific time rather than as constantly
changing . The theoretica l challenge has been crea ted largely by the huge
expansion of dig ital data both from sa tellite and ground survey o f topographic
and cadastral detail. For man y purposes time-tagged da ta mus t be continu ou s
or frequently collected . By recording change systematica lly, ca rtographers and
users will be confronted with a flex of spatial da ta throu gh which time slices
may be cut if conventional "snap-shot" maps are required. Cartography has
hitherto relied on diSplaying successions of time slices to portray change, but it
will in future be wise to sea rch for different ve hicles fo r communicating the
spa tial pattern of change. This may also require adjustment by traditional map
users to new situa tions in which they w ill be presented with changing o r
moving map displays. Hitherto most theories of cartographic design have been
d eveloped with reference to static pa tterns, and theories about how users read
and comprehend spatial displays have also been develo ped without reference
to movement and change. Newly developed vehicle navigation systems w ill be
unacceptable to users if they a re not cons ta ntl y fed with current d a ta for entire
road networks. This single example d emonstra tes the necessity to a nticipa te
future user requirements, some of w hich a re as yet sca rcely conceived by
potential users themselves . This will require mo re seriou s consid era tion of
simulation of displa ys a nd scena rios in ord er to develop theory to help to
explain how users will react to displays of changing phenom ena.
The same explosion in the a mount of spa tially referenced data ca uses severe
problems for the ma nagers a nd archivists of those da ta. Previou sly a rchived
data have been s tored as distinct ma p sheets. Digital data not only require new
storage m edia but require a totally new a ttitud e to what the record of
perma nent geographical da ta consists of. These data , to be of futur e value to
users, will have to permit the ex traction of data on the process of change as well
as spa tial distributions at any points in time. Allowing for the combination of
the three spatial dimensions with time will immensely complicate future
cartographic theory and change the na ture of models used to simula te
distributions. All of this, will require a more sophistica ted mathema tica l
approach than has previou sly been employed in ca rtog ra phic theory. Animation by itself may help to put over the results of employing su ch sop histica ted
theories as will be d eveloped. Some comfort may be obtained from the valu e to
the layman of animated displays of past , present a nd predicted weather
patterns on television .
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Chapter 3. Social Context
Mapping is a historical social ac ti vity. Despite its ancient prac tice mod ern
ca rtogra phy dates back only to the Eu ropea n Renaissance. Ma ps were products
of art, science and technology, but the false conviction that maps mi rror scientifica lly, accura tely a nd objectively the real world, remains even after the d evelopment of modern scientific techniques and theories. Ma pping is a social activity.
Althou gh it was well known for ca rtographers, the theoretica l conclusions of
this fact have not been drawn in ca rtography. For a long time cartog raphers preferred a scientific base for their practice and professional ideology.
New stimula tions in tradition-based thinking ca me fro m Brian Harley w ho
introduced the deconstructional strategy, rooted in literary analysis, from new
postmod ern philosophies. By decons tructing the scientific mythology around
ma pping, he try tried to give conceptual basis for the history of ca rtography. Interpreting maps as texts he spoke about cartographic discourse to s how the
masking layers of the socia l contex t in ord er to make maps be rea lly read and
understood . While offering a new theoretical a ttitude and expandi ng internationally the scope of ca rtogra phy, most ca rtogra phers could fi nd no practical results in his theory w hich is practically ques tioning the true representation at all.
Due to the essential a ttribute of ma ps, taking them as visua l or more holis tic entity rather tha n linguis tic, w hich refers to several analogies of the ma p being
text and mirror, d econs truction certainly ca n offer an alterna ti ve epistemology,
but it is still epistemology only.
.
Taking into account that ma ps represent not onl y social ideas but first of all
exist as material objects, made and used by humans and members of society, is
an ontologica l fac t and puts ca rtography into mu ch broader contex t than its immedia te professional envi ro nment. A philosophica l ontology as a theoretical
frame suggested here fo r cartogra phy in the future, gives a solution for the
problems of epistemology. The social contex t of cartogra phy w ith its ins titutions, professiona l orga niza tions, the commercia l sid e, the politica l-ideological
effects on ma p making, and other activities should be a p rospec tive fi eld for
present and future inves tiga tions. It is increasingly important to acquire some
knowledge of the working mecha nism of these as pects of ou r discipline in the
digita l era.
The development of cartography is not a simp le p rogress; but alterna tive ca rtographies are determined historica lly and culturally. Thus an essential his torica l theory, prov id ing flexibility and dy namic view of maps, is need ed to respond the rapid ly d eveloping technological challenge.
The changing world and its spatial attributes are no more an 'e mpty container,
providing no more geome.trica l accuracy, but gives way to structures and
relations in socia l space w hich is neither eternal nor external to human life in
history. Although digital standa rds in a global d imension of ca rtogra phy are
now more important than ever, we should take ca re of the cultural d iversity, refl ected in the differences in ma p-making, as maps fu lfill social requirements.
As the power of ca rtogra phy is in her visual nature should know more about
the social contex t in ord er to control the manipula ting effects w hich are inherent
w ith the use of iconic rethoric. Ethica l questions (i.e. access to d igital data, info rmation d emocracy, copyrigh t of d igi tal products), lega l problems, educa tion,
comm unica tion etc. are im portant items not onl y inside our d iScipline but also
between the d iSCip line and the socia l enviro nment. Taking the no tion of ma ps
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as mod els, the modeling is p rocess w hich can be expanded to every potential
representation for an ac tive and broad transformation of the reality. A d ynamic
cartography, being part of the cultu ral context, can easily influ ence our wo rld's
view and thus be the transmitter for social images, w hich are very effecti ve and
important for the interrelations and co-existence of differe nt socia l contexts.
An ontological approach (ca rtogra phy as a crea tive social-historical ac tivity)
ra ther than a epistemologica l one (simply representa tional cartography) can result in a creative cartographic practice. By giving up the myth of the objective
and value-free cartography we should popularize the idea of cartography as
mod eling the socio-na tural reality and exercise her power to pro tect and enrich
human values.
Chapter 4. Processing Digital Data: Digitalized Image and Map Processing
A cartographic surface is composed of a set of coord ina tes (X,Y) on which a
distance (d) is d esigned and w here are located geo-cod ed observa tions (Zn) (Beguin-Thisse). In order to get a map, the observa tions have to be first organized
and then visualized, according to a previously well d efined goal.
One of the ma in interests of our today multimedia environment is to promote
devices in order to perform: a) geometric transforma tions on the X,Y and d; b)
sta tistica l transformations on the Zn; c) and to switch from the numerical expression to the graphical one (visualization) or the reverse (sca nning, digitalization).
Usually, the goal of a map falls into one of these five d ivisions:
- travel guides (to answer the questions: w here are we? w hich road to follow?
etc. ... );
- spatia l inventories (what do we find there in X,Y? where can be found Z-lambda? etc. .. .);
- secondary information sources (how to extract measurements fro m a map
such as distances, slopes, shad ows (cartometric data) ?);
- spa tia l analysis (how to filter trends or organization levels?);
- spa tia l simulations (e. g. how to perform experimental mapping according to
geographical processes?).
As a consequence, the future of the discipline is mainly concerned w ith interrelated practical and theoretical p roblems which may be summarized under the
following questions:
1) Da ta questions
r- What is the nature of the geocod ed da ta (X,Y,Zn) a t d ifferent sca les a nd after
several transformations? How to follow the da ta quality th rough transformations? How to pro tect the da ta copyright a fter tra nsformation?
How to mas ter the huge quantity of data generated by ras ter or by vector digitaliza tion? H ow to generalize and to reduce these quantities in order to save
storage capacities? What are the criteria to be kept in order to select the "necessary archives" to be preserved ? How to genera te missing da ta, either for lost
ones, in the pas t, or fro m previously compressed files?
How to choose a da ta interna tional standard and at wha t sca le, in order to exchange informa tion or to collabora te to "global change maps" prepa ra tions?
2) Spa tial mod els questions
The development of geo-coded da ta-bases, included in GIS, is interesting, not
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onl y to display quickl y spa tial informa tions but, above all, to a na lyze, to combine, to tra nsform, to anima te the digitalized files w hich have been stored . All
these above mentio ned tra ns forma tions require "mod els", bo th for qualita ti ve
a nd qua ntita ti ve da ta . They may benefit from "the ma p algebra procedures"
(Rimbert 1992, Ritter 1990), very usefu l in overlaying (e. g . topologica l structuring of networks, multivariate sta tistica l methods, ra tioning, differentia ting, sorting, ... ).
How to introdu ce mod els into G IS a nd of w hich kind : s ta nda rdi zed procedures? specific mod els conceived by the u ser himself? a "m odel-structure" (similar to the da tas tructpre conception) ?
How to pro tect the)r\ bd els a nd the methods conception (pro tection aga ins t softwa re viruses, aga ins(cQmmercia l du mping policies, aga inst a ny kind of copy)?
And, how to teach bo th this new "a rea l engineering" and this new "a rea l theory" in cartogra phic schools?
As a conclu sion, the digitalized image processing revolutio n mu st also be a
mental revolution (a nd no t onl y a traditional ca rtogra phic improvement ): the
professio na l d imension of the disci pline must includ e a kind of "knowled ge engineering" of ca rtographic expertise for ma p ma king.

Chapter 5. The Problems about Map Language
It is alread y about 20-25 yea rs since the a nalogy between the ca rtogra phic
form of expression and na tural la nguage was sought. Sema ntica ll y, bo th
sys tems of expression (both la nguages) are close to each o th'e r, but they a re
d ifferent by fo rms a nd mea ns of ex pression. We ca n bring two importa nt reasons wi tnessing tha t the ca rtogra ph ic sys tem of expressio n ca n be considered as
la nguage: 0 ) The ca rtogra ph ic sys tem of expression (i .e. ca rtogra phic or ma p
expressio n) fulfills the condition of the observa tional la nguage a fter R.Ca rnap .
(2) The ca rtogra phic sys tem of expressing fulfills the mental-communica tive
fun ction as it is the case of na tural la nguage, however, it is na rrower compa red
to the uni versa lity of na tural la nguage.
The beginning of ma p la nguage as a n id ea ca n be seen in the works of
M.K. Bocharov ( 966), J.Bertin (1967), A.F.Asla ni kas hvili 0 967, 1974), A. Kolacny
0 967, 1969), V.Freitag ( 971), K.- H .Meine ( 974) and o thers. Theo retica l s ide of
ca rtogra phic expression has onl y been developing acti vely onl y for 10-15 yea rs.
The inves tiga tio n of ma p la nguage is based o n definitions of (na tu ra l).la nguage.
La nguage is a system (set) of signs serving as a tool fo r thin king a nd a m ea ns of
communica tion, as well as a mode for storing of knowled ge. For the
developm ent of theory of ma p la nguage, the id eas of the following a re im portan t: L.Ra ta jski 0975, 1976), C.Boa rd ( 976), E.Arnberger ( 977), J.Pravda 0 977,
1982), D.Vcar ( 979) a nd A.Wolod tschenko 0 985, 1987), L. Nebesky a nd B.Pa lek
(980), A.A.Lyutyy ( 981), H.5chlichtma nn ( 985) a nd others.
Ma p la nguage is thus a system of sign for the map a nd the rules fo r their
usage. There exis t certain theore tica l concepts about the organiza tion of this
system. It is necessa ry to reca ll, tha t three releva nt concepts exist. A. A.Lyutyy
ex plained in his pa per " On the la nguage o f ma p": Map signs form a semiotic
sys tem in w hich th eir sema ntics, sy ntactics a nd p rag ma tics are d ifferecia ted.
J.Pravda explained in his "ma p(cartograp hic) language" tha t: Ma p (ca rtogra phic) expression is a system of fo ur linguis tica llevels: sig nics, mo rphography,
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syntax and stylistics. H .5chlichtma nn ex plained in his "ma p symbolism" tha t:
Ma p symbolism is a semiotic system, i. e., a specifica lly s tru ctured sys tem of
sig ns.
Wha t is then the p roblem ? The p roblem lies in the fac t tha t all concepts a nd
a ttempts a t concepts prove tha t we know much about ma p la nguage, but not
w hat ma p la nguage precisely. We d o not know w hich concept is true a nd
whether any of them is rig ht a t all. W e even d o not know if there s hould exist
only one or more concepts of ma p expression (ma p la nguage) . We also d o not
know if the term "language" in mea ning "ma p la nguage" ca n be used because
almost every linguist a nd philosopher contends tha t there is onl y one la nguage
- na tural language (w ithout rega rd to na tionality). By means of this la nguage
we think a nd ex press (cognize a nd communica te) and thus all a rtificia l (formal,
opera tional a nd so fo rth) la nguages - a re d e fac to not languages.
This assertion should be remembered, but fear of it is not necessary. If we
succeed in formula tion of m ore arguments supporting the idea tha t the ma p
la nguage fun ctions on the some basic principle as na tural la nguage, the
situa tion will improve. Until then it is better to consider the term "ma p la nguage" a wo rking term . In spite of this we full y believe tha t the content of this
concept and its working cha racter is not a n obstacle in a ppl ica tion a nd in
d eepening our knowledge of it.
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Hyperchina Adventures in hypermapping
N.H. Huffmann (Washington DC, USA)

This research project was funded by an Undergraduate Research Award granted by the
Honors Department at the University of Kansas during the summer of 1989. The grant was for
the research and development of a prototype geography hypertext based on Professor R. W.
McColl's Geographies o/China, and the interactive multimedia software HyperCard®. This
paper is based on t1ie fmal report for this project, as originally outlined in October 1989, and
revised in January 1993.
The project began in Professor McColl's introductory geography course on China, which
presents China as an integrated environmental and political system structured around the physiographic regions that defme the Chinese landscape. I was having serious problems synthesizing
the diversity of information about China into a consistent and effective mental model, and began
looking for more effective ways to organize and present the textual, statistical, and cartographic
data presented in the course.
I had recently been introduced to the interactive database/application-building software
HyperCard, and was interested in using it to build interactive geography education applications.
I proposed the development of a system for connecting regional geographic information by integrating text, maps, and graphics into one hypertext document interface. Using HyperCard as an
information manager, and Dr. McColl's textbook, Geographies 0/ China as a model, I I set out to
build HyperChina, a prototype interactive computer geography textbook and atlas for use at the
college level.
The project set out to show that the interactive and hypertext facilities of HyperCard could
be used to create an educational environment that will more accurately and effectively reflect the
deeply interconnected relationship of geographic knowledge. The project began with a brief
look at other geography education software for the Macintosh to gain insight into what others
were doing with geographic information in education, and to formulate ideas for building
HyperChina, especially about what should be done, and what should be avoided.
The second section of the project provides a look into the history of hypertext, and provides
a general description of the basic features of a hypertext system. The specific use of geographic
information in a hypertext system is covered in detail. This section closes with an outline of the
hypertext design process, along with some suggestions for developing hypertext resources.
The third section opens with a description of the HyperCard program, and the specific issues
concerns related to hypertext applications. The rest of this section concerns the deconstruction
of the Geographies o/China textbook into a hypermedia with text, map and graphic elements,
and the construction of a prototype of the HyperChina stackware. The project concludes with a
bibliography of hypertext and geography resources.
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The HyperChina project began with an brief look at a selection of geography education software packages for the Macintosh to see how other developers were dealing with geographic
information in education. I was primarily interested in collecting different methods of presenting information and using computer software and graphical interfaces to build interesting and
educational software for college students. This information helped build a better preliminary
model of the HyperChina software.
The review method is based on the human factors model of human-machine interaction that
defines the parameters for this review of geographic software. The model proposes a four-part
interaction between humans and machines.2 The user, situated in an environment with a
machine, interacts with the machine though an interface that presents information to the user and
responds to their actions. The environment is the general atmosphere in which the interaction
takes place, including the situation that brings the human to the machine, their purpose and
intentions for using the machine, and their personal expectations. For this study we are dealing
with a college computer lab environment, where students will be working alone or in small
groups, doing supplemental coursework and readings about the geography of a well-defined
region based on general geographic principles. The environment encourages, but does not
require the use of the computers, and generally leaves the students to their own resources in
applying the computer to their needs.
The user is a human agent, including the complete set of their skills and inhibitions, interacting with the machine to complete some task or process. Our average user is a sophomore geography major who has a basic background in geography, but only limited computer experience.
They may have some practical experience using computerS, but no programming experience.
The machine in our environment could be any type of microcomputer, but we are specifically
interested in the Apple Macintosh®, since it is the platform for HyperCard. We are not concerned with any technical details about the computer beyond the condition that it is capable of
running HyperCard.
The interface is the most important part of our review and consists of the set of input and
output devices, operating instructions, and design cues that determine how the users interacts
with the machinery. For a Macintosh computer system, this includes the monitor, keyboard and
mouse, the operating system software, and the specific software under evaluation, including the
appearance and command structure of the software. Macintosh software is built around a graphical interface which visibly shows the user the possible actions they can take from their current
state. We are interested in software which creates an engaging atmosphere for the users based
on this type of interface, and encourages them to interact with and learn from the machine. The
graphical interface should also help the user visualize geographical information through maps
and graphics. Wherever possible, associative hypertext structures should be used to allow the
user to draw connections between related ideas and images.
The reviews begin with HyperAtlas™, a geographical quiz program that stresses rote learning based on place names and regional statistics. The user chooses a region from the world map,
and is asked a series of multiple-choice questions about that region based on local maps and statistics. The user can choose to review banks of information from different regions, or take a
scored quiz based on a specific region. This program was used as a basic lab assignment at the
University of Kansas, where the students were instructed to work with the program until they
had scored 70% or better for each region in the quiz module. The program is neither exciting
nor extensive, and is not suited to our environment because students would not voluntarily work
with the program to supplement their regular coursework. Besides, the focus and scope of the
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questions are not appropriate for the China course.
The program is based in the HyperCard platform, but barely scratches the sUlface of its interactive potential. The interface is easy to learn and manipulate, but it controls the user by
restricting them to a limited set of actions, in this case, answering the questions posed by the
program. The graphics are simple and effective, but not very interesting. There is no associative
organization whatsoever, and it would be virtually impossible for students to pose and locate
answers to questions, or to expand on the data in any appreciable way.
The Where in the World is Carmen San Diego™ geography game, and its many spin-offs,
are structurally similar to HyperAtlas, except that the designers have made it more entertaining
by integrating exciting maps and graphics. The user plays the role of a dt::tecti ve hot on the trai l
of the thief, Carmen San Diego, in an international game of hide-and-seek. The game consists
of chasing Carmen and her thugs around the globe by answering local and regional geography
questions for points and clues about Carmen's next hideout. The game is more suited to a playing environment than to a structured learn ing environment. While older students could have fun
learning world geography facts with this game, the pace and scope of the game are hetter suited
to younger children.
The interface actively involves the user in the play-action of the game, but it still controls the
action by presenting the user with a linear stream of questions to answer. At least the game
structure lends purpose to the questions, and puts something at stake in getting them right. The
extensive use of pictures and maps to portray regional geographies is a great addition that effectively makes the game more interesting and educational because it invokes the essential visual
aspect of geographic communication. However, some of the cartographic images are inappropriate and promote bad geography. Specifically, the user is shown a world map as they travel from
country to country chasing after Carmen, but when flying from Chile to Australia, the user is
shown flying east all the way across the world, rather than taking the shorter route west, off the
edge of the map to the opposite edge. This is a subtle error, but such simple inaccuracies can
seriously impede the development of solid geographic understanding.
GeoQueryTM, a geographic data management and presentation package, is intended for a
more sophisticated information environment than our college lab. It is primarily intended as a
business marketing package, but is definitely adaptable to educational uses. It would be well
suited to individual students building databases for personal or group projects, but is too cumbersome to be used as a general reference tool. An advanced class might consider building a
geographically referenced document database, but this project could be extremely complex and
would require plenty of initiative and hard work.
The program interface integrates a traditional database with pre- defined base maps, and can
be complex to implement because some commands counter the established Macintosh interface
structure. Without access to the base maps we can not possibly use this program for China, but
there are still some interesting possibilities for projects about the United States. The map output
offers some good color design possibilities. All in all, this program has useful reporting features
on geographical data in the United States, but is not adaptable to the purposes of this project,
though the functions it represents would be very useful to integrate.
The final program reviewed is SimEarth TM , an environmental modeling program, based on
James Lovelock's Gaia hypothesis. This software toy models the Earth as a self-regulating system with environmental feedback controls that maintain the conditions which support life on the
Earth . The program gives the user control of these systems, and allows them manage entire
planets in order to transform inhospitable planets into livable planets with evolving life and civi-
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lization. This program is clearly a game, but it uses scientific tools to teach environmental principles and could be integrated with lessons on the environmental principles modeled in the system. This game can be enjoyed by many different age groups, but users must be patient and
fore-sighted to manipulate the subtle environmental effects to create an inhabitable planet.
The interface is built upon a set of environmental modules that the user manipulates to influence the conditions of the virtual planet. The user is presented with a real time map of the current conditions of the module in use, such as land uselland cover, CO2 concentrations, or ambient temperature. The user can also call up historical graphs of the planetary development to
monitor progress and results. The interface is highly interactive, with all of the system controls
directly on the screen so the user can easily switch between modules and map views. The game
can be daunting at first because of its complexity, but once mastered, this complexity is an asset
because you really get a feel for how complex the earth is, and how small effects, like driving an
automobile, can have great environmental impacts.
The use of environmental modeling in education is a great idea which should be explored
and expanded. One shortcoming is the lack of control the user has over the parameters of the
environmental models, because some of the effects they simulate are not accurately modeled. It
would be a more interesting exercise if the user could learn about the science of modeling, as
well as the environment. Similarly, because the environmental model is a theoretical construct,
it is not possible to refer to information about specific real world sites. Although we can draw
connections from the model to the real world, these connections must be inferred and are not
explicit. Improved access to the to modeling software would allow the users to integrate simple
GIS data with the environmental model.
Based on these reviews, I developed a more accurate picture of what was needed for in the
computer textbook, HyperChina. Even though the average user is at least a sophomore in college, the system should hold their attention and get them actively involved in using the system.
The program should be perfectly functional in an environment of self-directed activity, so that
they are using the program because they want to, and because they feel that it is helpful to them.
Every effort should be made to avoid a boring environment, by directly relating the software to
the coursework, and by presenting an exciting new way of looking at and learning about geography.
This environment is best created through the interface, because it has the greatest impact on
how the user will feel about using the software. The program must be easy to understand and
operate, offering plenty of cues to the user about what options are available at any given time,
and which help the user operate the program without having to seek outside instruction or
advice. The interface must allow the user to follow specific information trails that correspond to
the course outline, but not restrict them to fru strating and boring paths. By allowing them to follow the outline, or to find their own path through the material, they will be having real interactions with the information in the system, and will be able to ask and answer their own questions
about this information. This interactivity can be stimulated by using hypertext/database conce pts that allow the user access to information based on their own interes ts and criteria.
We have derived an basic operational model for the creation of a computer-based textbook
on China from our review of other geography education software. The term 'hypertext' has
been used several times in passing, without any discussion of exactly what this term means, or
what makes it so appropriate for our purposes. This section begins with an outline of the historical origins and development of hypertexts. A general description of the features identified with
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hypertexts, is presented with specific notes on their application to geographic infonnation, and
the section closes with a discussion of design issue related to building hypertext documents.
The central element that separates hypertext from other traditional infonnation media is the
non-linear organization of infonnation. Unlike a book, which has a linear infonnation structure
of sentences and images defined by the serial order of the pages, a hypertext contains many
smaller infonnation units called nodes, which do not have a fixed order, but are arranged according to the associative links that connect the ideas contained within the nodes. Although contemporary notions of hypertexts rely on computer-based information management, the conceptual
basis for hypertext structures began to appear at least two hundred years before the printing
press. These new arrangements, tables of contents, footnotes, end notes, indices, and bibliographies, which established associative link within the linear text, arouse from the increasing diffusion of texts as the primary means for storing and transmitting knowledge, and the need to
locate, access and utilize that knowledge.3 These associative connections were naturally constrained by the technology of the printed medium, but these basic knowledge structures greatly
enhanced the functionality of the printed book.
In his 1938 essay World Encyclopaedia , the science fiction pioneer H.G. Wells, was the first
person to speak of associative information organizations that would give all the 'knowledge
worker 's' in the world a common medium of expression to improve communication and cooperation. 4 In 1945, Vannevar Bush, who had been in charge of the American scienti.fic war effort,
called for a major investment into the development of the 'memex', a massive infonnation
library which would eventually contain a complete scientific record, and allow the user to access
infonnation and make explicit connections between related ideas. The advent of the digital
computer made memex-like systems a real possibility, and in the mid-60's, Doug Engelbart constructed the first hypertext system, called NLSIArgument.5 The tenn 'hypertext' was coined by
Ted Nelson in an essay outlining his visionary goal of establishing a global on-line publishing
system which contained all published texts in the entire world, and which later became the basis
for his Xanadu hypertext system. 6
The field of hypertext exploded in the 1980's, particularly as the personal computer began to
establish itself as the information medium for the future. In 1987, Jeff Conklin published an
introductory survey to hypertexts, which outlines many of the developments up to that time,7
and Carl Franklin has published several extensive bibliographies on hypertexts. 8 9 10 Technical
writers have been the major contributors to the hypertext field as they have applied it to the
development of on-line documentation systems. Edward Barrett's two collections of essays on
hypertexts come primarily from an on-line documentation perspective, but provide an excellent
discussion of the literary, rhetorical, and developmental issues surrounding the creation of this
new medium of communication. II 12
There are many commercial hypertext authoring packages on the market today, and with the
advent of CD-ROM and multimedia technology, the application of hypertext is becoming
increasingly common in computer products. The tenn 'hypermedia' was coined to describe
hypertexts that integrate other forms of information, like pictures, video, sounds and maps.
Many reference documents have been converted to digital hypertext formats and released on
CD-ROM, 13 and hypertext atlases are appearing on the shelves. 14 On-line database are beginning to integrate hypertext features into their systems, and Ted Nelson's Xanadu is scheduled to
go on-line this year with the foundations of his global library. 15 The idea of on-line hypertext
journals is being passed around, and it is only a matter of time before hypertext books and fulltext bibliographies are common scientific tools.
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Despite all this discussion of hypertext, there is not a general consensus about what constitutes a hypertext system. Without getting into the debate about the elements that define a true,
full-featured hypertext, I will venture to provide a general definition of hypertexts and a description of the most common hypertext elements. A hypertext is a computer system that takes individual chunks of information, called nodes, and arranges them in a non-linear, non-sequential
structure based on the associative connections of the semantic units contained within each node
These connections are called links, and the information units joined at each end of a link are
called anchors. The set of nodes and links taken together form a web of semantic connections
called the hypermap, which mayor may not be explicitly graphed out for hypertext user.
A node is a select chunk of information, generally associated with a specific place in the
hypertext, like a display window or an application document. Depending on the system, a node
can be a very specific piece of information embodying a single idea, or it can be a lengthy citation, like a journal article. A node can be information in any media available to the computer
system, including blocks of text, raster and vector images, statistical graphs and charts, and
audio and video files. Such systems are often called hypermedia systems, but I will continue to
use the term hypertext, taking 'text' to be an artifact of social communication in any medium.
Nodes can be static objects whose appearance is permanently fixed, such as archival material
and photographs. Nodes can also be interactive images which allow the user to alter the appearance of the graphics to fit the current question, or a new one.
Nodes are often unique, individually created documents within the overall hypertext, but the
concept of building document databases offers much greater flexibility to hypertext developers.16 A document database uses traditional database techniques to organize large bodies of text
or graphics into smaller relational sets, from which relevant pieces can be extracted and inserted
directly into a document. This reduces the amount of data storage needed by decreasing redundancy, and it limits data maintenance times by integrating every occurrence of a specific idea or
reference into one location. As the objects are called from the document database, they are run
through a declarative formatting filter. Normal computer documents are procedurally formatted,
without any meaning being attached to the formatted items. Declarative formatting attaches
meaningful codes to the elements in the document to signify their specific semantic qualities.
When a piece of information is called from the database, it is run through the formatting table,
and the styles for that node are attributed to the information based on the semantic units present
and their formatting codes. For instance, a keyword would appear in boldface, or rivers would
be 1.5 mm blue solid lines.
In building a specifically geographic hypertext, it is important to consider the unique nature
of the language of geography as the study of people and places. Besides communicating in
words, geographers must also express themselves visually, using maps and graphics to describe
spatial relationships that can not be related in mere words. Thus, any geographic hypertext is by
nature a hypermedia system, and must be able to incorporate both graphic and text interfaces to
deal with these two means of geographic communication.
Text nodes are basically glorified word processing documents, except that they can be linked
to other files based on their semantic content. Because geography deals with regions all over
the globe, there is a natural need to be able to work in many different languages to describe place
names and local objects and events. Textual nodes may contain short descriptions of events,
places, theories, or other phenomena, but they may also include academic journal articles,
'hyperessays,' and bibliographic resources. Sound files may also be classified as text files.
Image nodes in a geographic hypertext can be classified into four general categories. Map
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nodes display representational infonnation about the Earth, which can be in the fonn of a traditional symbolic map, a 3-D virtual rendering of an region, or an archival record, including
remote sensing imagery and scanned records of published maps. Document databases are ideal
for geographic hypertexts based on Geographic Information Systems, where the hypertext acts
as a interface between the nodes and the document database GIS. Queries are sent to the GIS,
which returns the requested data or calculations on cartographic layers to be presented on the
node. 17 The hypertext can be programmed to send quelies based on any type of geographic
infonnation analysis. Formatting instructions include the basic cartographic design elements
such as symbolization, type placement, data classification and other more advanced concerns.
Statistical nodes include graphics, charts, and other visual displays for presenting statistical
and other numerical infonnation contained in a traditional database. Here a declarative fonnatting manager would serve well as an interactive expert interface for presenting and analyzing
data contained in a database. 18 Timelines displaying historical events in relation to each other
along a line representing a particular historical period would also be integrated under the statistical nodes. Links to other nodes on the timeline would be indicated as points along the line and
could be called directly from the timeline .
Illustration nodes are a very broad class of nodes that contain other types of graphics and
illustrations not already mentioned, such as paintings, sketches, technical drawings, etc.
Landscape illustrations are nodes, such as photographs, architectural renderings, and video
footage, associated with a specific geographic locations, but which can not be considered maps.
Links are what give hypertexts their organizational power by allowing the user to effOltlessly
move from one node to another. Links differ greatly between the different hypertext architecture's on the market today. The most general links carry the user from a one node to the connected node, and possibly back again. More sophisticated systems offer indexed links that classify the connections according to the relationship between the connected nodes, and can sort the
links by type'? Associated with each link is an anchor which indicates the existence of a link at
that place, and may give additional information about the link. An anchor can be just a small
unit of information within the node. Links can be functionally classified into three categories:
stl1lctured links, spontaneous links, and tangential link.
Structured links are permanent features placed within the hypertext to create an organizational structure within the document, making it easier for the user to navigate and assimilate the
infonnation. There are three types of structured links: Organizational links, thematic links, and
knowledge links. Organizational links are used to create the general infonnation structure that a
user will see as they sequentially browse through the hypertext as if it were a regular book.
These links are used to chunk related infonnation into logical modules so that it is more accessible. Thematic links are used to create topical documents by chaining together several associated
nodes. For instance, if I were in writing an essay on links, I might string together several nodes
about different hypertext architecture's and their link types. Knowledge links are those most
commonly associated with hypertexts. These links are used to directly connect associated ideas
or nodes, and to develop the associative network similar to an experts knowledge of a palticular
subject. Within a single node, there could be many knowledge links, for example, connecting
quotes to bibliographic references or their original texts, connecting the text to footnotes, or connec ting the user to a related subject or idea.
The anchors for structured links are generally integrated as permanent features of the hypertext. Organizational links should appear as control or navigational devices within the hypertext,
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so that the user immediately sees how the text is ananged and where they can go next. Thematic
links can be included as special function anchors that are outside of the normal navigational set,
but lead the user on a sort of guided tour of that specific subject. Knowledge links are commonly linked to specific words or phrases within the text, but can also be placed as special interest
anchors, for example, an anchor that lets the user go to a photograph or sound byte of a famous
author or scientist.
Spontaneous links are connections created by the user while exploring the hypertext information space, a feature which many theorists argue is essential to a true hypertext, because it is
this type of spontaneous browsing that makes hypertext such a powerful information organization tool. 19 While perusing the hypertext, the user should be able to jump out of the structured
organization to pursue any idea or question they may have, which may include searching the
hypertext for occurrences of specific words or ideas and looking at those nodes. This chain of
new associations may go through several levels of nodes, but the user should always have the
option to continue the chain or return to the original node, as well as being able to keep a record
of the nodes in the new association chain, and make permanent links based on these associations. Spontaneous link are a special type of knowledge links, and thus have the same type of
anchors, except that they are personalized for the individual user.
Tangent links, which can be either structured or spontaneous, are a special link sub-set,
which takes the user directly to a related node, and then returns them to the original node. They
are useful because it allows the designer or user to interject a short aside without getting lost in
the diversion. Tangent anchors resemble knowledge anchors, except some identifying mark
which indicates their tangential nature.
Because hypertext links deal directly with the associative relationships between semantic
elements, we must look at the meaning of geographic objects to ensure that our hypertext links
are sufficient to deal with all of the nuances of geographic meaning. The semantics of geographic information can be classified into six relationships which define a geographic element. These
relationships are internal within each geographic node, but can also relate to external links
between two or more nodes as well. Depending on the specifics of the geographic element in
question, different relationships will be more important than others, and others may not relevant
to some nodes at all.
• Identity relations define the name of the geographic feature, as well as the connections to its
physical or theoretical referents. These relations are shaped by the local, international and historicallinguistic influences, and may include information on the translation and transliteration,
literal meaning, and alternate spellings of a name. Identity also includes set membership relationships, which define thematic categories and object classes, like rivers, or German.
• Place relationships deal with the spatial aspects of geographic features, including position,
form, scale, and connectivity. Position is based on the graticule location of an element, but may
also include derivative positions, based on membership in an area or region. The form of a geographic feature defines it as a point, a line, or an area. The perceived form is a function of scale,
which is the relationship between the size of an element on the map and its actual size on the
Earth. Connectivity defines the geographic links between objects, and is used to establish various types of networks, like transportation networks and drainage systems.
• Temporal relations deal with an object's position on the historical timeline, and is dealt with in
terms of events, periods and eras. An event covers a single short time period, which can be
exactly defined in relation to other events that happen around it. Periods are longer units of time
that have recognizable beginning and ending events, and frequently have common thematic
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traits. Eras are lengthy. general expanses of time that can only be roughly delineated.
• Quality relations are the textual descriptions of geographic phenomena. These may include
geographic theories. descriptions of places. scholarly debates. or additional set membership relationships. As with identity relations. quality relations deal with languages and meanings. as well
as local linguistics. Sound files can be integrated to help explain on these relationships.
• Quantity relations deal with the numerical descriptions of geographic elements. These relations may include straight value associations. as well as derivative values like rates of change.
and multi-variate analysis.
• Appearance is the frnal relationship of geographic phenomena. and is an internal part of the
semantics because of geography's spatial. and thus. visual nature. The appearance of a geographic element is a derivative quality of the first five relations. but it is still a vital aspect of the
meaning of that element.
In developing geographic links. it is important to consider the use of anchors in cartographic
nodes. Structural anchors should allow the user to move up and down in scale. or to reposition
the nadir point of the map. The most obvious application of anchors is using cartographic elements in a vector-based image as the anchors. calling up additional information from the object
itself. much like between a GIS and its relational database. There is also the possibility of using
GIS analysis methods to find related nodes. for instance. looking up all of the homes at lay with
in 1000 meters of a selected river bank. When searching for a specific class of nodes. say well
sites. footprint anchors for the specific well sites can be placed in their correct locations on a
general map of region.20 A more sophisticated system would allow the user to outline a region
on the screen and create spontaneous links to all of the relevant nodes found within the polygon.
Using scale to generalize nodes. searching by place. form. and quantity. and interactive access to
statistical images are all important additional links functions.21
The final feature of hypertext is the hypermap which maps out the relational structure of all
of the nodes and links as a web of connections. The term 'hypermap' has been used to describe
actual hypermedia maps. as well as these maps of the associative structures of a hypertext. but I
will only follow the latter. more common usage. The use of associative hypermaps is an essential element in helping the user navigate and understand the hypertext information space. 22
Some hypertexts can only have limited pre-defined maps of their structured links. while other
systems automatically generate hypermaps of the structured and spontaneous links. as well as
maps of specific. user-defrned sections of the hypertext. While hypermaps are primarily navigational tools. their benefit to understanding and assimilating the hypertext can not be underestimated. A good hypermap will help the user grasp the relational structure of the hypertext. and
see relationships that are not apparent from the nodes themselves. in much the same way that
traditional maps allow the reader to see geographical relationships that can not be expressed in
words.
Design can be the most important factor in determining how effectively the user work with
and learn from the hypertext. The human factors model is useful in developing the initial design
approach. Because of the current technological limitations. the machine will playa significant
factor in any design. so clarify the technological issues early on. Clearly and explicitly define
the environment the hypertext will be used in. as well as the full range of users. The possibilities
for interface design depends a lot on the technology and hypertext architecture chosen. but there
are some considerations that can assure an improved information presentation.
The presentation should be consistent across the entire document. Text formatting conven-
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tions should be held the same in every node, and control devices that have similar actions should
be in the same place. Anchors should be obvious without disturbing the look of the indicated
information, and should be identified by type if different types of links are supported. The interface should invite the user to explore the special abilities of hypertext by making actions simple
and consistent and encouraging the users to lead the action. The control over the interaction
should be left in the hands of the user as much as possible. Only dangerous actions should be
controlled by the interface. This allows the user to select the paths to follow, instead of just
making decisions when prompted by the computer. However, total freedom is just as cumbersome to the user as a heavily-controlled interface. Your own knowledge about the information
should be used to create an internal structure among of the nodes, by grouping them into thematic modules and marking trails through the material. Imparting structure to the hypertext
improves the user's ability to grasp the breadth of the information and see how it is interconnected. The best hypertext will combine structure with a well-monitored ability to fr-::<!ly browse for
new information.
The use of metaphors, like the Apple desktop, is a common practice in computer interface
design, and hypermaps are important because they symbolize the semantic nodes and links in a
hypertext. This helps the user to build a mental model of the information space, and conceptualize it as a physical object. The organizational structure of a hypertext is a quasi-physical
arrangement of its meaning relationships, and should assemble the entire .c ontent into modules
based on the categories of information and their associative connections. Hypermaps help create
and enhance the mental model of this structure. A mental model locates the user within the
information space, and gives the user a context to frame navigational information. Locational
cues should help the user visualize their position within the hypertext information space of a
node or module, and while searching for a new associations and ideas. This helps the user see
where to look for new ideas, and where the uncharted information spaces are to be found.
An excellent outline of the development process is presented in the Apple Hype~ard design
book.23 The general nine-step process developed for use in designing Hype~ard applications
can be generally applied to hypertexts.
• Decide who your users are? They define the purpose of the project, as well as the limitations
and specific considerations that need to be taken it to account.
• What is, and is not, the subject matter? This will give you a clearer idea on how to structure
and present the information and will help you stay focused on the essentials of the project.
• How to present the subject matter? The interface is the only clue the user has about what
they can and should be doing. It should be engaging and clearly present the user with all of the
information they might need to answer their question or find the next node.
• Make the hypertext easy to navigate? Always provide navigational cues about the location
of the user is in relation to other nodes and modules in the hypertext.
• Introduce people to your hypertext? Users are a valuable source of design feedback. Listen
to them and address their concerns.
• Integrate text, graphics, and audio design. Hypermedia exploits the real power of the computer as an information manager so use the media that best suit the message.
• Plan on changing the hypertext several times. A willingness to go back to tht'. drawing
board can often make the difference between a mediocre novelty and a powerful thinking tool.
Revise early, and often.
• Test early, test often, and listen to reviews. Testing is the only way to verify that your ideas
are in tune with the needs of real users.
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• Check the hypertext one last time. Since many user's are already weary about computers,
the user's perceived trust of a hypertext can be seriously jeopardized by sloppy editing and
mechanics.
The process of constructing the geographical hypertext for China can now begin with applying the previous notes on designing hypertexts to HyperCard and the HyperChina system.
HyperCard was developed by Bill Atkinson for Apple Computer, Inc., and bundled with all new
Macintosh computers sold after 1987. HyperCard was designed as an application generator that
allows people to use and develop software for personal information management applications.
The design of the program allows HyperCard users to get as involved in the system as they
wanted to be, from being a simple user to building and distributing their own software.
Although technically speaking, HyperCard is not a hypertext program, the software integrates
the graphical interface of the Macintosh with hypertext and object-oriented programming features that allow for the development of sophisticated hypertext and hypermedia applications. 24
Like the Macintosh interface, HyperCard is based on a metaphor, the 3" x 5" index card. A
HyperCard node or window looks like an index card, and a HyperCard program, called a stack,
is a sequential series of these cards. Each card in a stack has a background that it may share
with other cards, and a foreground that is unique to that card alone. A stack may have one or
more backgrounds, and numerous cards of each background. Stacks, backgrounds and cards are
all programmable objects, which means that HyperTalk programs, called scripts, can be attached
to them. For instance, a stack script that puts the date and time in a certain field every time a
new card is created.
The appearance and function of a card are defined the elements in the foreground and background of the card. The foreground and background each contain a single graphics layer, and
multiple button and field layers. The two graphics layers use a 72 dpi, black-and-white raster
paint program to create imagery for the cards and stacks. Cards were originally restricted to a
512 x 342 pixel window, but can now be expanded up to a 1280 x 1280 pixel window. The
graphics layers are used to communicate visual information and create visible metaphors for
stack interfaces. By mixing background and foreground images, the designer can create complex visual relationships, such as highlighting a selected object, or making objects disappear on a
specific card. Stacks can even be animated by using each card in a series as a single motion picture frame.
Each button layer contain one programmable button and its executable HyperTalk program.
Background buttons will appear on every card with that background, while buttops on a foreground layer will only appear on a single card. Buttons can take on several different looks,
depending the users needs. A button's look can be one of many graphic icons, with or without
the button's assigned name showing, or it can be left invisible so that it appears to be connected
to elements on the graphics layer beneath it. HyperCard buttons can establish automatic links
between cards or stacks, and execute other HyperTalk functions or programs. as well. One common HyperCard button retrieves phone numbers from a background text field and dials the number for the user.
The field layers contain text fields which are also programmable objects. Background fields
place a common field on each card of that background, and the cards of this background are
equivalent to records in a database. A foreground field only puts a field on that individual card.
HyperCard also supports a full range of text searching and sorting functions, as well as mathematical and Boolean operations.
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HyperTalk is the Hyper<:ard programming language, and has been described as 80%
English, and 20% Pascal. HyperTalk scripts are attached to Hyper<:ard objects, and can perform
a full range of programming actions, including the manipulation of Hyper<:ard objects and
menus. Scripts are executed when a Hyper<:ard event signal, such as pressing the mouse key
down, are trapped by an object whose script is triggered by that specific event. An event can be
specific to a certain object, such as clicking the mouse within the area of a button, or it can be
passed down through the object hierarchy until reaches passes Hyper<:ard and disappears if no
script has reacted to it. Hyper<:ard can also be programmed to communicate with other programs and machines, such as a mainframe computer or a video disc player. This powerful function allows the user to create intelligent graphical interface shells that sends data and commands
to more complicated programs, like ARClInfo [CowenJ.
The card and stack metaphor forces the Hyper<:ard author to create a more structured hypertext than in other hypertext systems. The stack structure is defined by the connections that allow
the user to move from one card to another within the stack. Even though a stack has a natural
linear structure, links are used to create an overriding non-linear organization within the stack.
Using cards, backgrounds, and links, the Hyper<:ard developer can establish several types of
organizational information structures. These structures should be combined with a mental model
of the stack to help the user navigate the stack more effectively.
The most basic structure is the linear model, which moves the user from one node to the next
in a serial order. This structure works well with stories or articles from the traditional print
media, because it replicates the linear page structure and keeps the user in a familiar reading
mode. The tree struciure has a central card, and several branching information trails all connected at this one node. Each branch can be assigned different background styles and organizational
structures within the overall tree structure . This structure is good for offering the user several
optional subjects or paths to explore independently of each other.
A network stack is what most people associate with true hypertext organization, and it exists
in most Hyper<:ard stacks by virtue of the additional knowledge links that can be .mperimposed
upon the organizational structure. The use of structured and spontaneous knowledge links is
highly recommended, but when using networks as an organizational structure, the designer must
be sure to present the user with adequate navigational information, or they may get lost within
the unrestricted connections of the network.
The design and construction of Hyper<:hina began with the deconstruction of the original
tex t into thematic sections based on content and organization. This process revealed the internal
structure of the text, how the most important ideas were related, and how they could be re-connected to reduce redundancy and increase the number of explicit associative links. The two
major concerns were to make the hypertext compatible with the textbook and lectures, and to
make use of the sketch maps students draw during lectures. Dr. McColl advocates the use of
these sketch maps in class to help build and reinforce mental maps. The maps for the hypertext
should fit into and expand upon this sketching technique. The hypertext maps should be available to the students as paper base maps to use during lectures, and to compile information from
the hypertext itself. This process of physically copying the map helps reinforce the information.
The hype rtext uses the Apple desktop folders. stacks , and backgrounds to create an overall
structure that resembles the organization of the book. The book is divided into three major sections, which translate directly into hypertext sections, with special information sections at the
beginning and e nd of the hypertext. The five hypeltext sections are: The Control Center,
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Cultural Basics, Special Topics and Hyperessays, The Regional Map Manager, and Glossaries.
These major sections represent folders in the Macintosh file management system. Within the
sections, there are additional thematic units, built around a hierarchy of secondary folders, stacks
and backgrounds. Related stacks were placed in common folders. Related nodes were chunked
together into stacks, and multiple backgrounds were used to combine smaller, more diverse
chunks together in one stack. The size and complexity of these stack and background units
depended on creating a balance between the information organization within the stacks, and the
time required to access a new stack or folder.
To simplify the interface as much as possible, all stacks were based on a single card layout
which coordinated the handling of text and graphics on a single node. The card layout was created by compiling a list of the important semantics units that might be needed on a card, and
then singling out those units which should appear on every card. These semantic units were
chosen for the basic card layout, and placed on a card background according to a standardized
grid. All cards were limited to the original 512 x 342 pixel card size to avoid any problems
using the stack on the older Macintoshes with the smaller built-in screens. The limited window
size makes good layout an essential concern.
• The upper left corner of the card was reserved for three separate text fields containing the card
title, a list of sets the card belongs to, and an expandable text box for descriptive material. This
text block has a default size of two lines, but can be expanded to 4-lines or 20-lines by clicking
on a near-by button.
• Beneath the text area is the reserved graphic zone which is used to hold all background and
card-specific graphics. This area takes up the majority of the card and is locked into a predefined location to simplify the automatic placement of graphics and maps in the reserve zone.
All graphics must fit within this region, but they may be temporarily overlapped by the expanded, 20-line text block. Along the right edge of the graphic zone is a space for buttons or fields to
control the graphics. For instance, a column of buttons allows the user to flip back and forth
between several thematic maps of one area, or to zoom up or down in scale to the next level of
map information.
• The upper right corner is reserved for navigational cues and location information. These text
and graphics elements identify the current background, stack, and section, and graphically indicate the user's position within the stack. The purpose of this information is for the user to
always know "Where am I?" and "Where can I go from here?"
• The lower right corner is reserved for the navigational buttons. There are two visually distinct
zones in this area. The first holds buttons for routine navigation: next card, previous card, first
card in the stack, etc. The second region is for the browsing tools, and includes buttons for initiating searches, tracing links, and flagging cards to mark your place. These two tyoes of controls,
structured and spontaneous browsing, are isolated from each other to separate these functions
both physically, and in the mind of the user.
• The remaining space along the right edge of the card is left free for additional information relevant to the current card or background. Map scale and coverage data would be placed here in
text block, when appropriate. Text fields may be used to indicate the current geographical position of the mouse in relation to the current map, or to give the name of a selected footprint node
on the map. This is essentially free space to add supplementary information fields and buttons,
based on the needs of the current semantic units.
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The need for consistency extends to the graphics as well. The maps are all designed according to a common symbolization table, and the other graphics are as similar as possible. Many of
the graphics are hand-drawn images, scanned into the computer directly from the textbook. The
use of graphic icons is limited to only a few, very general concepts to reduce the memorization
load. In places where more icons are desirable, a script is included in the button which briefly
displays the meaning of the icon when triggered with a special key combination. Because of the
limited HyperCard text formatting capabilities, text standards are fairly simple. The writing is
concise without being terse or confusing. Text boxes are limited to the size of a card, and are
locked so that the layout cannot be changed. This allows the users and the designer to apply
anchor buttons to specific words without having to worry that they will be misplaced if the text
is changed. Text changes and commentary are entered by placing a new field on the card and
typing one's changes there.
The map standards were very important to this project because of the low resolution of the
HyperCard graphics plane. An equal-area rectangular projections was used as much as possible
to minimize distortion. A single base map was generated for each mapped region, and all additional data layers were to mapped to the regional basemap. This allows for easier map handling,
reduces the number of maps the user must be familiar with, and allows for simple map overlays
and comparisons. The map bases include a world map, an Asia map, a national region map, 11
basemaps of the physiographic regions, 26 provinces basemaps, and many additional base maps
for the agricultural-economic regions. There is also an entire additional series of maps of the
cities of China.
The majority of the maps are located in the Map Manager section of the hypertext. Each
base map is a single stack, with a blank base map, individual data maps, and maps created combining data layers all on individual cards. Other maps with generated from this base are referenced on an index card which has links to all the other maps from this base. Additionally, an
index of all the maps and their contents is included in each stack. The map stacks are organized
as jump-linear stacks, with a central map card like in a tree structure, except that every map card
is connected to every other map card, and to the central map card as well. The map control buttons allow the user to freely jump between all of the map cards, and the central map.
The more complex process of creating new maps by combining layers is still under development. However, the use of a common basemap and a rectangular projection sets the stage for the
devel~pment of a primitive GIS system. Several map data layers could be overlzid onto a new
cards, and raster GIS analysis could be applied to these simple graphics. With a well-defined
basemap, it would even be possible to approximate the latitude and longitude coordinates of
each graphic pixel, and create a system to automatically place footprint anchor buttons in their
geographically correct place.
The first section of the hypertext is the introduction to HyperChina itself. It manages information about the stacks, the users, and hypertext structure. The first unit is a welcome stack
which focuses the users attention on China, and immediately involves the user in the interactive
process. The next unit keeps track of the current user, and tracks their activity within the hypertext, as well as their progress within the course material. This users stack will also keep track of
changes to the stacks, and monitor new links. This gives the teacher a chance to review student
activity, and to monitor the integrity of the document before making permanent changes. The
third unit gives a description of the various means of browsing through the hypertext, and presents strategies for finding answers, creating knowledge trails, and not getting lost. The final
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what nodes they appear on. but this has only be executed in a very limited. manual fashion to
date. The final unit is a bibliography of material on China. and particularly material that may be
held in the reference section of the library for students to review. Students are especially encouraged to look up the maps listed in the bibliography This bibliography also includes materials on
general geography. cartography. and hypertext.
This report summarizes the features that are included in the final prototype of the
HyperChina stacks. While there is no working model of the HyperChina system. and no plans to
ever actually build one. the lessons learned in creating the prototype can playa valuable part in
the future development of geography hypertext projects. HyperChina has never been tested in
the environment it was designed for because of intense input required to develop the full hypertext. However. there is the possibility of developing the hypertext in sections. by having one
class construct the basic interface and organizational strucuture. and then having later classes
add units onto the basic stacks. This approach would be particularly well suited to generating
the extensive basemap sets required by such a huge project. and could be expanded to cover
many other parts of the globe. Students could assemble basemaps. small thematic units. or
entire essays for the hypertext. A similar approach has been used for other educational hypermedias. like the Perseus system. based on the geography and history of Ancient Greek
literature.2 5 Other advanced development ideas might include linking the hypertext to a more
sophisticated map generator. such as Atlas*GISTM or ARClInfoTM . This would allow for much
greater cartographic analysis and presentation capabilities. ahd speed the production process
immensely. This could also be coupled with the integration of other multimedia applications.
like color photographs. video. and on-line data.
The potential growth of hypertext as a medium for geogrpahic conmmunication is overwhelming. Hypermedia capabilities are perfectly suited to geography. which must communicate
in pictures and words. juxtaposing words and images to create that true understanding of places
and people. Computers information systems have helped us create exciting new images of our
world. but the growing availability of gigantic geographic databases has created a need for an
intelligent interface to protect us from this data which is quickly overwhelming us.
The great strength of hypertext is that it can help us deal all of the data we have. by letting us ignore most of it. and helping us find the information that we need. Hypertext offers a
better way to sift through huge piles of data. but it also offers a better way to organize. connect
and present this same information. It allows us to quickly deal with this information glut in a
manner that is naturally suited to the way that our minds work. by associative connections.
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Apple, Macintosh, and HyperCard are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
HyperAUas is a tradmark of Micro Maps, Inc.
Where in the World is Carmen San Diego is a tradmark of Broderhund, Inc.
GeoQuery is a tradmark of Odesta Corporation.
SimEartb is a tradmark of Maxis, Inc.
Allas"GIS is a trademark of Strageic Mapping, Inc.
ARC/Info is a trademark of ERSI, Inc.
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Digital topographic and geological 3D modelling for
improved spatial perception
L. Hurni (Zurich, CH)

Modern interactive CAD and computer graphics systems permit use of data
from aerial and satellite images and field measurements to generate
cartographic models and their graphic equivalents as 2-dimensional maps or 3dimensional perspective views. Such a system has been used in an
interdisciplinary project on the volcanic Methana Peninsula in Greece. Methods
from volcanology, structural geology, digital cartography, photogrammetry,
computer graphics, digital image processing, visualisation, model calculus and
geographic information processing have been applied. At Methana, a series of
volcanoes are aligned along major fault zones on a folded basement of
Mesozoic limestones. This morphology offers an excellent field for use of the
applications mentioned.

1.

Introduction

In 1991 , an entirely new geological map of Aegina Island in Greece was
published on a scale of 1:25 000 [Dietrich , et aI. , 1991] [1] . The map was the
result of close collaboration betw ee n the Institute of Mineralogy and
Petrography and the Institute of Cartography at ETH Zurich and the Greek
Geological Service . It will serve as a model for further medium scale geolog ic
maps. Large parts of the island are of volcanic origin . A new symbology for th e
representation of various geomorphological features was developed and
included in the map. Much of the work was done by digital cartographic systems
(INTERGRAPH and SCITEX) . The quality of the result is encouraging.
Modern CAD software al so make possible inclusion of three dimensional
information in th e cartographic data set. The proj ect wil subse qu ently be
extended to produce 3D vi ews. On e major goal will be the derivation of
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geological block diagrams from surface and inferred underground data. Special
emphasis will be put on well -balanced graphic presentation of the different map
elements.
Methana Peninsula in Greece has been chosen as the new test area.
Methana is situated near Aegina, about 50 km southwest of Athens, covers an
area of about 60 km2, and is connected to the Peloponnese by a narrow landbridge . The geologic underground consists mainly of volcanic and sedimentary
(Jura, Cretaceous) features . A detailed description of the geology of Methan a
can be found in [Hurni , et al. 1992] [2] . The population of the peninsula is about
2500. Sources of income are farming , fishing and warm sulfur springs, which
are used to treat rheumatic illnesses . The primary language is Greek. Elderly
inhabitants also speak Albanian , which was introduced by immigrants several
hundred years ago . Many field-names are still in Albanian, but these are
gradually disappearing.
Two -dimensional and three-dimensional maps will be produced using
INTERGRAPH hard- and software . Where necessary, supplementary programs
will be developed. A topographical and a geological map (1 :25000) , as well as a
series of (printable) perspective 3D views from different positions and viewing
angles, will be published towards the end of 1993. Quality will be comparable to
conventional hand made topographical and geological maps.

2.

Collection of basic and field data

The graphic and geometric quality and completeness of the official Greek
topographical maps 1 :50 000 (issued by the Hellenic Army Geographical
Service) are not adequate . The quality of the 6-coloured Methana sheet [3],
issued in 1976, can be compared to the Italian single colour maps published in
the 1930s which were made without the help of photog ram metric surveys.
Extensive quality checks have been done on those maps [Hurni, 1989] [4] . It
was necessary to compile new topographical data from aerial photographs
(image scale ca. 1:40 000, super wide angle lens). This was done on a WILD
AC-3 Analytical Plotter (installed at the Institute of Geodesy and
Photogrammetry at ETH) in about 200 hours . The resulting digital data set
includes situation elements, contour lines with an equidistance of 20 m (in flat
areas 10m and 5 m) and spot heights. It has been transferred to the
"Cartographic Information System" (KIS) at the Institute of Cartography. This
system consists of 6 INTERGRAPH graphic workstations (UNIX) , an
OPTRONICS 5040 high resolution scanner / laser raster plotter, a HP
Draftmaster pen plotter (AO), a SHINKO thermal transfer plotter (A3) and
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several backup tape devices . Pen Plots were made of the photog ram metrical
data on a scale of 1 :12 500. Those were used as field maps for topographical
and geological field checks . New and corrected data obtained from these
checks were digiti zed and included in the original data collection. This material
now serves as basic data set for production of 20 and 3D maps .

3.

Compilation of topographical and geological maps of Methana

The situation (buildings , roads , special objects) must be entirely redrawn
interactively on the CAD system in vector mode . Because of the relatively small
scale of the aerial imagery (ca. 1:40 000) , the shapes of the buildings do not
need to be changed very much. A first generalization was done during the
photogrammetric compilation but there were some photogrammetric
misinterpretations due to the image scale. These cases can only be corrected
by "acribic" field checks ; The most important problem is very small,
unorthogonal interlocked buildings of the villages. In the final scale 1:25 000
most of the buildings are much smaller than the minimal dimension (0.35 mm).
Together with the very narrow roads and alleys they form a nearly
indistinguishable conglomeration. [Schmitt, 1992] [5] proposes a batch oriented
road and building generalization software for large scale maps. His results are
promising, but the test area is a German mediaeval town with buildings more or
less aligned along the main street axes. The much more complex Methana
situation would probably preclude putting together the necessary groups of
buildings for compression . Furthermore , a feasible displacement algorithm
does not yet exist. At present, the only way to solve the problem is to
disentangle and rearrange the roads and buildings interactively by entirely
redrawing them in order to keep a better overview. It is useful to place a little
0.35 x 0.35 mm square (in 1:25 000) on the screen beside the working area to
allow one to compare the buildings with the minimal dimension. Without this little
aid, one's "feeling" for the final map scale gets completely lost. Figures 1 & 2
show two typical situations which need extensive rearrangement. The original
building vector data from the photogrammetric compilation are represented as
grey lines. The rearranged and displaced objects are already rasterized for final
output. INTERGRAPH-MICROSTATION software permits the overlay of raster
and vector data, so correction and rerasterization can easi ly be done . In the
villages there is no space for additional street symbo lisation. So only traffic
areas can be digitized . They will later mask out underlying areas (e.g. settlement
areas and shaded relief) .
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Figure 1:

Extract of the situation plate . Enlargement 22 x. The minimal
building dimensions of 0.35 x 0.35 mm at 1 :25 000 would
correspond to 8 x 8 mm in the shown scale. The original
photog ram metric compilation is overlaid in grey. Displacements,
omissions, concentration and generalizations of buildings are easily
visible . Missing or additional buildings are the result of corrections
after extensive field checks.

Geological features must be digitized from the field sketches 1:12500.
Special software is used to create closed areas which can be assigned th e
desired color. Land use information is treated in the same manner. Figure 3
shows a black and white representation of the situation and contour lines with
the geological areas overlaid . Tectonic faults and special geomorphological
symbols are also shown . The final map will be multicoloured .
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Figure 2:

Extract of the situation plate. Enlargement 20 x. The minimal
building dimensions of 0.35 x 0.35 mm would correspond to 7 x 7
mm in the shown scale. The original photogrammetric compilation
is overlaid in grey. Note the displaced buildings due to a large road .

Following page:

Figure 3:
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Selected area (Ka"lmeno volcano, ca. 2200 y. b. p.) as an example of
the Geological Map of Methana 1 :25 000. Enlargement approx.
150% (1 :16667).
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Height information is is shown by contour lines and spot heights. A digital
elevation model (OEM) with a resolution of 10m must be derived . First the
software (MICROSTATION MODELER) performs a Delauney -Triangulation
including all vertices of the contour lines and the spot heights. Unfortunately the
software does not take into consideration that only 2 of the 3 points of a triangle
should originate from the same contour line. Thus, if the distance between two
vertices from the same line is much smaller than the distance to the next
contour lin e, it can occur that a triangle is formed by 3 points from the same
contour line . [Brandli, 1991] [6] proposes an interactive editor to remove or
change the critical points . In this project, all of the original contour lin e data is
thinned to avoid these cases. Points which deviate less than 5 meters from the
chord between its two neighbour points are eliminated , as well as parts of
linestrings which measure less than 10 meters . Using a bicubic polynom
interpo lation the triangles are then converted into a regular grid with a
resolution of 10 meters. An 3 x 3 average filter mask with a 6 times
overweighted center element is used to slightly smooth the surface. This helps
to reduce overpronounced grey value leaps between neighbour pixels without
losing too much detail in the final analytical shading [Weibel, 1989, p.134] [7].
The OEM data is then transformed into common squares with an orthogonally
projected side length of 10 meters . MICROSTATION CAD software offers
several rendering algorithms (Lambert, Gouraud and Phong) to shade these
facettes in order to create analytical shading (shaded relief) . The following
figures show several shading versions of a test area with different light sources
and superelevation dispositions. It is assumed that the light source is placed an
infinite distance from the test areq and that all light rays are parallel.
Figure 4 shows a major disadvantage of the rigid light direction : The ridges
and grooves on the right side are parallel to the light rays and therefore almost
equally shaded on both sides. To avoid this, the light rays are turned counterclockwise (Figure 5). But more problems arise, because the major elevation on
the left side is equally shadowed on both sides. [Brassel, 1973] [8] proposes a
sophisticated algorithm which turns the light rays locally according to breaklines.
Here a more pragmatic global solution using existing commercial rendering and
image processing software is envisaged. As a first step a flattened version of the
elevation model is shaded . All elevations are divided by a factor of 2. This results
in a loss of contrast (Figure 6). However slight changes of slope, like those
below the above mentioned ridges and grooves, become more visible. Finally
contrasts can be enhanced using image processing software (Figure 7). In
analytical shadings, the light sides of the elevations often contain too much
shade . With this method they can be better accentuated without loss of detail.
The small insufficencies at the mentioned ridges can be neglected. Greyvalue
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Figure 4:

"Normal" shading. Light direction: Azimute 315 (NW), elevation
angle 45 0
0

transitions due to aspect and slope changes are well shown, but long features
with their main direction parallel to the light rays cannot be distinguished very
well from an extensive surrounding shadow side. An alternate method is to use
commercial retouching software (like Adobe Photoshop) to locally "rebrush" the
shaded relief. In [Herrmann et aI., 1991] [9] a retouched shading is shown . The
original analytical shading has overpronounced greyvalue leaps due to
unsmoothed low resolution DEM data as mentioned above. This drawback is
then corrected with extensive manual retouchings . It is also useful to choose a
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Figure 5:

Slightly turned light direction: Azimute 285 (-WNW by W), elevation
angle 45 0
0

pixel resolution smaller than 0.5 mm in the final scale to avoid a "pixelized"
appearance. In the present project a pixel resolution of 0.3 mm has been
chosen, which corresponds to a ground resolution of 8 m on 1:25 000. The pixel
values between the 10m DEM meshes are interpolated using the Phong
shading algorithm. The resulting global analytical shading is well suited for use
as map relief. First tests have been untertaken with a DEM resolution of 25 m.
This corresponds to the Swiss National Digital Elevation Model (DHM 25) which
will soon be completely extracted from the National Map Series 1:25 000
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Figure 6:

Elevation model flattened by a factor of 2: Azimute 315°, elevation
angle 45°

[Rickenbacher, 1992] [10]. At the final scale of 1:25 000 this results in a pixel
size of 1 mm which is far too large for a cartographic use. The raster data could
be smoothed, but the mentioned greyvalue leaps would still be too pronounced.
Thus, a pixel resolution ~ 0.4 mm ('" 10 m) is reasonable.
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To show only surface related map information, like geological ground
coverage, a single surface approach is sufficient. The OEM data can be
transferred into the CAD system by generating common square facettes . A
special utility program then changes the colour of each facette according to the
boundaries of the geological features. The CAD software allows calculation of
central perspective views from any angle and with different focal lengths. The
transformed facettes can be shaded and stored as RGB rasterfile. Figure 8
shows a wide angle view of the eastern side of Methana. Volcanic structures,
lava flows and disturbances in the mesozoic limestones (foreground) can be
clearly identified .
The square structure of the converted geological information can be seen
easily in the foreground . Each square has a (orthogonally projected) side length
of 25 x 25 m. To avoid this effect, the resolution of the geological surface areas
has to be substantially higher. The most promising way to accomplish this is to
drape an existing 20 high resolution raster image over the elevation model. This
can also be done with orthorectified aerial images. Since there are no true color
workstations at our disposal it is not possible to combine the geological overlay
(RGB rasterfile) with the continuous tone image (256 greysteps). However, the
RGB file can be transformed into an IHS (Intensity, Hue, Saturation) file . By
replacing the intensity channel by the continuous tone file , the two images can
be combined after an inverse IHS transformation. Unfortunately the original
intensity channel and the aerial image have different histograms . This can
cause significant changes of colour values after retransformation [Albertz, et aI.,
1992] [13] . Separate treatment of the two raster files however produces much
more reliable results : The combination will only be visible on the (offset) print but
guarantees a better adjustment and interplay of the image elements.
Representations of the structural geological underground are not possible
with single surface solutions. Volume modeling or at least multi surface software
is needed . Presently, the most sophisticated commercial product seems to be
IVM (Interactive Volume Modeling) by Dynamic Graphics , Inc. , Alameda, CA.
Starting with b-splines surfaces, this package allows combination of several
surfaces into one body. Different bodies (e .g. geological layers) can be
modelled, shaded and displayed at the same time . The whole model can be
sliced (in order to create geological profiles) , peeled off layer by layer, rotated
and scaled interactively. The determination of body volume is also possible.
Typical applications include petroleum exploration, hydrogeological modelling
and environmental engineering . The surfaces which can be designed are
somewhat restricted. Several colours can be assigned to the objects, but only
Gouraud shading can be applied . The inclusion of images is very limited .
[L'Eplattenier, 1987][14] proposes the use of transparent surfaces .
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Unfortunately, objects below the surface seem to float in the air. A combination
of partially cut and partially semitransparent blockdiagrams, with draped aerial
images and a three-dimensional coordinate line network would be ideal. Our
research efforts are proceeding.
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masks of the Topographic Map 1:50 000 have been used to improve the reliability of the interpretation.
NBS produces digital elevation models (DEM) derived from the digitized contour lines of the Basic Map
1:20 000. DEM has a grid structure and the size of one pixel is 50 x 50 meters. Software that generates the
model is tailored in NBS.
Road information was captured with several methods. Scanning, automatic vectorizing, and screen digitizing
were used to achieve the desired road element.
Residential information was taken from a digital, nationwide building register. Municipal boundaries, place
names of the road map 1:250 000 (GT-map), soil classification, and Topographic Map 1:50 000 are
digitally available in Finland and were utilized in our research projects.
2.2 Digital Military Map
In 1992 we performed a research called "The Digital Military Map" for Finnish National Defence. We
defined a modem tool for handling versatile sources of spatial information at different scales. There were
two primary aims in the research. First, to create a three dimensional environment where terrain can be
analyzed relating to the elevations, land use, connections etc. Second, to defme a process for a graphical
output of the digital information. It is important that the terrain analyzing process and the graphical map
will give the same impression to the user of the system. This connection is achieved only with a succesful
color, symbology, and layout design when translating the analyzed xyz-data to a 2D graphical map. In this
article the main attention is payed to the map design, the terrain analysis functions are left on the
background.
2.3 A Guide Map for Finnish Rural Areas
In the research project called "A Guide map for Finnish Rural Areas" we developed an entirely new map
production process as well as the map output. The goal was to develop a map for different distribution
purposes, for emergency vehicle use as well as for general transportation. The final map output was
designed to match the quality and type of source information.
In Finland, the new addressing system for rural areas obliges communes to update their road addresses and
address-maps. IisaImi is a town of about 24 000 inhabitants in the central part of Finland. A new addressmap for rural areas came into being in Iisalmi in spring 1991. Already before that year, some ideas had appeared about more versatile use of the guide map. Emergency services, post, other distribution activities,
tourism , and general transportation need a proper map when navigating in the countryside.
The existence of the digital ftles (described in chapter 2.1) and their usefulness for map production contributed to starting the project 'The Guide Map for Rural Areas'. The aim of this six-month project was to
define the contents of the map as well as the layout and production process for the totally new map type.
The following partners were involved in the project: Geodata Ltd. as an expert in raster data manipulation,
the town of IisaImi, the National Board of Survey (NBS) as the producer of digital data, and Helsinki
University of Technology (HUT) as the performer of the research. A pilot project producing the guide map
for IisaImi was included in this research project.

3. DESIGNING THE MAP COLORS, SYMBOLOGY, AND LAYOUT
3.1 Starting points for designing
The primary user of the Guide Map for Rural Areas is a car driver. Therefore, the roads must be clearly
presented on the map. In addition, objects which are in the close vicinity of roads are important. The map
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user must have some fixed points to help navigating. Railroads. power lines and waterways crossing a road
are easily perceivable objects. It is also important to distinguish roads of different classes from each other
even when the map is read in bad light or very urgently.
The scale of this guide map was a given constraint. 1:50 000. The scale places certain restrictions on the
map design. One problem is the density of the buildings. Texts and symbols must be presented as small as
possible so that all the objects fit on the map.
There were certain restrictions in designing the Digital Military Map. The new map had to be compatible
with the existing graphical maps. In military applications the map user must be able to get the same
information from a graphical map outdoors where weather and lighting are inconstant Therefore. different
maps in different scales must be designed so that no misunderstandings will take place.
In the Digital Military Map. the map is shown with different generalization rate depending on the situation.
For example. the land use interpretation which includes 55 classes is generalized so that usually 5 classes
are shown. When more accurate plans are made. more classes can be shown.

The Digital Military Map is used in planning different military manouvers. Colors used on the screen have
to be rather light because various plans. symbols. and drawings are placed on it.
An essential part of both research projects was to design a map presentation that matches the requirements
of prospective map users as well as possible. The basic idea in the map design was to reflect the real
atmosphere of the landscape in the graphical presentation. This means the visual connection between the
general appearance of the map and general appearance of the terrain. Imhof /1/ says: 'Topographical maps
of medium and small scale appear most naturalistic when their color design most closely approximates the
colors seen from ground level at corresponding viewing distances'. Therefore. we decided to use green as
the main color in our Guide Map. The Guide Map for Finnish Rural Areas is presented in the International
Map Exhibition of this conference from 4 to 8 May.

3.2 Elevation presentation
In the original land use interpretation there are 55 classes. After generalization there are three classes left in
the Guide Map: waters. fields. and uncultivated areas. At a scale of 1:50 000. more than three classes
would lead to a fragmented appearance. On the other hand. field as an open agricultural land area is the
most important land use class for one who is travelling by car.
Color design
Imhof /1/ presents three different methods of utilizing area tinting in terrain and topographic cartography:
I. To represent different land use classes by color tints.
2. To express the elevation zones of the earth·s surface by color tints.
3. To combine these two methods.
In our research. method 3 has been used . Land use and elevation information are combined to produce
elevation zones.
For each of the previous three objectives. there are three differing possibilities or approaches for color
representation /1/:
A. "Stress on the closest imitation that can be made of natural colors."
B. "Conventional symbolic colors can be used for the hypsometric layers as well as for bringing out other
elements."
C. "Attempts can be made to combine these two principles named above - naturalism and symbolism.
Strictly speaking. most cartographic solutions are such combinations or compromises."
In our Guide Map for rural areas. method C is used. Yellow is used for the fields and green for
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uncultivated areas.
The most difficult part of hypsometric tinting is always the selection of colors for the elevation layers.
Many color scales based on different prinCiples can be used in choosing elevation zone colors. We chose
the principle 'the higher, the darker'. The aim in this principle is to keep the low-lying zones, which are
thickly populated with built-up areas, lines of communication, etc., as light as possible . Because of the
relatively low relief of Finnish landscape, 'the highcr, the darker' method gives the most natural appearance
for Finnish rural areas.

Heights of hypsometric steps
The number of suitable, relatively light, and easily distinguishable color tones is only six to ten. According
to Imhof, there are six solutions to the problem of defining the elevation steps /1/:
I. Equidistant steps.
2. Two sequences of equally vertical interval steps in combination.
3. Steps of equal area.
4. Irregularly changing step heights.
5. Steps based on an arithmetical progression or additive steps.
6. Steps based on a geometric progression.
Inthof states that method 6, 'geometric progression', fits well both low-lying areas and high mountains.
Anyway, method I, 'equidistant steps', is used in the Guide Map for Rural Areas. This is because terrain in
Finland is slightly hilly and quite homogeneous. There are population and built-up areas both in low and
high areas.
4. OUTPUT PROCESS
In the first step of the output process, a cartographic presentation is given to all digital map ftles. With
modem tools it is possible to add the cartographic fmishing components such as titles, neatlines, legends,
and text indexes quite easily on the map. After that, all digital vector and raster files are processed to a
unifonn raster fonnat. All mes must have an equal resolution and dimensions. There is one raster layer for
each map feature.
Color separation is a process where all raster files are processed. Every raster layer has its color definition
and a priority number. Color separation process outputs one me for each printing color. If the map is going
to be printed with four colors, there will be four output ftles which can be plotted as color-separated,
composited films by the film recorder. In the color separation process , one color image is output for
checking the final layout of the map on the screen.

5. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
The Institute of Geodesy and Cartography in HUT have chosen Intergraph's workstations and softwares for
research tools. In both projects, series 6040 graphic workstations running undcr the operation system Oix
(Intergraph's version of Unix) were used.
The map production processes defined in researches can be done totally with Intergraph ' s software
products. Only some me fonnat translators and some controlling macros were made as applications in this
project. MicroStation is CAD software which is the basic product for all products mentioned below. Spatial
data in vector fonnat was manipulated and stored with MicroStation in our project. MGE (Modular GIS
Environment) is a GIS environment that can handle both spatial and attribute data. I/RAS B can be used to
handle binary raster mes, often scarmed material such as maps and documents. IJRAS B was used to handle
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scanned base maps, scanned water masks , etc. I/RAS C can be used to handle continuous tone images,
RGB images, and greyscale images. Satellite data and the elevation model were handled by I/RAS C in our
project. MGE Map Finisher (MGFN) was used to give a map presentation to the digital files. MGE Map
Publisher (MAPPUB) was used to perform the color separation process. MAPPUB contains many routines
for raster me conversions that were used in this project. I/VEC is software for automatic vectorizing. Coastlines and main roads were vectorized with I/VEC. MGE Terrain Modeller (MSM) was used in terrain
modelling. MGE Grid Analyst (MGGA) was used in analysing different raster files; soil, vegetation etc.

6. CONCLUSIONS
These projects gave valuable experience in the use of different digital files. Land use information produced
from satellite images proved to be very useful in map production. However, interpreted information is not
useful for map presentation without processing. Map design seems to be vitally important
Different digitizing methods were tested in the project. On-screen digitizing proved to be a precise and fast
method in digitizing the roads. Automatic vectorizing is useful when there is a lot of data to deal with. It is
important to prepare the vectorizing process so that the result will be dense enough and possibly classified,
too .
A major part of this research was designing the map. Technically, planning was easy to do. The most
difficult part of planning was to find suitable colors for the elevation zones. The traditional theory of
cartography which is documented e.g. in books by Imhof, offers a solid basis and useful solutions for the
design problems also in the computer assisted environment.

In both projects we noticed that additional research in elevation models must be made. Specially, finding a
natural looking presentation of elevation in 2D proved to be very difficult.
A ready made commercial GIS-system proved to be a useful tool in these kind of researches. The system
makes it possible to start to work on the most essential at once. If we had decided to delevop a totally new
software for the research, we couldn't have been able to keep the same time table or reached the same
results.
However, when a new map production process is to be designed, the designer must be able to perform
some applications of his or her own. This is because, there are always some bottlenecks in the process
which cannot be solved without application programming.
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Gilbert two-world projection
M. Lapaine, N. Francula (Zagreb, eRO)

ABSTRACT
The Gilbert Two-World Perspective Projection. although not well-known, does
have extraordinary visual properties that make it an interesting and feasible substitute
for the 3-0 globe. Doing a research work on a particular map projection, it is very
important to discover and establish the facts about distortions of distances. angles and
areas. The paper investigates in details the distribution of distortions in the Gilbert TwoWorld Perspective Projection . The points and curves without distortion are looked for.
The constant disto rtion lines a nd lines of extreme distortions are also studied and
graphically represented.
Furthermore. a modification of Gilbert projection is proposed with an aim of
designing a world map which could be a base for making a series of global thematic
maps. The modifica tion is performed by choosing a different cartographic pole. Also,
instead of orthographic projection in the second step, a general perspective projection
is applied which enables the new possibilities of application.

1. INTRODUCTION

The choice of map projection for maps 1: 1000 000 and smaller depends on many
components, which can be classified into two groups:
- geometric characteristic of the area (size, shape, location and extend),
- contents, purpose and way of map using.
Besides, in the majority of occurrences the large influence on the choice of map
projection aims to minimize the distortions as much as possible. When one selects a map
projection then it is necessary to establish the character of distortions, their size and
distribution. Among all the factors, the size of mapping area has the largest influence
on the size of deformations.
The region that can generally be represented on maps with the linear distortions
up to 0.5% are called small area. The size of such area runs up to about 5-6 million Ian!
(the majority of states except the largest ones). The medium areas are those regions in
which the linear distortions does not exceed 2-3%. These are the regions up to
approximately 40 million Ian! (large states, parts of continents, Australia). If lin ear
distortions in any case exceed 3%, then such region is called large area (continents,
oceans, hemisphere and the whole world).
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When one selects the map projection for small or medium area then it is
necessary in the first place to take into consideration the geometric characteristic of the
region. For small area only the location on the earth's sphere is often crucial. From the
mentioned principles for small and medium area one deviates only in some special cases.
The contents, the purpose and the way of map using have much more influence
on the choice of map projection for large regions than their geometric characteristics
(Ginzburg, Salmanova 1957i. The most difficult is the choice of projection for the world
maps, because there is no way to avoid the excessive, with the naked eye noticeable
distortions.
To what extent the wrong choice of projection for the world maps can be harmful
is stated in the resolution of seven prominent cartographic and geographic associations
(American Cartographic Association et al. 1989)'. They strongly urge book and map
publishers, the media, and government agencies to cease using rectangular world maps
for general purposes or artistic displays. On rectangular projections all lines of latitude
as well as the earth's poles are shown straight and as having the same length as the
equator. The spherical shape of the earth has completely disappeared. Similarly, but
some ten years ago, Heupel and Schoppmeyer (1979)6 criticized the worJd maps used in
the television program. and emphasized the need that the map have to be similar to the
image of the globe as much as possible ("Hierzu ist es notwendig, daB das Kartenbild
dem Globusbild moglichst anlich sieht.").
Among many of map projections in use for world maps there is only few of them
in which the spherical shape of the earth is preserved to a greater extent. Among them.
the Gilbert projection should be especially emphasized.
Gilbert perspective projection represents the world as people usually see it, from
space and in the round. With its round shape it reminds of the globe. and in the same
time represents the whole earth 's surface. This map projection is composed from two
mappings. First. the entire earth taken as a sphere is transformed onto each half of
another sphere. resulting in a conformal sphere with two images of the earth. Second.
one of the hemispheres of the two-world sphere is projected onto a plane using the
orthographic projection.
There is no doubt that the Gilbert projection is not sufficiently known. According
to the bibliography of map projections (Snyder. Stewart 1988)" only two papers have
been published dealing with this map projection (Gardner' 1975, DeLucia and SnyderJ
1986). Furthermore, the Gilbert projection is not present, for example, in the book The
World in Perspective, A Directory of World Map Projections (Canters, Decleir 1989)=,
where 68 different world map projections are worked on. Among them, only Lambert
conformal polyconic and van der Grinten polyconic map projections have the circular
shape.
In the following paragraphs we investigate in details the distortions of the Gilbert
projection.

2. PARAMETRIC REPRESENTATION OF THE SPHERE
The sphere with the radius R and the center in the origin is the set
(1 )

The mapping given by the formulas
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x

=

Rcos4>cosA, Y

=

Rcos4>sinA, Z

=

Rsin4>

(2)

is the geographic parametric representation of the sphere. The parameters 4> and A are
called geographic latitude and longitude, respectively. The parametric 4>-curves are called
meridians, and the A-curves paralleles. For this parametric representation we have

and the first fu ndamental form
(4)

Analogously, let some other sphere with the radius r be the set
(5)

{(x,y .z ) : xz +y :+z, =r'}

and
x

=

rcoscpcoSA, y

=

rcoscpsinA, z

=

rsincp

• (6)

its geographic parametric representation. Then.

and its first fundamental form
(8)
On the basis of the mentioned parametric representations it is possible to define
different mappings from the first sphere to the other. One conformal mapping will be
defined in the following chapter.

3. CONFORMAL MAPPING OF TIlE SPHERE TO TIlE SPHERE
From the previous chapter we have F=O and f=O. In order to make the mapping
from one sphere to the other conformal, the linear local scales along meridians and
along parallels should be equal:
ds
dS

rdcp
Rd4>

rcoscpdA
Rcos<l>dA

(9)

If we suppose that between the longitudes there is the relation of the form
(10)
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then (9) passes into the following differential equation

(11)
with the general solution

(12)

Taking the initial condition that the equator should be mapped onto the equator
(13)
the constant of integration is
(14 )
and then the relation (12) can be written in the form

(15)

Let us notice that in conforma l mapping of the sphere to the sp here the relationship
between their radiuses Rand r can be arbitrary. In order to map the whole sphere
conform ally to the half of the other, it has to be
CI

= 1/ 2 ,

(16)

and then the expression (15) can be written in the simpler way:
sin<p

tan~
2

(17)

This relation together with
(18)

represents the formulas which give the sphere with two conformal images of the earth.
Gardner' (1975) explains: "When people visit Gilbert's office, he likes to ask them what
is wrong with his globe. If the visitor cannot see what is wrong, Gilbert gives the globe
one slow, complete turn. 'Even this hint: he writes, 'does not always succeed.' Actually
every spot on the globe has a duplicate on the other side! Unless you are an experienced
geographer, however, it is not easy to realize that you are seeing much more of the
world than can normally be seen on one hemisphere." If such glob e is projected into a
plane using orthographic projection then one gets the Gilbert Two-World Projection
(DeLucia and Snyder 1986)3.
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4. GILBERT PROJECTION
Applying the conformal mapping of the sphere to the sphere defined by the
relations (17) and (18) and then the orthographic projection
(19)

x = r sin"" . y = r cosIO sin>-

we .come to the equations of the Gilbert projection

x

<I>

= rtan- ,

2

V =

.

r

K,<I>.A

-tan-_ sm_

2

(20)

2

Figure 1 represents the graticule and continent outlines in the Gilbert projection.
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Figure 1 Gilbert projection (transverse aspect)
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5. INVERSE EQUATIONS OF GILBERT PROJECTION
From the first of equations (20) one can directly obtain
4' = 2arctan':' .

(21)

r

From the second of equations (20) and by using the appropriate trigonometric formulas
the geographic longitude A can be derived in the form:
A

= 2 arctan -;:==Y===

(22)

Jr~-x2-y 2

6. DISTRIBUTION OF DISTORTIONS
In order to simplify writing rather complicated formulas and expressions we
introduce the substitution

p

=r

. ,A

SIO- _

2

+

, 4', A

tan- _cos-_ ,
2
2

J1tant

tan~.!
2

4'

tan2

. A

SIO_

(23)

2

by means of which the equations (20) can be transformed into the form
x

= p CosL, y = p sint

(24)

From (23) and (24) it follows that
p ~

(25)

r

which means that all the points in the projection belong to the circular disk of the radius
r. From (24) it is easy to derive the following relationships:
yl

siru dp

dy
dx

+ p COsL dl

(26)

cOsLdp -psirudt

and also
dp

_

dt -

p

Y I siru + cost
Y I siru-siru

(27)

In order to investigate the distortions of the Gilbert projection, first of all we have to
derive the expressions for partial derivations and the first fundamental coefficients. For
that purpose, on the basis of the equations (23) and (24) it can be deduced

(28)
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(29)
2

g

= X.

, 2 _p2

2

= --4-'

+Y.

h

In the applications of the previous formulas one should have in mind that p and
functions of.p and A given by the relation (23).

I

are

6.1. LINEAR DISTORTIONS
The local linear scale is defined as
ds
J1. = dS

(30)

where dS is the differential of the arc length onto the sphere. and ds is the appropriate
differential of tbe arc length in the plane of projection. It is known that local linear scale
in any point depends on the direction. If in some point and in some direction it is J1.= 1.
then we say that in this direction there is no lin ear distortion. On the basis of the
formulas (3) and (29) the local linear scales in the directions of meridians and parallels
for the Gilbert projection can be derived:

(31)

Furtbermore. if a and b are extreme valu es of tbe linear scale. tben on tbe basis of tbe
known relations
a 2 +b 2 -e + gab =
(32)

E

G

a simple procedure gives:

, 2 p2COS2C
+

a
2R
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J' , ,
, - - p·cos·C

b

(33)

From the previous expression (33) it can be concluded that
a

~

b

(34)

is always true because it is

/"_p2~,.

(35)

The equality a=b is obviously valid only in the central point of projection, where it is
p=O and then

a=b=-'_.
2R

(36)

In further explanations it will be assumed that
r

= 2R

(3 7)

and so the centra l point be the onlv point without lin ea r distortions in any direction.

-----._--

Figure 2 Ellipses of distortion and main directions in the Gilbert projection
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The extreme value a arid b of liner distortion Jl are at the same time the semiaxes
of Tissot's ellipse of deformations which represents the distribution of linear distortion
in the neighbourhood of the point in question. The position of the ellipse of distortions
with respect to the coordinate axes of the rectangular coordinate system in the plane of
projection can be expressed by means of angle -y+II, where -y is the angle between the
coordinate axis x and the projection of the meridian, while II is the angle between the
projection of the meridian and the larger semiaxis a of the ellipse of distortions. The
angle -y can be determined in the usual way from the relation
p ~ sinl

tan-y

cos!

(38 )

r ~ - p~cos~

and the angle II can be computed by the formula (Lapaine 1991)' :

_bEa'-e~

tanll - _ _ _ _ _
a
J
E

r 2 -p~

-__ _ _ _1_
r:
tanl

(39)

Applving the sum formula for tangent. from (38) and (39) one can get
tan(-y +II)

= __1_ = tan(t ±~)
tanl

(40 )

2

In that wa\' we are able to draw the ellipse of distortions in any point (Figure 2).

6.1.1.

MAI ~

DIRECTIONS

Now we wish to find out the curve which will have in any point the direction of
larger samosas a of the ellipse of distortions. that is the direction of maximal linear
distortion. Such curve we will call the curve of first main directions. Its differential
equation is
(41)

tbat is by using the relations (27) and (40):
dp

=0

,

(42 )

with the solution p=const. which is the set of concentric circles with the center in the
origin. The second main directions, in other words the directions of smaller samosas b
of the ellipse of deformation are perpendicular to the first ones, and therefore their
differential equation is
dl

0 ,

(43)

with the solution l=const. which is the set of straight-lines passing trough the origin. The
main directions in Gilbert projection are represented in the Figure 2.
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6.1.2. CURVES WITHOUT LINEAR DISTORTIONS
Taking into account (37) in the origin is a=h= I, and this is the only point in the
plane of projection in which the linear distortions in all directions do not exist.
The projection which we are dealing with is obviously equidistant neither along
meridians, nor along parallels. This fact can easily be concluded from the expression of
linear scale (30). However, it may be that there are some other curves along which the
linear scale is equal to I. In other words, the question arises if some points exist in the
plane of projection in which in some direction there is no the deformation of distances.
Such directions, if they exist. are determined with the relation
(44)

where", is the angle between the direction along which there is no linear distortions in
the plane of projection and the first main direction . In order to calculate the mentioned
angle from the relatio n (44). the following condition have to be fullfilled
h :5 1 :5

£l

(45)

Figure 3 Directions without linear distortion in the Gilbert projection
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In the Gilbert projection there is a lways u ~ I, while h ~ I is equivalent to the condition

/COs 41"'p'r 'cos'I(2 -COS'I) - r '( 1-3cos'l)

~

0

(46)

The inequality (46) together with (25) can be written in the fonn

~

p

~

r .

(47)

The region in the plane of projection in which there are the directions without linear
distortions is detennined with the relation (47). Its graphic representation is given in the
Figure 3 as the area inside the circular disk but outside the curve in the fonn of the
number 8.
The differential equation of curves without linear distortion s is:
= tan (-y-O-",)

V I

(48)

Applying th e sum formula tor tange nt and usin g the re lati on (40). the latest equat io n
can be transfo nned into the form
\. ..

=

tanl tan w - I
[ani - ta nvi

and then by applying the formula (27) into th e form

dp

_

JI

=

.
- p tan ",

(SO)

Finally. substiruting the expressions for 1I and b (33) in (44 ), and then . after some
appropriate transfonnations. inserting it in (SO), we come to the differential equation of
curves without distortions of distances:

dp
dl

±p

( r ' - p' ) (p' cos:.r - 3r ') COS'I

(51 )

Taking into consideration that this differential equation is very complicated, it can be
solved by using some of known numerical methods. The application of the Runge-Kutta
method is iUustrated with the graphic representation of integral curves at the Figure 3.

6.2. DISTORTIONS OF AZIMUTH
The local scale of azimuth is defined as

J{3
X = da

(52)

where da is the differential of the azimuth of the curve belonging to the sphere, and d{3
the differential of the corresponding azimuth in the plane of projection . It is known that
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the loca l scale of azimuth depend s on the direction in any point. If it is x= I in certain
point and in particular direction, then we say that there is no distortion of the azimuth
in this direction. The extreme values of the local sca le of the azimuth are alb and bfa,
where a and b are extreme values of the linear scale. Consequently, in Gilbert projection
we have

a
b

r

~

b
a

(53)

It is easy to see that the central point p=O is the only one in the plane of projection in
which there is no distortion of the azimuth in all directions.
The directions along which the distortions of azimuth are extreme coincide with
the main directions, that is with the directions along which the lin ear distortions are
extreme . However. the difference lies in the fact that the direction of maximal linear
distortion corresponds to the direction of minimal distortion of the azimuth and vice
versa.
The Gilbert projection obvio usly is not confonna!' which one ca n easily conclud
from the exp re ss ion (33). However. there ma v be some curves without defonnation of
azimuth. llle directions of the curves are detennined with the relation

---'-----Figure 4 Directions without distortion of azimuth in the Gilbert projection
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h

(54)

a

where", is the angle between the first main direction and the direction along which there
is no distortions of azimuth in the plane of projection .
A differential equation of the form (48) can be transformed, as it is explained in the
previous chapter, into the form (50). Therefore, if we substitute th e expressions for a
and b (33) in (54), and then after some transformations in (50), we come to the
differential equation of curves without distortions of azimuth:

(55)

This equation can be solved exactly and its solution is:

Art hu - arctan /1

- :'11 -

const. .

Jp,
p-

I/

=

1 - ----;- .

(56)

r-

The grap hic representation of integral curves (5 6) is given in the Figure 4.

6.3. LINES OF EQLAL ANGULAR AND AREAL DISTORTION
It is known that for any map projectio n the foUowing relation is va lid:

u

. max lnl

= SID

2

a-b
a +b .

= -- .

(57)

where n is the difference between a n angle in the plane of projection and its original
value onto the sphere. In Gilbert projection the expression (57) can be tran sform ed into
~

2 arcsin r -vr " -p-

maxlnl

, . . Jr

2 _

(58)

p2

wherefrom one can see that the maximal value of the absolute value of the angle n
depends on the radial distance of the point to the origin. Therefore, the lin es of equ al
angular distortion are concentric circles. For graphic representation of lin es of equal
angular distortion it is convenient to write (5 8) in th e form

p

2';;

__ r .

1 -u

A few lines of equal angular distortion are represe nted in the Figure 5.
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(59)
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Figure 5 Lines of eq ual angular distortion in Gilbert projection

For any map projection the local area l scale p ca n be expressed as

p

=

(60)

ab

In Gilbert projection is
_ V~('
r " - p- r - ~ p-, cos"1')'-

P -

-3-

r

,

,

,

r - - p-COS"1

(61)

.

For graphic representation of lines of equal areal distortion the relation (61) can be
transformed into the parametric form

x

=

rv,

y

'
, (1 - v')'
±r 1 -v--p-~_~
( 1 + V ')'

VEl -1 , 1]

.

A few lin es of equal areal distortion are represented in the Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Lines of equal areal distortion in Gilbert projection

-l. MODIFIED GILBERT PROJECfION

A change of aspect of a projection does not influence the distortion pattern of
a projection, only the appearance of the graticule and of the continents will change.
Therefore, everything written in this paper about distortions remains also in the oblique
aspect of Gilbert projection with the cartographic pole at the point A=5°, '1'=5°
(DeLucia. Snyder 1986)3.
In the paper (Lapaine, Francula 1992)10 the modification of Gilbert projection has
been proposed with an aim to design a world map which could be a base for making a
series of global thematic maps. We tried to increase the visual impression of sphericity
by choosing a different cartographic pole. Also, instead of orthographic projection in the
second step a general perspective projection (Lapaine, Francula 19899 , Lapaine 1991 8 )
is applied which enables the new possibilities of application. Figure 7 represents the
states which recognized the Republic Croatia as independent state up to 1.1.1993.
At the end we can conclude th at the Gilbert "Two-World" projection. although
not well known, does have special visual properties that make it an interesting
twodimensional substitute of threedimensional globe.
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Figure 7 States which recognized the Republic Croatia as independent and
autonomous state up to 1.1.1993 - modified Gilbert projection
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The Automobile association's digital database of Eu rope
*@BOXTEXT 2 = R.G. Robbins (Basingstoke, GB)

Background

The Automobile Association (AA) is the largest motoring
organisation in the world with 7.5 million members. It
has been in the map publishing business since its
inception in 1905 and today is probably the leading
atlas and guidebook publisher in the UK.
The AA Members Handbook is used principally as a route
planner and road atlas, even though the scale of
1:500,000 would not be recommended for navigation by
experts. A variety of AA road atlases of Britain are
commercially published annually and can be found in all
bookshops in the UK and in many bookshops elsewhere in
the world.
The development of automated methods of cartographic
production required the AA to investigate the
advisability of incorporating technology in its
production methods in the mid 80's. In order to avoid
the payment of royalties to the national mapping
organisation a compilation of Britain was prepared from
satellite imagery, out-of-copyright mapping, AA
archives and ground checking. This was digitised and a
database created consisting of 487 feature codes on 6
levels. The careful structuring of the database was
important because it was intended to serve all scales
from 1:200,000 to 1:1.3 million. All AA maps and
atlases of Great Britain are now created from this
database.
As word spread, enqulrles were received about the
availability of data and the AA began to realise that
there was a market in electronic publishing in addition
to the paper-based market . A link and node structure
was incorporated and efforts were made, with some
success, to learn more about business requirements and
to expand this market.
During this time a database was created for London and
Ireland (both uniqu e ly AA copyright) .
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500,000 individual routes in GB are prepared annually
for AA members from a textual database containing a
wealth of information about roads, signposting, turning
movements, places of interest etc. Plans are well under
way to merge the cartographic and routes textual
databases.
A similar database is held for European routes and the
same intent is held to merge the graphic and textual
elements.
The next stage of database development was destined to
be Europe .
Initial Probing
It is a fact that the further one moves from one's home
markets, there is a consequential diminishing of
requirement. The AA held its European mapping at a
scale of l:lM on film. The market for this mapping was
smaller than that for GB maps but solid and slowly
growing as sales increased in Europe and N America. The
availability of a good quality database was clearly
essential as the inevitable progress to fully automated
production methods continued.
There clearly was and is a market for paper product at
l:lM and scales larger. However, those erstwhile papermap publishers who have ventured into electronic
databases and automated methods of map production have
discovered, and will tell you if they are honest, that
the cost of maintenance and production is much greater
than holding the information on film and producing maps
by classical methods. Electronic databases do allow
much more flexibility if they are intelligently
structured. Therefore the only way to stay in business
is to find new markets and expand the range of
products .
Another way of maintaining liquidity is to share the
cost of maintenance of the databases. The logical
approach for a national coverage would be with the
national mapping agency. This has not proven to be
possible for the AA in the case of Britain mainly on
account of Government policy resulting in the penal
royalties charged by the Ordnance Survey on final
(paper) product.
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On the subject of Europe a survey was made of leading
map publishers in Europe and N America to assess the
level of response to a proposal that a coordinated
effort should be made to create a European database.
The reaction was favourable enough for further
investigation but finally the idea of a jointly owned
database foundered on the very question of ownership
and the constraints implicit in the marketing of such a
property. Eventually the AA decided to fund the
creation of the database and to license it to those
interested publishers with as few constraints as
possible on the use and marketing of product emanating
from it.
The area of electronic publishing was not investigated
to any great degree because GB experience has indicated
that hand-in-hand with marketing must go education.
without a product it is difficult to educate and to
assess market size and value.
The Database
The Automobile Association sees its responsibility as
maintaining the mobility of its members (and customers)
not only by road in these environmentally conscious
days. The main features on our maps are therefore roads
although railways, airports, seaports and even
waterways are of interest to the motorist. In order to
properly represent these features a suitable scale for
digitising was considered. The existing AA maps of
Europe are at l:lM but when considering a new database
historical precedence was not the only factor taken
into account.
1:500,000 was the preferred scale of map publishers
consulted. However it did not take too much arithmetic
to conclude that the costs would be far in excess of
what the market would stand. The fall-back of l:lM was
selected on the basis of cost, time for creation, ease
of up-date, availability of source material both for
creation and maintenance.
objective
To provide a seamless multi-purpose database of Europe
from which can be developed a number of map base and
route analysis products for both the electronic and
paper publishing markets. To ensure that the database
is as flexible as possible by creating such a structure
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as to have a modular appearance in which features and
groups of features are readily accessible. To quality
control the data for completeness and accuracy.
source Material

1. The existing AA maps of Europe were first considered
as the primary source but discounted after long
serving staff recounted how some sheets were
deliberately distorted so that they would fit on a
single map sheet for paper pubishing reasons. It was
decided that we would revert back to the ONe map
series as the primary source. After experiencing
difficulties with the British authorities, permission
was readily given by the US Army Map Service to whom
we are most grateful. The US AMS would have
reproduced the film components for each map we
required but we did not want to wait for the 12
months it would take to deliver (such is their
workload) .
2. The AA has excellent relations with the moto'ring and
touring clubs of Europe under the umbrella of the
Alliance International de Tourisme (AIT). There are a
number of commissions working on various subjects
under the auspices of this organisation so that
contacts in each club are personally known. This
facilitates the exchange of information.
3. A European Routes Service is provided for AA members
and non-members. Regular logging trips are made in
Europe. There is an immense amount of information on
roads and places in this database.
4. Individual members, some giving remarkably good
information, are frequent travellers in Europe and
are a rich source of intelligence particularly on
signposting.
5. Other agencies and organisations including map
publishers.
A database of contacts has been built up over the
years, each having a reliability rating.

A cell structure (Fig 1) was introduced over the whole
area to be digitised and the following sequence of
events follo wed for each cell:-
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1. Compilations were produced in colour on a stable
plastic medium.
2. Each cell was digitised.
3. A pen plot in colour produced.
4. Check conducted by AA staff.
5. Corrections carried out.
6. vector format converted to raster and single line
output produced on laser plotter.
7. Revisions by AA staff.
8. Up-date of data.
9. Production.
This cycle is scheduled to take 2 years so the up-date
element is important. How important we did not realise
initially but the changes in East Europe have been
considerable.

structure
Having learnt from our GB experience that there is an
electronic publishing market, we have tried to build in
the structure and features required by such a market
for data compiled at this scale.
1. It is levelled for output of data at l:lM, 1:2M and
1:3M. This is primarily for paper publishing but it
works very well in manipulation of data and screen
display. It is also very helpful in packaging data to
customer specification.
2. There are 243 features coded. So any of the features,
or any combination of features, at any of the 3
levels can be extracted.
3. Links and nodes have been incorporated for all road
data. Each link contains information about distance,
road name/number and category.
4. There are 40,000 placenames structured in 7
categories according to population.
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These elements make the database very flexible and
modular in construction.

1. Paper. We are trialling various designs for paper
mapping at 1:1M. They are not particularly radical
because the AA already has a successful house style
which its customers find acceptable both in terms of
clarity and content.
2. Electronic. A beta test site is already using the
data as part of its provision of routes to holiday
destinations service .
outlook

1. AA paper publishing. A good reaction from publishers
who wish to take the AA version. Joint publishing
across Europe will increase.
2. AA internal use. Just as the GB Automaps database is
used by AA Member Services to help it run its
business in command and control, the intention is
similar for the European database. The Association
has extensive business in Europe which is increasing.
The graphical database is seen as part of the IT setup. Linkage with European Routes data is also seen as
a way forward.
3. Electronic sales. A very positive reception to the
logic of data sharing but when the concept changes to
reality there are 2 barriers:a) No common standards.
b) Some publishers have not grasped the database
philosophy. They still tend to treat technology as
a means of automated draughting.
4. EuroFleetMan. A PROMETHEUS/EUREKA part DTI funded
project for fleet management with a European
perspective. The project is led by Marconi with Ford
being the other partner. EuroFleetMan will be a
development of Marconi's Star-Track system which at
present operates only in the UK. The AA European
database will be used for the geographic positioning
of vehicles. A zoom-in capability will be trialled
using the EGT street level databases of Paris and
Munich.
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5 . Recently the AA has become a stockholding partner in
European Geographic Technologies (EGT). The objective
of this company is to provide a digital map database
of Europe at street level for in-car navigation.
Summary
As ever, in the creation of quality databases, there
were some problem areas that were not anticipated in
the planning. The original schedule proved impossible
to hold partly because there was a determination not to
compromise quality. Difficulties were encountered in
sourcing certain types of information but the easing of
restrictions in Eastern Europe and the assistance of
AIT clubs helped considerably.
Marketing the base has proven to be more difficult than
the original reception to the idea indicated. This,
almost certainly, is a question of education, once
again, and there is confidence that once the AA can
demonstrate the flexibility of the completed database,
caution will give w?y to acceptance.
I would like to say a few words about the role of the
private sector in the provision of international DMDs.
I would like to cite two examples.
1.

The first is the example of the database I have
just described, the AA's European database. The
intention was that the AA would fund the creation
of this database and sell perpetual licences to a
number of map publishers. Research carried out with
European and North American publishers indicated
that there was a market. After two years we are
close to signing contracts with two publishers
which includes an updating agreement for three
years. The recession has intervened and adjusted
the timescales of the original plan. By
establishing a broad base of users, the database
will be maintained and updated cost-effectively. I
must stress that the only way the database can be
effectively maintained is by having a number of
users.

2. The second example is EGT. until the emergence of
this company there was no thoughts of a pan-European
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database at street-level; that is to say digitised
at a scale of 1:10,000. For national players in
Europe, the concept was never contemplated. We
could only think of this type of database in
national terms. It needed a European multi-national
electronics company and a technical company
operating in a continental environment in N America
to create a concept of this magnitude.
The business strategy is also vita l. The concept of
strategic partners is vital to its success. Partners
fr om each important segment of the industry are
involved ie data providers, software manufacturers, the
electronics field and the motor vehicle industry.
It also must be said that governments have an important
role in encouraging the development of databases and
systems. The Ee, particularly through its DRIVE
programmes, has played its part and it is particularly
important to this country that the TIGER proposal for
London be approved by the DTI.

RGRMAP1
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Knowledge representation and reasoning in the nautical
chart design expert system
T. Zhen, J.Y. Wang, A.S. Lin (Dalian , RC)
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i~troduction

Nautical charts are the naps that are desig ne d and
used for ships to navigate on sea or ocean.
We wish
to make it clear that while nautic~l ch~ rts may be
either made from data obtained by hydrographic survey
or _compiled (derived)
from lal:gerscale charts. maps,
etc. common charting procedure for both is generally
considered to be composed of three major phases,
namely th e general chart design,
the compilation
and the chart producti on .
In the
first
phase
cartographers design and determine ~ iet of factors
of the new cha rt,
includihg
mathematical basis
(projection, grid, scale, datum, etc.) ,
plan to use
the compilation materials,
sheet lines,
contenet
element list and presentation,
and 80 on .
These
factors,
as we know.
can greatly influen.ce the
function of a nautical chart . It is therefore really
necessary to carefully an~ ap~ropriately design the
for~
pattern and other characteristl cs of the new
nautical chart before starting to compile it.
Like ~ther kind of desi gn-oriented problems,
nautical
chart design requires a great deal of ex per tise
bec ause of its high complexity,
l arge number of
tradeoffs and
interdependenc ies
invo I ved.
and
therefore makes itself
the
bot tlenec~
in
the
automation of chart production. Yet it is o-Perational.
Human expert' 8 knowledge dealing with these problems
can be summarized.
systematized and stored in an
expert sy~tem. and then can be used to enable the
expert system to intruct or assist other s i n design
of new nautical charts.
This paper addressed the knowledge base building and
using in Nautical Chart .Design Expert System(NCDES)
a prototype expert system for nautical cha r t design ,
developed in our academy. The general description of
NCDES ate presented in the first part of this paper,
then progressivelly we deal with

the

systematizati on

and decomposi t ion of human expert' 8 comple x knowledge.
~he knowledge representation schemei ~~6~~~~ ~~ ~~~~;;
and the reasoning modes in that system.
The paper
will be ended with ~ome test result and conclu s ions.
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GENERAL FEATURES of NCDES

NCDES is

a

prototype e~,~rt system that provides
for suitable chart ~esign decIsIon in
natlt;C1!!
c!-nrt ~rodnetron ,
Since nantieaJ
ehart
design Lasks involve several different kinds
of
problem s, NCDES is practically devided ' into several
suo-systems. each carrying out one of the design jobs ,
He re is some of the s UD3ysteos of NCDES:
Sheet linea determination
Mathlmitical factors determination
Comp'ilation materials an l!. iysis and selet'ion
:e cc~e~~atiub

Chart arrangement
Content elements s eletion
Element presentation design
The system's total architecture is shown in Figure 1.
It has a common kno~ledge base and a comm on database ,
hoth Ilsed by all sllbsys,tems. Each subsystem has its
own infe ren ce engine fitting the needs of problem
domain.
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base will be addressed only whep the ¥eeded knowledge
didn't be found in the co=on knowledge bsd e. that i s
to say, the c~mmon knowledge has priority to the
local onel!, This structure is adoted to eliminate th e
contradictions possibly existing between subsystems
a. II well all - keeping minimum
storing
spa.-:e
and
searching time.

NCDES

was developed in PROLOG and C progra~~ing
language on a IBM/PC/SSS eompatible eomputer.
Expert
system development tools did not be u8ed
for no
eartographie-orient'ed tool was available.
and for
the tools available on market.
their repres~ntation
of knowledge was not so suitable to pr oblem doma in a s
we hoped.

The establishment of the knowledgebase is the mosi
important task Inh building an expert system hecause
the quality and Quantity

of

rules

in

knowledgeoase

dire-ctly affect sy s tem's function. Knowl e dg e of ' NCD'ES
is aequisited from expert cartographers .
books and
articles. Since chart design is a mulLi-adpect as
well as highly artistic task involvi ng different kind
od problem-solving, the knowledge fof this is very
much and coinlicated, herr cc ne e d s to be we ll ana ly sed,
s u itably Qrganized and properly u sed.
DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE ANALYSIS and REPRl<;SENTATJON

As we a ll knc~ expe rt ~ of nautical cbart design us e
-ricb and complex knQwledge to c~rry out their job.
Their kn o·,vlcdg e ,
highly
co~n e{;te d
:';' ll d
11: Lc 6:" ~
enable them to work effectively. ThiB knuwledge

tcd;
ai~o

disable them to ex~:~iD t~eir t ra in of LhGught by
which they progres~ively solved their prohlems .
fhis
way ,,1 ..-orkiil jl,', llow.ner, it; not jll'",c.iG,d
.-or
eXjjtr~
sys te !'!1s . Compl.:.ter pr1jgr.a:r:s , e llen 8.!! AI syg t c;:;: .~.1.! c h.
s.~
expert
8ydte~
dem~nd
much
simple r,
cle~rer
in ci t rue tic 1l.8 tow IJ r k.
S o t 11 ~ d o:.n:1 ill k:: .: wI e d.~ ~
in
NeDES has been decomposed for practical utliity
For
el.:ampl~,
in t.he " C(,m~i~o.j"iu.i.l ~~ter~41b a.i....4.&,:i b.i.b ~ ~ ,
:::r b£!y~tr..~·.

selecticn

t~A

int eg !' t!t~~

do:nai

!:_!'~o '" T, 1 :;i!gt

a~QU5

tria

0,

n:!l t c ria l'

S

Lv
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a
b l."

used as a 'basic source material',
and its priority
to other basic materials,
was docomposed,
dividing
into three general types while that knowledge
is
cixed together in practical chart production,
which

in faet makes computer-aided
materials ver y difficult,

process

of

compilation

if not impossible,

Totally,
the domain knowledge of nautical chart
design i s considered to be . of four types:
l) Concepts: the understsnding to names.
terms, et.c.
related to nautical chart design task:
For

example ,

2)

'general

nautical

chart

is

one

kind of nautical charts ' . It should be noticed
that what the expert system needs
is practical
concept knowledge. The system may know nothing
about what a chart
is like,
but it knows well
that , to make a new 9hart,
topograph'ie maps,
hydrographical productional sheets and other
charts can be used as compilation mat erials
Facts: data. phenomena, features, etc.
that the
sys t em shoul d know oi gc familiar to for
smooth
oDeration. For a puc>lished nautical chart,
ite
title. scale.
coverage area( sheet
lines) ',

publication date and revision date , et c. are
facts ahout this chart.
Conc e pt s end facts ere diff erent kinds of knowledge .
Statements such as ' chart scale can be large, medium.
or small" Ui'e ';uilcepts, whi Ie those I ike 'the scale
of tllis chart is m~dium " .
or " t.he chart's scale is
i: ,,00 . GOG " au, facts .

C.:.ncepts and facts are

us e d

in

different ~ays: the for mer can be used fer check Of
control of reasoning. the later only as working data
to rea son f rec.
Sl

4)

Jud~emetl

t:
"I f
a th in~ shows such and such
<>ve"ific features. then it must be that thing.
thi! kind of knowledge is . known as judgement.
Fr om j udgement knowledge we can deside which
the thing we a.re f ac ing i s .
F or examp le,
the
chart whic h is known to be 9. nautical chart and
tG ~c uf =cdiu: scal e ~ay indicates that the
chart employs most probably Mercator projeetion .
r' roce"tdll.g; 'Ir i.;"e condition is such.
then du
s ·.lC~
op eratio n
or p:, o ces~·.
F o r e xam ple ,

I. DtrllC,ion
:.:Ir ': :; :
of

i ist

t he

;:- . ~ o rity"

compliatioD
~ e.~ a.!1c:;

mater ia ls
in
the
f o ll owing
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b) !f th e !iB~ iq e~pty, th c ;! ('~_ d '
c) else output the one of the highest

.priority
d)

delete the

e)

name 1 is t
return to

mated.d}

name

II

from

the

b)

judgement and p r ocjssin~ knowledge a r e aJikj
in form, th e diff e r ence ~etw e e n thei r nat ure Is gr ea t
. enough to make them be r~uresented in different ways.
Alth~ugh

Of the above fonr kinds of know\edge ,

the

fir s t

two

kinds. concejlts and facts. are both self- comjlleted.
that. is, they don't need any ot.her ones as pre :n ise s.
neither do they actively affect the

theref6re can be

treated

environ~ent .

STATIC

as

eontra s t to static knowledge .

They

In

kno w l e ~ g e .

the . last

two

kin ds .

judgement and processing, may be called as Di:~lIC
knowledge wh ich demands other knowledge to be true
as the p remise f or thems~lf to become true, and their
realization ·wi ll sicu!tane ous ly "ch a nge the origi nal
state of

environment, .

database,

or compulsorily change the active sta tus

such

as

s<1(llng

a .

fact." t.o .

of

other concept or fact.

These '

characteristics

fully

we~e

consider e d

whe n

designing the knowledge representation plan for NCDES

After a thorough study of
current

represenh,t;ons ,

the
we

doma in

knowledge

select.ed.

an d

. FRAME

tlte

representation for static knowledge and~ Production
Rules
8upplemented
by
Procedures
ror
dynamic
knowledge. The · basic consideration is to organize
knowledge in a flexible structure s o thai
I t can
' later accumulate

and .

inc~ease

automatively.

can store multi-aspect information

chart,

etc.),

which 'is greatly

abo~t

A frame

an object ( a

convenient

to unalyse .

and search obje cts fike charts and maps.
als~ be easi l y appended or edited when new

Frames can
infornation

available . .The

with

the

help

.dynamic _ k.nowledge is encoded as'

of

procedural

the frames and r~j~~ can be
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rules .

representation,
Both
updated and mainta i ne d.

Frame:

cnart2037
S ! 0 t:
nsme : kind
VI! I ue:
,common nautic a l
usage
name:
s lot:
' a l lle: navigation
;; lot :
name:
scale
va I ue:
if_ needed:
get _ value(2037, scale}
name : projection
3 1.0 t:
val tl e:
de f aul t:
Mercator

Attacn~d

procedures were employed to

get

the

va lue wh en system a sks for infomation from
slots

needed

the

empty

An ex ample ;Jroduction rule in NCDES is like this:
IF

new chart i s of l ar ge scale, and
material is perfect in content kinds,

and

ma t e ria lis U II - to - da t e. a.n d
material is good for scale , and
mater ial is in good accord wi th real i ty. and
tr ansf orma tion from material's projection to
new chari ' s projection isn ' t diffi' culty,

TlillN

the material can be used a s a BASIC material .

fu~OWLEDGE

REASONING

Both forward- and backward- cha~ning

a re

adopted

in

the s ubsystems of NCDES to fit the needs of diffe~ent
problem domain . Similarly the reasoning may be either
precise or
imprecise,
according to
the
domain
characteristics . However ,
the imprecise reasoning
mode in NCDESis not the current and usual kind.

NCDES

do no t gi ve a factor va lue (fuzzy value or probabili1y
value)

such like 0.85 to

the

object'

6

eharateristie

indicator.
instead it shows the object's state by
putting it into differe~ttevets of variou~ properties
such as scale suitability and how new it is, etc . , ' so
it ma y be named a s LEVEL reasoning . For example,
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an object may ~ e given a level of ' up-io-date ",
new",
'not new','old', or leve I 1, 2, 3, or ·l,
de te rm ined
by itspub'lication date and revision records . This
method can effectively pro cess the fuzzy questions by
.me,ans of ,cnanging them into precise ones,

but ill

much

simpler than the fuzzy calculation or probabilit v
calcculation.
Since errors possibly intro~~ f ~d - ~6
calculating and processing of factors ' values in usual
imprecise reasoning are naturally e lirninate~ the so
-called LEVEL reasoning metnod may be more reliable
than the current ones.
characteristic
indicator
repre ~e ntation
is in a f orm suiting tho l evel
reasoning method. For exa~ple, the statement6~
value (2037, newn ess, 1)
default L, preeision, 3)
means that the material (chart2037l is up -L o-date ( on
newness !eyel 1l and to any ma teri R!. if no e ccur ate
information is availa~le, taking its default precision
r al ue "not p recise
(0;1 precision l evel 3)
Objects

~tored

i n the frames

TESTS and CONCLCSIONS
For a ch eck to the effect iveL eSD

of the system and
its knowledg e repre sen t at ion , NeDE! runne d f ar e ight
sample charta seleted from nautical c~arts publis hed
by China Xavigatio:J. Pr ilos in re cent thre e yeai'5.
The
result compar ison with that of human exp ert ~ is shown
in Tahle 1.

'rable 1.

NCDES result

chBr t:

2 0 82 13

a C cor dan c e ;

char t;
accord s-n ce:

5529
r..!:::oc;t

in comparis<ln with human experts
20:-17 B

J 074

yea

' almost

100

yes

5 804

yes

;-e s

l' ~'ll, {'" of theee 5 nm"le C n llrt!l
through l: 50, DOD anti i.~ Sj . 000 ~u

'fh ~

1076

r2f'.~!'

~.

f r om

ZOO . OGO .

l :z5.

000

With

the

discussions
~f

development
necessary

im~ortant,

and

t e chniques

above

we

believe

that

the

nautical chart design expert system
b~

can

of

~nd

much

that

help

expert

to

the

i~

system

nautical

charting domain.

We

can

also

c on cluded

that

the

representation method and reasoning

knowledge

method

in this paper fit the ch arac t er i s tic

of

presented.

the

problem

doma in . and tha t knowledge reaBon ing by a new imprec i Be

met h0d called -LEVEL r e ason ing is practical for

chatt

des ign e xp ert s ystem

human

which can
imitate
a
expert ' s train of thought to solve a problem.
Doma:in

knowledge

de ve l op an expert

dec()mposit .i on
s Y B t e~

is

es pe cially

necess'ary

one

a bout highl y complicated 9roblems like nautical
desi gr.:
we
d e com poded
t h.e domain knowledge
pract i cal wa y so t ha t th e' knowl e dg e may be
an d ~f fe ctiveiy utiiized in NCDES.
However ,

the

results

of

this research

kn 0w: eedge-hased sYitcm for aS 5 istin a in

to

concerning
chart
in a

fully

on NCDES , a
the nautical

char t deS I gn p r ocess . c a nnot be treated a s the final
resu l ts. NCDES is stil l a proto ty pe s y stem and is
?!e~ ~ e~ ! c ~ e p e rfc:t e d to i mp l e~eD t more functi ons .
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Panorama maps: the old magic on a new digital plane?
M. Wood, I. McCrorie (Aberdeen, GB)

Abstract
The panorama map is a well estab lished if specialised icon of the tourist industry in
certai n (especially mountain) regions and continues to represent a strongly artistic
genre. This paper examines the nature and characteristics of this classic genre and
enquires into the possibility of expanding its potenti al through use of Digital Terrain
Models (DTMs) . An on-going ex perimental programme is outlined and some new
applications suggested.

Introduction
In thi s period of rapidly adva nc ing co mputer techno logy, arti st ic prod ucts such
as the tourist panorama, may appea r a nachro ni sti c . Most drafting , design and
cartog raph y has moved forward with the technology , resulting in both
improved and innovati ve im ages . Some touri st publicity designers have also
turned to the co mputer generated DTM for ass istance with the more tedious
aspects of surface constru cti on but ma ny of features of the 'cl ass ic' Alpine-s tyle
panorama maps ca n impede prog ress toward s th eir full auto mati o n. What are
the special characteri sti cs of these dramati c im ages and ca n the Dig ital Terrain
Model (DTM) playa part in the developing industry of trave l and touri sm?

The tourist panorama

The panorama - origins alld basic characterislics.

Tourism , especially in
mountain and wilderness areas, has been primarily a development o f the last
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hundred years. In many of the pioneering areas of rapid touri st expa nsion in
the late ninetee nth ce ntury (such as the Alps) good quality maps were already
The earli est touri sts were either serious enthu siasts (the
in ex istence .
mountaineers and alpinists) or the fin anciall y privileged (often both) whose
background of knowledge and experience facilitated their participation in
outdoor adventure and the use of topographic maps . However, as the
infrastructure of touri sm developed , with hotels and publicity, numbers of
visitors to such regions increased. Part of thi s early publicity (e .g in the
Baedeker and Blue Guides) was the engraved panorama. These mag nifi cent
early mo nochrome (sepia) images , popular in their tim e, form a treas ured
archive today. Viewpoints from man y loca ti ons are represented (mountain
hotels, huts , summits). From these and related origins, has evolved a genre of
artistic map-related image whi ch, in trad itio nal manu al form , has reached its
ze nith in the late 20th century.

The panorama today. These earl y views were primarily from g round-level
positions and varied in width from single narrow pi ctures to co mplete 360degree panoramas. Since the ninetee nth ce ntury, however, represe ntation of the
third dimension has grow n in bot h popularity and appli cati on, and the
panorama is now o nl y one exampl e of a broad range of related techniques.
These can be classified according to view ing angle , nat ure of perspective,
constru cti on meth od , surface representation and deg ree of sy mb olic realism.
This paper focuses on the panora mi c land scape representation , but includes
elevated (bird' s eye), as well as gro und -level, viewpoi nts. Although the origins
of thi s pictorial form may lie in the work of the ninetee nth ce ntury engravers ,
its nature has changed and can now best be characteri sed by the German term
'panoramakarten' . These images are commonl y presented as if from a high
viewpoint, and the surface representatio n bears a strong resemblance to a semipictorial map . The degree of abstraction empl oyed need not be great, but it
simplifies the image and makes it more perceptually and cog niti vely digestible .
There is also a clearer representation of the spatial distribution of landscape
features than would be ev ide nt in a simple ground -level picture and some
attempts are made to generalise and sy mbolise features such as woodl and ,
settlement, routeways , touri st facilities and , indeed, the topography.
Such images can be further analysed accord ing to scale/coverage (regional or
locali sed), degree of abstraction (degree and qu ality of generalis ation),
geometri c accuracy
(from
map-derived co nstru cti ons to di storted ,
impressionistic images) and ge neral arti sti c quality. The last often creates the
first response by the user. Some, alth ough colourful , are clearly poor in
quality and lack both cartographi c and arti stic merit.
A success story.

Panorama maps are a success. They are popular wi th both
their sponsors (who often pay dearly for their creati o n) and their users, whi ch
include a wide range of touri st categories including passive land scape viewers,
skiers and active mountaineers. While maps have not bee n displaced by this
success, these images have become an es tab lished part of tourist publicity and
information . What are the reasons?
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" They have a respected hi storical tradition .
" They prov ide an instantly appreciable image, requiring no special perceptualcog niti ve skill s fo r th eir interpretati o n. People like and ca n reme mber pictures.
These panoramas are frequentl y acco mpani ed , in brochures , by photograph s of
the region being prese nted . Fo r reaso ns of size and atm osphe ri c co nditions
these may be much less useful as informati on so urces but they do help provide
an authentic fo undati on of credibility fo r the arti sti c work.
" People enjoy their arti sti c quality and , subco nsciously, respect the work and
talent they reflect.
" While mos t users understa nd th at they are not geometrically and
topographi cally correct, their utility as info rm at io n sources is not seriously
doubted , o nce 'some fa mili ar land marks have bee n recog ni sed in th e sce ne .
" They are often free of charge , hav ing been paid for by to uri st age ncies, etc!
They are not normall y th e product of the arti st alo ne. Spo nsoring clients will
often have g uid ed bot h content and relati ve emphas is. Expe ri enced users
appreciate thi s.
Panorama maps are sold or iss ued mainl y as publicity material, to be used to
attract pote ntia l touri sts to a new country or reg ion. They ca n, however , act
almost as map substitutes , if des igned to present very localised areas of
restricted ex tent. A co mm on example of thi s is th e presentati o n of ski facilities .
Between these extremes are fo und many applicatio ns including ge neral route
planning and even assis tance wi th map read ing in co mplex te rrain.

Problems. T his success story, however, comes at a cost:
" Being single views they mu st always represe nt co mp ro mi ses . Alth ough clever
adju stments may be incorporated into the images, so me land scape ele ments are
bound to be obscured.
" These works of art take co nsiderable time to produ ce (so metimes measured in
hundreds of hours fo r a single panorama) .
" There are few arti sts w ith the inclination, kn owledge and skill to undertake
such tasks alth ough si mpler, schemati c pictures may be created by regul ar ,
co mmercial grap hi c des igne rs
" T hey are expe nsive to prod uce and ·print.

Digital Terrain Models (DTMs)
At a more general level , three-dimensional modelling has become an important
part of the developing fie ld of computer-aided visuali sati on . Wire-frames,
parallel profil es etc. , characteri sed th e developing phase of thi s technique but,
within very few years , Vi suali zati on in Scie ntifi c Co mputing (ViSC) has
transformed the ways in whi ch scie nti sts ca n di splay and ex pl ore th eir data ( I) .
Alth o ug h opera ting in para llel w ith thi s special fie ld, te rrain modellers have
also been acti ve . Pre-co mputer meth ods for crea ting block diagrams and
pers pecti ve views (both int ricate and time-co nsuming) , were originall y the
do main of small g ro ups of dedi ca ted cartog raphers. Ma ny fi ne perspective
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images, carefully derived from co ntou r maps, were produced , and applied to a
va riety of presentatio nal and anal ytical tas ks. Computer techniques have largely
removed the tedium of these map-based co nstru cti ons , and 3D applicati ons
abound in geology, geomorphology, ca rtograph y (relief shading, verification of
large terrain datasets), the military (s urve ill ance, intervi sibility , battlefi eld
planning, fli g ht simulators, mi ssile g uid ance) and land scape planning (2). An
important part of the research into 3D visualisati on involves the co mputer's
animati on capabilities, but the present rev iew focuses o n the fl exible production
of co nvenient, portable, hardcopy represe ntati o ns.

Technology to the rescue? Alth ough th ere are still co mputer-processing
di ffi culti es associated with the very large size of terrain datasets, the compl ex
no n-geo metri c characte r of th e terrain and fac to rs such as atm osp heric haze,
one mi ght ass ume th at touri st industry appli ca ti ons could be added to the main
list of DTM applicati ons.
Wh at are th e possible adv antages of a DTM approach to panorama produ ction?

* A variety of geometri cal perspecti ves is available .
* Any viewpoint (a ltitude, direction, distance) can be chosen .
* Many auto mated lig hting (a nd shadow ing) co mbin ati o ns can be introduced .
* There is in creasing scope for reali sti c surface rendering .

* Atm ospheri c modifiers ca n be int rodu ced to increase the e ffect of
authenti city.
* A fi eld of arti sti c creati on may be ope ned up to many graphi c desig ners
untrained in topographic matters.
Hig h accuracy DTMs are beco ming ava il able fo r many co untri es, and in a form
suited to panorama- like landscape visualisati ons. In Britain , for instance, such
data can be provided by the Ordnance Survey from 1:50 000 scale (50-metre
hori zo ntal g rid of height s) and I: 10 000 (at user-defined spacing, typi cally 10
metres). Bas ic terrain models have been produced , taking adva ntage of the
fl ex ibility and freedo m of image specificati o n, and both full y-auto mated and
hybrid meth ods of surface rendering are poss ible. The latter in volves arti sti c
work carried out o n the di gital surface. Various touri st require me nts are being
inves tigated including new uses such as mountain bi king. So me work has also
been do ne to integ rate DTM s with GIS fo r touri st purposes (3).
All proble ms, however , have not ye t disappea red. DTM s ca n put huge
demand s on th e processing capabilities of des ktop co mputers and the rendering
of rea li sti c surface colo urs and textures is still under development.

Tourist panoramas and the DTM
As the auth o rs had access to Laser-Sca n's Hori zo n sys tem, it was decided to
inves tigate th e appli cati on of the DT M mod ul e, T VES (Terrain Vi suali sati on
Expl oitati o n System), to to uris t needs. T wo subjects we re add ressed , the
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classic Alpine-style panorama map and the problem faced by inexperienced
mountain visitors when required to read co ntour maps .

The panorama as a pub/iciry and loeational aid. The cost and time required to
produce artistic panoram as hav ing been acknowledged , the advantages of the
DTM for tourist use seemed obvi ous. The first study co mm enced with an
ex tensive examination of current high-quality panorama maps. Both content and
design were noted with respect to possible application s .
The first author of thi s paper has had practical experie nce of this genre of
'map-making '. Block di agrams and perspective views , for instance, had been
co nstructed in the past, as teaching aids and for publication. However these
methods were manual and mechani cal. Being a geographer/cartographer, he
normally derived the images directly from a topographi c base and , as a result,
they always seemed to lack the drama offered by classic tourist panoramas.
Associated frustrations were partially relieved by an ea rl y e ncounter with
Heinrich Berann, a leading alpine artist (4). The e nsuing friendship led to a
growing appreciation by the auth or, not onl y of th e appropriate artistic
techniques but also of the unique operati ons and adjustme nts whi ch seem to
contribute to the Alpine panoram a's special qu ality. The reasons for the
'failure' of th e author's mechani cal images beca me clearer but it was not until
he had worked with Berann that the full nature and difficulty of applying these
techniques were appreciated. Some of Berann's panoramas have been based ,
quite firml y, on maps, using devices such as the Forster Perspektom at (5) , but
seldom are the images left in their geo metri call y and cartographi cally original
form. Some common adju stments/distortions are :

* Mandatory overall vertical exagge ration.

* Progressive

perspective, co ntroll ed to sati sfy th e special requirements of the
particular terrain.
* Local scale adjustment, permitting both the planimetri c and height
exaggeration of landforms and features important to the area.
* Emphasis/exaggeration of important features such as summits and ridge
crests.
* Careful re-alignment of selected va lleys or ridges to offer max imum visibility
of valley floors.
* Widening of most valleys whi ch ca rry roads , etc.
* Enlarge ment of all lakes and settl e me nts.
While these und oubted ly must be characteri sed as distortions , there is an
undeclared respect for what mi ght be called cartog rap hi c ge neralisation - the
loss of absolute dimensional accuracy but with th e ca reful preservation of
relative spatial (positional) accuracy.
The construction methods and artistic techniques are more subtle and difficult
to summarise but are described elsewhere (6).
Also, as the author has
experienced direc tly , preparation of the constructi onal fram ework for a
specially customised panorama may have to be carried out in what ca n only be
described as a freehand manner.
Land form struct ures, constructed
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mechanically (even computer-aided), may have to be adjusted by eye, sketched
in and merged with the surrounding area, to satisfy the complex distortion
patterns on the image (6). This can be a near-impossible task if the overall
integrity of geographic space is to be preserved .
Tests with these traditional panoramas are incomplete at th e time of writing but
their utility had been discu ssed with a selection of experienced mountain users.
Responses varied . The advantage of such perspectives for publicity and
synoptic viewing is undisputed , as is their use for tourist route planning. Their
value at a more detailed, local level was more difficult to endorse. Some
respondents could see advantages in using large-scale panoramas (i. e. of small
areas) almost as substitu tes for maps. If a panorama map, for instance, has
some topographic accuracy it can be used, in some cases, to help confirm the
location of the traveller and provide an understanding of the surrounding
landscape structure.
The results of this in-depth review of what have been referred to as 'publicity'
panoramas suggested that the simple application of DTM packages, with either
automatic or artistic surface rendering , had considerable potential for tourist
applications . This was confirmed by the first DTM study carried out. Using
the dataset of the Scottish Cairngorm Mountains , described below , a variety of
perspective views, generated on Laser-Scan's TVES , were exami ned. The
results were co nsidered to be excellent for both regional orien tatio n and
pUblicity. However, when the art istic adjustments/distortions, noted above,
were considered, it was accepted th at the DTM meth od, alone, was unlikely to
replicate the complex and often ingenious techniques of the panorama artist.

EmpLoymenT of DTMs

lO assis( wi(/J COnTour map reading.
While computer
technology can provide new scope for the next generat ion of tourist panorama
artists, the most useful benefits of the DTM must lie in the rapid and flexible
deployment and manipUlation of accurate terrain images. As with other
cartographic and GIS developments, the user can become a maker, of sorts, if
only selecting from a range of available map types, content, etc. One possible
sce nario is the creation (e.g. for a tourist centre in a national park) of a DTM
terrain visua lisation 'tourist travel simulator' wi th interacti ve facilities . The
image could be si ngle-coloured or carry a draped overlay of a satellite or air
photo image , along with a selection of ground features and routes. The visitor
could be invited to examine the landscape, synoptically , by simulated flights
over and around the region , or even through the va lleys and onto summits .
This preliminary visuo-spat ial adventure, in simple virtual reality, could be of
immense value and attraction. Information 'o f al l types co uld be attached,
including safety messages and emergency procedures. The GRASS-based SKIS
package , developed at Leices ter University (3), although not animated,
exemplifies this general approach.

As the fa cilities avai lable to the authors were best suited to the generation of
single terrain views (a lthoug h simulated move me nt could also be created),
another problem was addressed. Previous and on-going research (7, 8) has
highlighted th e problem s experienced in co ntour interpretation. There may be
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no substitute for training and fi eld experience, but research into map
information processing (9, 10) sugges ts that the ability to form mental
visualisations of the depicted land forms ca n help . Although thi s conversion of
contour patterns into mental images is difficult and mu st be learned, it can be
enhanced by the provision of intermedi ate, co ncrete visualisations. This was
recognised in the past and led, for instance, to the provisio n of moulded plastic
topographi c maps to assis t soldiers with their map-read ing . More recently,
systems such as PLATO (II ) and packages such as SURFER have been
e mployed , but such wire-framed models are generall y unsuited to tourist
applications . Solid modelling (e.g. as in fli g ht simul ato rs) o r overl ay draping
are to be pre ferred.
Analysis of mountain 'users' (geog raphical kn ow ledge, training in map use and
mountain craft , nature and qual ity of experience) revealed the followi ng core (if
not mutually excl usive) categories:

* Real experts

(serious amateurs , rescue tea ms).

* Regular, leisure walkers.
* Occasional walkers.
* Opportunists (e.g. moto r touri sts who reach a mo untain ca r park on a fine

day and dec ide to take a wa lk!)
* Skiers.
Targets of concern were occasio nal hill walkers and opportunists, who can be
enti ced by publicity and attracted by ease of access to so me wilderness areas
(e .g . via cable cars). These groups are least likely to be correctl y equipped for
such activities , generall y lacking mountain and map training, fi eld knowledge
and perhaps even appropriate protecti ve clothing. Addressing the specific
problem of m ap use, experiments were des ig ned to test the hypothes is that the
reading and interpretati o n of mo untain co nto ur maps wo uld be ass isted by the
simultaneo us ava il ab ility of acc urate terrain visuali sati o ns of the sa me area. A
prog ramm e of ex periments is in hand , o ne of whi ch is outlined be low.

An experimental investigation
The simple aims of thi s experime nt were to test the possibility th at co ntour map
interpretati o n mi ght be improved by hav ing availab le selected views of an
accurate, se mi -realistic terrain model of the map area. Mos t of the materi als
we re created within th e Geography Departme nt at Aberdeen University and
subj ects were stude nts stud yi ng Geography.

Subject selection. A class of abo ut 110 student s in Level 2 Geography was
selected and o n the understanding th at it would co ntain a reasonable crosssection of map- use ability. The characteristics of the subjects were examined
w ith a short biographical questionnaire. Apart fro m age and gender , this helped
identify key as pects such as experience of mountain-associated acti vities, map
use, training and co nfide nce in co ntour reading and abi lity to visuali se th e
terrain fro m the co ntours, we re recorded to per mit later gro uping of the class
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into characteri sti c user types. To supple me nt thi s subj ecti ve data , spati al ability
(believed to be positively correlated with contour reading ski ll (II , 12) was
also measured by mea ns of a space relations tes t

Materials.
The material for the experiment comprised a map-reading
ques ti o nnaire , a map and a selection of terrain images.
The questionnaire was give n enviro nmental cred ibility by using hill-walkingtype problems such as the selection of safe routes . These questions were
ex tensively di scussed beforehand with experienced mountaineers (skiers,
walkers, mo untain rescue team members). Subjects were required to read and
interpret the map contours before tackling th e questions. Five topics were
covered , which are believed to characterise the problems faced by anyone
walking into mountain areas: visualising landform s, interv isibility, route
planning, route timing and orientati on\self-locati o n. A photograph taken within
the mountain area, acco mpani ed o ne of the feature visuali sing and ide ntifi cation
questions
The topog raphi c map , at 1:35 000 o n an A3 sheet, covered an area , measuring
9 km by 13 km , in the Central Cairngorm Mountains of Scotland. Printed in
brown (contours), blue (rive rs , etc.,) and black (names and marker targets for
the questi ons), it was derived from the 'Cairngorm Recreation Map' produced
by Glasgow University Geography and Topographic Science D epartment in
1974. Some subj ects might be familiar with thi s area but evidence from the
biographical ques tionnaire would help isolate such cases .
Four perspective DTM views (mounted in pairs, one above the other) on two
A4 sheets we re also prepared. Id eall y these views could be created quickly
from any position. In the hypoth eti cal anim ated sce nari o, described in the
previous secti on, users could ex peri ence simulated fli g hts and observe the
landforms from many angles. In thi s experime nt , however, the plan was to
e mpl oy the DTM to create a selecti on of represe nt ati ve hard-copy views which
would offer co nvenient and , hopefull y, useful ass ista nce for the map-reading
problems. The views for the experime nt had bee n ge nerated from a DTM g rid
using the Laser-Sca n HORIZON software running on a DEC Va xS tati o n 3100.
The DTM grid was prod uced outside HORI ZON using the Laser-S ca n LAMPS
DTMCREATE package. Thi s is esse nti all y th e PANACEA software ,
developed by M. McC ulloug h (13) , alth ough thi s workstati o n version is more
fl ex ible than the o ri ginal and all ows many more points to be used . A TIN
(T riang ul ated Irreg ul ar Network) is ge nerated and from thi s stru cture, g rid s of
any size ca n be quickly and eas il y created. All four views we re based o n a 30
m x 30 m grid. As well as the po rtraya l of relief, vector features such as ri vers
and path s were draped on the surface. Na mes we re ad ded manu all y at a later
stage. These ele ments were included to help the subjec ts orientate the mselves
when they ca me to co mpare maps and views. The views were selected to
provide an overall coverage of the area within the base map , two from the
north and two from the south. In each case (north and so uth) the first viewpoint
was located 7 km outside of the map area, to give th e impress ion of
approaching th e mo untain group , and from a height of 2000 m (the hig hes t
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point in the map being Ben M acdhui , 13 11 m). A verti cal exaggeratio n of 1.3
was applied equ all y to the whole area. The closer views were from o nl y 1 km
beyo nd th e map area and fro m an alti tude of 3500 m. This was necessary to
maintain the width of th e area within th e view . The view ing cone (whi c8
opera&es rather like a ca mera zoom le ns) was changed fro m the default of 45
to 65 fo r the sa me reaso n. Too wide a cone angle can int rod uce confusing
effects in the foreg round , whi ch may see m to be obse rved fro m almost
ve rtically above . Many experim ental views were atte mpted to e nsure that the
fin al selecti ons included the max imum amount of detail. Colouring of the
terrain also proved quite di ffi cult in term s of selection and execution . The
default mode is o ne colour applied to the whole model, surface variatio ns being
o nly in the shadows modelled by th e parti cul ar positi on chose n for the sun
(azimuth and bearing). T hi s single colour meth od was used fo r one set of
terrain views. Another set was coloured hypsometri call y. In thi s case, before
the colour generati on took place , the DTM was di vided into 15 verti cal layers,
ranging from green in the lower valley areas, thro ug h brow n to g rey on the
exposed summits . The colour table was created o n the DEC M otif colour
mi xer. The reasons fo r these sur face di ffere nces was to test if contour reading
per for mance was affected by increased 'reali sm' of sur face depicti on . Initiall y
a thi rd colour model was planned , whi ch involved overl ay ing a satellite image
fo r improved rea lism but thi s had to be aba ndoned ow ing to las t-minute
co mputing problems. Many oth er te rrain modifi catio n fac ilities are available
o n the Lase r-Sca n syste m, such as mUlti ple li g ht so urces, depth-cuing of the
colours to merge to the sky colour at a certain di stance , valley fog, etc.
Hardcopy was ge nerated sim ply by photog raphing the scree n and after
mo unting the colour prints (a nd adding ann otati o ns) multipl e copies were
produ ced very successfull y at A4 o n a Ca non Colour Lase r copier .

Procedure. T he subj ects were tested in 5 class groups, each of between 20 and
25 indi viduals. The biographical ques ti o nnaire and spati al ability tes t were
ad ministered during a 25 minute pe ri od in eac h class. T ime was not available to
co mpl ete th e spati al ab ility tes t but , as relati ve rath er th an absolute pe rformance
res ults were more im portant , o nl y abo ut half the advised time was allocated to
it. Abo ut fi ve weeks later the map reading ex periment was conducted . The first
two g roups were give n the map and ques ti o nnaire onl y. The third group were
also given the single-coloured images and were told th at they mig ht be of some
assistance. After thi s stage of the experime nt, however , it beca me ev ident th at
many subjects had ig nored the 3D views. The fin al two g roups were given
mu ch stronger instructi o ns to stud y the views but so me still preferred to work
wi th the co ntours alo ne. The fo urth g roup received the self-co loured set and the
fi fth the hypso metri call y coloured set.
T hirty minu tes , all ocated to thi s
experiment , proved to be idea l in prac ti ce.
Discussion. At time of writing th e res ul ts are still bein g processed , but first
im press io ns sugges t th at th e images may have helped so me subj ects with their
mapping ques ti ons. More sig nifi ca ntl y, however, many stude nts appeared to
have co nsiderable diffi culty read ing pattern s of contours. The reaso n for thi s is
uncertai n altho ugh a surpri sing abse nce of th e inte nsive teaching of co ntou rreading at school or eve n in U ni vers ity may have co ntributed . The
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experimental programme continues. Mod ifica ti o ns to the view specificati ons
are planned , experim e ntal meth ods will be refin ed and more intensive, small
and targetted groups will be tes ted .

Conclusions
Thi s paper has taken a j ourney through the hi story and acco mpanying
technology and techniques of a popular representati onal technique used in
touri sm, the panorama map . Whil e some of the more dramati c and successful
arti stic meth ods may res ist automated re plica ti on, there is little doubt that
co nsiderable potenti al ex ists fo r DTM s in touri st appli cati o ns. The most
exciting may lie in the realms of anim ati o n and multi -med ia but there is still
scope for co nve ni ent hard copy images des ig ned to be carried by visitors on
th eir travels . DTMs with adva nced re nde ring techniques wi ll provide exciting
improveme nts and may even offe r opportunities for accelerated learning of
contour map interpretation. An y mea ns of providing fo r kn owledge and
confidence to visitors in wilderness areas mu st be see n as important and DTMs
may, in time , provide a valu able additi o nal visual tool for greater safety in the
mountains.
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A tourist's view of Ireland
M. Davies (Dublin, IRL)

The tourist trade is of considerable importance to the Irish economy; in 1991 foreign tourist
expenditure brought a total income of some Ir£860 million into the Irish Republic and a further St£162
million into Northern Ireland. In the Irish Republic alone domestic tourist expenditure amounted to a
further 11'£420 million, the combined total adding up to some 7% of the Gross National Product. At the
same time the number of workers in tourist-related employment increased by 4%, at a period when
unemployment otherwise continued to rise.
Bord Failte (the Irish Tourist Board) and the Northern Ireland Tourist Board are both concerned
with promoting the attractions of the country and EC funds are currently being used to develop tourist
amenities, including helitage centres in historic towns and facilities for walking, fishing, boating and
other activity holidays. Bord Failte statistics show that of the total holiday makers from overseas, half are
interested in visiting monuments, castles and stately homes, 20% in visiting gardens, another 20% in
walking or cyc ling holidays, 10% in fishing and other smaller percentages in golf and equestrian
activities.
Britain, North America, Australia and New Zealand provide some 70% of the total number of
overseas visitors, giving a majority of native English-speakers. Most of the remainder come from
mainland Europe, particularly France and Germany. Not surprisingly the capital, Dublin, is the main
destination of visitors to the Irish Republic, with the well-known scenic region of Cork and Kerry in the
south-west as the second most important. There is a good spread of visitors to all areas, north and south,
however; Ireland has no major industrialised areas that tourists avoid.
So what then , do these visitors, particularly those from overseas, require by way of maps? How
well are their needs met? And to what extent do the available maps project and reinforce the particular
image of Ireland which is presented to the tourist?
The Ordnance Survey of Ireland, based in Dublin, and the Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland,
based in Belfast, are, of course, major producers of maps aimed at the tourist, and they do this both
separately and in cooperation with each other. The most basic item for tourists to pack in their baggage is
the road atlas; although given that Ireland is an offshore island and access by car-ferry is expensive, only
some half of the overseas visitors tour by car. The Ordnance Survey road atlas of Ireland, published
jointly by both surveys, contains maps derived from the four sheets of the 1:250,000 Holiday Series.
These four Holiday Series maps, produced in conjunction with the tourist authorities, not surprisingly
place emphasis on the road and rai l networks and include a basic range of tourist services information,
such as caravan and picnic sites, youth hostels, car parks, public telephones and viewpoints. Sites of
particular interest are also named, and more tourist information is listed on the reverse. The key is given
in English, French and German.
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Apart from the roads, the layer colouring used for upland areas is the dominant element on these
maps; taken in conjunction with the very unobtrusive grey tone used for towns, the impression gained is
of an agreeably hilly or mountainous country, with a minimum of urban areas.
The two Surveys also collaborate on the Discoverer and Rambler maps, series at 1:50,000
replacing the One-inch maps, and both produce a variety of large-scale maps of areas of particular
scenic and tourist interest. The Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland has a pair of six-colour outdoor
pursuits maps and navigation guides to the Fermanagh Lakeland, and an outdoor pursuits map of the
Mourne Country, all at 1 :25000 scale. These two maps of very contrasting areas - one an area of
closely intermingled land and freshwater, the other one of Ireland's most dramatic mountain blocks
- have tourist amenities emphasised, with detailed information on the topography and local landmarks:
contours are at 10 m intervals, terrain details such as rocks and screes are included and so are different
vegetation types. The Fermanagh maps also have information necessary to the boatsman on the major
lakes, Upper Lough Erne and Lower Lough Erne.
Further south, the Ordnance Survey of Ireland has produced preliminary editions of the new
topographical maps at 1:50,000 scale intended for the walker and mountaineer, with contours at 10
metre intervals. One sheet covers the Wicklow mountains, while a sheet in the Rambler Series covers
The Reeks, Co. Kerry. The latter has tourist information on the reverse in English, French and
German, as does the 1:25,000 scale Outdoor Pursuits Series map of the Killarney National Park. The
Killarney map, however, also includes Irish throughout: this is one of the small number of Ordnance
Survey maps to feature the Irish language. Another is Eire Thuaidh, Ireland North; a cultural map and
gazetteer of Irish placenames published by the Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland.
ERA-Maptec Ltd, principally specialists in the interpretation of satellite imagery, also produces
maps for the tourist market. Its output includes a satellite touring map of Ireland at approximately
1:750,000 scale and similar regional sheets at 1:250,000 produced in conjunction with the Ordnance
Survey. It also includes a variety of other tourist-orientated maps on laminated paper, including
navigational charts of the River Shannon.
If the Ordnance Survey maps of Ireland spring from a tradition of official mapping, the maps of
Tim Robinson spring from the curiosity and creativity of an individual - perhaps one could say
idiosyncratic - mind. In his book Stones of Aran 1 Tim Robinson explains how he and his wife moved
from London to live on Aran, one of a group of windswept limestone islands off the west coast, in the
early 1970s, and how the post mistress in one of the villages suggested that he should make a map of the
islands for sale to tourists. From this he began a now internationally-known body of cartographical work.
His map of the Aran Islands was fust published in 1975 and a revised edition appeared in 1980. His
company, Folding Landscapes, has since published maps of Connemara and of The Burren, two other
nearby areas in the west where the ' bones' of the landscape and the remnants of the successive layers of
occupation since pre-Christian times are not obscured by vegetation or by modem development.
Tim Robinson travels on foot, patiently recording on Ordnance Survey maps every twist and tum of
the convoluted coastlines, the texture of the landscape, the houses and antiquities, together with
numerous Irish placenames collected from local people. He has written that, building on the existing
maps, he is 'free to concentrate on that mysterious and neglected fourth dimension of cartography which
extends deep into the self of the cartographer. My task is to establish a network of lines involving this
dimension, along which the landscape can enter my mind, unfragmented and undistorted, to be projected
into a map that will be faithful to more than the measurable. ' 2 It is not surprising, then, that the finished
products present complex information blended into black-and-white maps of distinctive style. Perhaps
more than any others, they project a vision of the traditional Ireland, with its roots deep in pre-history and
in the Irish language.
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Another series of hand-drawn black-and-white maps of The Burren and neighbouring areas has
been produced by a locally-based German graphic designer, Anne Korff. Her maps, published under the
name Tir Eolas, take relatively small areas and illuminate the actual maps with text (compiled by a local
Irish historian) and her Gwn line drawings of antiquities. Their content is less original than Tim
Robinson's, but they are comprehensive local guides, again conveying a strong sense of place.
Apart from those maps that convey an impression of the rural landscape, town maps are, of course,
also important. There is no lack of conventional street plans of Dublin and Belfast, and there are an
increasing number of historical maps of varying kinds available. Bord Failte is now promoting a Heritage
Towns scheme, in which some thirty towns are now involved, concerned with the preservation of the
fabric , the distinctive character of the town, and pride in its history. Town trails need accompanying
maps, and a sense of history leads to greater interest in historical maps. The Irish Historic Towns Atlas
scheme, which has been engaged for some years in publishing separate fascicles on individual towns the main map in each fascicle is a four-colour reconstruction at I :2500 scale of the town in the early
nineteenth century - has recently received support from Bord Failte.
The facsimile maps published by Phoenix Maps are also of interest to historically- or
genealogically-minded visitors. This series includes the complete coverage of Ordnance Survey one-inch
hill-shaded maps of 1855 to 1900, together with town plans at 1:2500 scale and some pre-Ordnance
Survey county maps.
Locally-produced maps vary considerably in style and quality. The local historical society of
Roundwood, a small village in the mountains of County Wicklow, decided in 1991 to publicise the area
by producing two maps intended to appeal to visitors and to residents. The idea was that there should be
at least some local input into their production. One map - which is still under preparation - is based on
the I :50,000 scale Ordnance Survey map and shows a wide surrounding area; like the Tir Eolas maps, it
will be folded, with drawings and informative text (prepared by local residents) around the margins and
on the reverse.
The other, which was published in November 1992, is an unfolded pictorial map of the village
itself. This was prepared in regular consultation with members of the historical society. The map has been
published by the historical society, and is now on sale in the local heritage centre and in the village shops.
Other nearby villages are thinking of producing similar sheets. As an accurate portrayal of the layout and
main buildings of Roundwood in the early 1990s, it would seem to fulfill several purposes: it is of
interest to the villagers themselves and to their many relatives elsewhere; it forms a detailed historical
record for the future; and, of course, it makes an appropriate souvenir, with an authentic Irish flavour, for
visiting tourists to take home with them. It is a tiny contribution to the body of Irish tourist maps and the
representation of Irish landscapes, urban and rural, through this medium.
Irish map publishers mentioned:
ERA-Maptec Ltd, 5 South Leinster St, Dublin 2.
Folding Landscapes, Roundstone, Co. Galway.
Irish Historic Towns Atlas, Royal Irish Academy, 19 Dawson St, Dublin 2.
Ordnance Survey of Ireland, Phoenix Park, Dublin 8.
Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland, Colby House, Stranmillis Court, Belfast BT9 5B1.
Phoenix Maps, 26 As bington Avenue, Navan Rd, Dublin 7.
Tfr Eolas, Kinvara, Co. Galway.
The Map Library, Trinity College, Dublin 2, compiles an annual list of new Irish maps. Write to Mr Paul Ferguson, Map
Librarian .
1 Tim Robinson, Stones of A ran. Mullingar and Dublin, 1986.
2 Tim Robinson, Selling f oot on the shores of Connemara. Mullingar, 1984, p. 9.
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Development and improvement of tourist maps in China

s. Zhou , X.

Liu (Nanjing , RC)

During the past decade, the tourism has been developing rapi dly
since the reform and open policy began to be carried out . I n 199 1 ,the
number of domestic tourists reached more than 300million.The tourists
coming to China totalled 33,349 , 795 , including 27, 10 1 ,1 03 forei g ners.
The rest were from Hong Kong,Macao and Taiwan.In 199 2 , from Janu a ry to
June the foreigners organized to visit China amounted to 1 ,764,700 .It
is prognosticated tha~ domestic tourists wil~ r each 400 millio n wh ile
tourists coming to Chi na will amount t o 34 ml11 l on in 1995 . In 2000 ,
domestic tourists wil l reach 500 mil l ion while tourists coming to
China will total 44--50 million.
With the rapid development of touris m, the deman d for tourist maps
is growing with each passing day , which provides markets and o~portu
n ities for the development of t o urist maPS . In 1950 's and 1960 ' s, the
China Cartographic Publishing House published one or two kinds of China
tourist and traff ic maps in six l angu ages . They were mainly used by
those who come from Eas t Europe and nei g hbouring countries. Some b i g
cities h a ve had their urba n traff i c mapS published publi cly. Ordi nally
cit i es and re g ions seldom sold out th e ir maps pu bl icly . In 1 9 70 ' s China
established contact with Ame ric a and some othe r countries. China Carto graphic Fublishing House compilated "China Tourist Sightseeing Atl as "
which inclu d ed more th an 20 cities and tourist scenic spots. Th.e
English editio ns Vlere wel comed by forei g n e rs. In 1979 , Na tional Bureau
of Surveying and ~lapp in g h.eld a meeting to carry out the work of
tourist map comp i l a t i o n , which evoked wide repercussions.
In 1982,the First China Tourist Map Workshop Was held in Hangzhou,
more than one hundred people attended the mee tin g , most of them were
cartographers from the national and each province departments of
surveying a nd mapping. There were only a few from universities and
i nstitutes. It gave a push t o the de velopm en t of tourist map .
After ten years o f hard work,
the quantity o f Ch ina tourist map
has been growing now. It was estimated that in 199 1 the sales volum
reache d 15 , OOO , uOO pieces ~ year. Areas have been developed greatly .
825 open cities and famous scenic touring resorts allover the country
have their own t ourist maPS . Various editions a re available in some
main t o urist cities. At the Same time more than ten editions a re sold
in the market, such as Beijing. Of c o use, although the quality o f
tourist maps has been improved,it is f a r from satisfactory. Some maps
look nice,but t he c on tents a re simple , even there are some mistakes in
them. In order to make profit, some mapS are of bad quality with out
of date information and l ow level compil at ion.
In th is Case, the Second China Tourist Map Wo rksho p Vias held fr om
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3rd- 6th in december in Chengdu by the Thematic Mapping Professional
Committee , China Surveyin g and Mapping Society and Geography Societ.y .
About over 89 carto graphers from surveying and mapping departme~ts .
geography institute9,universities and publishing houses come to the
meeting. About 60 research papers were obtained . Nearly one hu~d red
tourist maps were di splayed . They were pleased with the rap i d de velo pment of the tourist maps , but they thought the quality of the maps must
be paid more attent i on and improved. new type tourist maps should be
developed and advanced techniques should be used.
Between the development. of tourist maps and the development of
tourist mar ket there is close connection .Tourist map. i s influenced by
sales market . As our tourist markets have been formed mainly in some
big tourist cities , area tourism and route tourism are combined. We
gradually develop special, professional tourism. Therefore,the situation o f the devel opment of our country's tourist maps is as follows:
1. The t ourist mapS 0 f big ci ti es and main tourist ci t.ies are
growing fast . For example, Beijing:
(a) Large sales: In 19 70 ' s the sales volume of urban traffic and
tourist maps of Beij in g r eached 3 - 4 mil lion copies. And now the sales
volume of those can reach 5 mil lion copies.
(b)A lot of ki nds of editions .In 1990 ,during t he perio d of Asian
Games , about 20 ki nds of Beijing traffic a nd t ou rist maps were avail ar
ble in the ma r ket . Such as bird ' s-eye view, pho t omaps ,Yari ous kinds of
editions of urban and rural traffic tourist maps , scen ic spo t s gui ding
maps , Beijing tourist a t las and some were developed into a series of
maps which a re spec i a li zed in travellin g , food, lodgin gs . Some mpas
a re of good quality , such as Beijing Tourist Atl as . They are illu stra ted well and printed exqui sitely in both Chinese and English . They a re
no t only p ractical, but Can serve as presen ts as wel l. Some other
Cities, f o r example , the sales volume of Chengdu Urban Tourist Maps
reached over 600 , 000 copies a year,in Fuzhou and Xiamen,about 500 , 090 600 , 000 copies. These years the sales volume of Nanjing To urist and
Traffic ~aps ha s amounted to 600, 000-800 , 000 copies . Various editions
are a vailable . Si x kinds of them are sold in the market i n Nanjing.
Generally speaking , these maps o f individul city include travelling,
touri ng ,food ,lo dgings ,shoppin g , enter t a inmen t and so on . Although some
l ay emphas i s on scenic spots guide, some D ~ urban traffic.As a whole ,
it should contain different it ems . Owing t o competition among different edition , much should be paid at t en tion t o edi tin g ,desi gn i n order
that the maps l ook nice and cost is l ow . Natural l andscape and human
lands cape must be introduced scientifically. The con tents of the maPS
shoul d be practical . As t he maps were not very popular before in our
country, people enjoyed scenery spots pic tures. The maps bear the
char acteri st ic of colourful pictures a nd nice,simple charac t o rs.
2 . The maps of main scenery t ourist regions are incr easing fast .
Nt. Huangshan , Mt . Taishan, three gorges on the Changjia.ng. River,
Wulingyuan Sc enic Ar ea , Mt . Emei and ~l t. Wuyi are the main sc enery
regions in our country. The scale of the maps of thes e regions is
l a r ger . There are a l o t of expressions . For i nstance , hillshading,
scenography for to pograph. It c an also use aerial pho to gr aph and remote sensor image as basis. Tourist routes a re clear and t ouris t f a cilities a re s hown apparently.Somescenic spo ts are indic a t ed with so me
picto gr aphic s i gns . Some t ourist maps a re even gr awn with the f o r m o f
tranditional chinese painting . These maps Cannot be measured and t he
di rection is not a lways correct. Bu t they are popul ar wi th the publi c.
We are l a cking scenic t ourist maps with contour lines comp ilated on
the basis of t opogr aphy. '.'Ihen we compil C' te this killd of touri st map s
l a t er , we should pa y attention to the co r rect geog raphic l o cation and
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the a dd itio n of fam o us mountains and rivers
a nd t h e connotatio n of cultural l a n d scape .

of scientific

contents

3 . Region a l t o urist ma PS.
Big re gional t o urist m~ p s h a ve b e en d~velopin g steadily,such as North
East , North China. They ar e useful f o r tourist bure a ux t o do business
a n d pro pagate the t o urist lands cape. Some provines hav~ the i r own
t o urist map s t o o , such a s Guan g do n g tourin g r esort books, GUangdo ng ,
Ha inan tourist maps, Sichuan Guide , Sichuan touri sm, Hubei traff i c and
t o urist maps, Shandon g scenic s pots a nd historical sites tourist maps.
They ar e mo stly published by provincial tourist bureaux and local publishing hous e s. So me of the region maps are larg er than a city but
smaller than a pro·vince. Some a re drawn wi th the extent of economic
are a . This kind of tourist ma p s have large scope.
The main traffic
routes a nd hi g hwag odometers are clear . The scenic spots and regions
on the mar s ar e indic a t ed with pictographic or g eometric sym b0ls.
Geomorpholo gy is indic a ted with hill shadin g or a few contour l ines
o f g re a t distances an d hypso metric method. Main tourist cities and
famous scenic s po ts a r e includ e d with introduction and g uide indicati o n, and some picture s on t h e map s . They ar e brief and suitable for
l ookin g throug h . But it is more difficult t o tr a vel in those places
just accordin g to t h e map s . So ~ its sales maket is not as good as u r ban
t o urist ma ps . The whole country ' s t o urist maps are published by Ch i na
Carto g raphic Publishin g Ho use and l ocal publishing hous e s. As i t i s
used to loo k ,
throu g h the who l e country ' s t ouri sm , i ts sale is qu it e
good. Jith individual tourism increa sing ,
the information vo l ume of
re gional tourist maps should be in c reased. They should be both n i ce
a nd practical.
4. Thematic an d sp e ci a l routes tourist maps .
They hav e no t b ee n d evel o ped f a st in China, such as climbin g tourism ,
Silk Ro a d t o urism , bi g c a n a l
tourism , t h e Gr eat Wall tourism , three
go r g es o n t h e Cha n g jia n g River touris m, rel i gions homag e touri sm ,
conval e scent touris m, physical t o uris m, scientific a nd investigat i on
tourism , natio n al investi ga tion tourism and cultural tourism. Th e
mountain to pogr aphy maps a re published pu bl ic l y for forei gners to some
mountain a reas . There a re some kinds of edition of tourist maps of the
thre e gorges on the Changjian g River . There are very few tourist maps
like som e tourist special routes , espec i al l y for the studying and
profe s sional touris m. The d ema nd for this map is not very larg e . So
only a f e w ar e comp i l~t e d.

5. The tourist maPS f o r tourist industry an d tourist research
work s e rvices.
Onl y f ew of distri butio n map s o f tourist resources an d re g i o naliza ti o n maps o f t o urist r eso urc e s a r e p ublished in s ome re g i o ns . An a lysis
eva luatio n ma ps o f t o uri s t
res o urce, analysis maps of p a ssen g er,
de v el opme nt f o rse e n ma p s , environmenta l pro tecti o n maps of t o urist
r eso urc e , t o urist sc en ic spo t s p a ss en ge r c ap acity maP S a n d s o o n,
a r e only n eeded by t h e lea di ng sectiors of tourist business and
adm inistra tive ma nagem ent s e ctio n s .Very few a r e su pplied, becaus e they
mu s t b e c ompilated with co mbina ti on of t o urist r esearch s ectio n.
Th e r e f o re th e d ev e lo pment
o ur c ountry are:

cha r a cteristics

of

touri s t ma p s

(1) Th e number o f urba n t ou rist map S i s larg e.
spe ci a l r o ut e s tourist maps a re in short suppl y .

Sp eci a l

in
and

( 2) Many t o urist map s a re o f av e r ag e q ua lity. But th e re ar en ' t
man y n ew a n d o ri gina l on es .
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(3) There are

more for

tourist s but few for

tourist

research

services .

(4) Ordinary and hand - made methods of mak in g maps a r e mo re
used . Little is pa i d atte nti tin t o usin g new and advanced tech n iques.
(5) More attenti o n is paid to the p r a ctic a l va lu e of t he tourist
maps. The sc i entif ic and art i stic qu al ity should be improved .
In order to make China tourist maps develop widely , so we should
pay attention t o the followin g :
1. Develop new and ori ginal t ou rist maps. The quality of urban
t o urist maps and famous sc e nic spots maPS should be improved in the
compi l ation . -:Ie should work hard at new design , a good s .tock of informatio n,fine drawing a n d modern,pleasant culour.As for the professional
and special line tourist p roducts supplied by t he state t o urist depart
-ment, t his new kind of t ou rist maPS should be compil a ted as soon as
poss ible in order to fi l l in the gape in the t ourist special lines in
o ur co)mtry . For some tourist mapS which a re worth studying , such. as
scientic observation t o urism,cultural t o urism , historical line observation tourism, preparation for the collection of ma terial a nd re search . When the conditions are ripe , the new kind of tourist maps
with scientific quality will be compilated.
2. Gu id ed by the systemat ic thou ght, scientific comple x generalization and editing design of tourist information will be systematized and setialized . So that the editing leve l o f t ou r ist maps will
be i mproved in an all-round way . It's helpful for usin g new and
a dvanced techniques.
( 1 ) ~ he ma in part of tourism of tourist system-- the
demand f o r
tourism and psychological features of tourists,
t o uri s t
landscape
features a n d s c ientific classification syste m,
t ou rist industry ,
its basic facilities and servic e management Ca n be generalized the
whole process of t ourist complex activities o f travelling, walkin g ,
food, lodging, shopping, entertainment and enjoyment . We ' ll conside r
and des i gn the contents of maps systematically and a ll-si dely .
(2) Every aspect of ensurin g the contents seriation of tourist

maps:
a. Base map seriatio n: According to the scale from big ones to small
ones, the contents of base map s wer e arranged fro m detail to brevity .
b. Thematic contents systematization: such as traffic system, tourist
service system , urban and re g ion landuse system. Sinc e tourist landScape was classified scientifically, various classified syste ms have
benn formed. According t o this , We define these systems which are
suited to legend system of mpa scale and map cap acity .
c. The objects of map services are different , compilate series maps of
different contents in details or in brief,such as f or adults , youths ,
teenagers serie s , o rdin ary and professional di fferen t systems .

(3) Lay emphasis on the study in g of tourist maps symbols systematiz a tion, seriation and standardization . Cartographi c symbols system
is c a rtographic lan gua g e . At pres e nt,tou rist carto g r aph ic symbols are
not unified . The symbol systems desi gne d by map-mak ers thems e lvs are
partly simi lar, but Quite d ifferent . They cannot be interchan geable .
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This will be a question for study . On the basi s of studying a n d analys ising intB rnat i o n a l and domes tic tourist cartog raphic symbols sy s tems
i nter changeable and standard cartog r ar: hic symbols systems s ho uld be
formed in China.

3. In a ccordan ce with the inf o r mat ion tr ansmi ssion p roces s of
c a rtog r aphic c ommunic a tio~ theory and expe riences rules of car t ogr a phic expe riences the ory , the eff i ciency of t ouris t map ' s info r ma ti o n
trans mi ssion will be i mpro v ed .
( 1 ) To study t o uri s ts ' i ntentions , demand ,int e rest. S trictly speak in g ,
d ifferent peopl e ha v e differe nt re q uiremen ts a nd expe rie n ce s , b ut fer
new,str ange and beautiful intenti ons are the s ame . Edito r s of t ourist
maps should c o nsider the t o urist psycholo gic a l
demand and try to
trans mit d ifferent informa ti on tha t
t o urists ne e d .
They sho uld
introduce t he s i gnific an ce a n d scien tific a nd ar tistic value o f
t o urist l andscape scien ti fically a nd int erestin g l y . Wh at ' s mo r e , they
shoul d gu i de th em to enjoyment of beauty.Therefor'e , enjoyme nt wil l be
ga in ed . They wil l find tourism int e re s ti ng and valueable.
(2) Lay stress on regi o n a l fe a tur es and nati o nal f ea tures o f t ou rist
l a ndsc ape . Tourists l ea ve their own home t owns f o r other co un t ri es
onl y to enjo y a n d expe rienc e the landsc ape and special e nji yme nt which
they Can ' t ge t i n their owe coun tr ies . So t o urist landscape of t he
richest regional and natio n a l
fe a tures shoul d be stre ssed and
indic a te d in the re g i o n s of the maps .

(3) ~he scientific , konwledge and i nterest qua lity of hu man l a ndsc ape
must be stressed and in dic a ted.
China has a l ong history , wh i ch has
f o r med rich and onlourful hum an landsc ape . A l o t of beau tiful natura l
l andscape is connected with human landscape because of hostorical
cha racters, hist o ric al incidents and thei r activities , even fary tales
an d le g ends and so on . Natural l andscape inclu d es connotati on of human
l a n d sc ape . So l ay in g emphasis on the reflecti o n of human landscape in
th e map shows t h e i mpo r tant con ten ts of histo ri c cul tural f ea ture in
our country.
(4 ) Pay a tt ention to t he de si gn of s i ght aesthetic transm i ss i o n wh il e
tran smitin g gr aphic information .
Human being ' s aesthet ic interest
a lways cha n ge s wi th t he cha n ge of th e ti mes . Formal
beaut i fu l rules
a n d c o l ou r sigh t appeal should be u sed f o r the for mal he a uti f ul des i gn
of t o urist maps .
New met ho d of expr ess ion should b e used a n d colour
effects shoul d be given the re in t o in order th at maps hav e f orm o f
appeal. Of course , we should ac c o r d wi th the aes thetic demands of t h e
ti mes and nice print in o r der to tr an s mi t ing t ou rist informati on
per f e ctly. In t h is way , tourists enjoy the beauty i n the maps .

4. Pay attent i o n to t he us e of new and advanc ed techni q ue . At
present , e very unit c ompi l a t es various to uri s t maps i ndivi dual ly. Few
o f them h a v e l o ng -t erm , sys t emt ic i deas and p lans .
I n add it ion , the
l abour c ost in our c ountry i s low. During the initi al peri od of using
new and ad va nced technique , maFp in g cost will be higher. These wil l be
the ob jective r easons wh ic h affect t he use of new a n d ad va nce d
technioue in the course of map compilation . From the point of vi ew of
th e l ong ef fec t i o n, imp rovin g t he editing level and the de velo pmen t
t o urist map data basis,
t ou ri st map i nfor ~a tion
o f mapping spe ed ,
systems will be set up little by li ttle in the initial Fe riod of
us i n g c omp ut e rs . Supported by c omp uter a i d mapp in g , re p lacins the old
wit h the ne w maps , r educing and add in g map information ,
the editing
des i g n and exper i me nts and map fair drawing have impr o ved t he quali t y
a n d speed eff i ciently . Al l these should be paid mo re attention.
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5. S tudy international tourist maps. Tourist industry in Europe
and North America began to de vel op earlier . Tourist map compilation
has h9d se veral years ' history . A lot of t ou rist maps have been
published. Quite a l ot of designs and thoughts in tourist maps a re
new and deliberat.e. Technological process is scientific and rational.
Conventional mapping methods and the use of maPS of new and advanced
techniques h ave been combined well. Forms of expression are beautiful
a n d practical. There ' s much that we can study and use for reference .
It will play an import an t role in improving the quality of China ' s
tourist maps.
Besides this,
in such a large country of ours with a big
population,the numbe rof domestic tourists reaches 300 mil lion in the
tourist market every year. Surely the demand for tourist maps will be
increasing continuously.There's no doubt that. it is very necessary to
promote the development. of China ' s t o urist maPS and improve their
quality.
Though we have compilated a l a rge number of tour i st maps to
meet the n eeds of the marke t, mos t of th em a re scattered , a n d eage r
for quick success and instant benefit. It'a not helpful to train
qualified people, accumulate data and i mprove scientific technique. It
seems that it is necessary to have a professional unit of tourist
map compilation and special publishing agency of t o urist maps to be
concerne d about and to de v e lop the CaUse of China ' s tourist maps .
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Approaches to a cartographic system for statistical
analysis and spatial simulation
T. Brauninger (Trier, D)

Introduction
Within the last years spatial information systems have been introduced into
numerous domains, as for example environmental impact studies, noise
abatement measures, redevelopment measures or soil protection studies.
Without any doubt they are an extremely useful mean for processing spatial
data. Their widening scope of functions allows an effective and useful work even
with an extensive amount of spatial data.
The ongoing development of such systems is nevertheless mainly concentrating
on data processing functions, such as mathematical-statistical procedures , overlay processes etc. Beside this the improvement of the possibilities for cartographical representation and its facilities is so far insufficient.
Even in information systems maps are consequently used in a traditional way.
They mostly serve for the representation of the intermediate or final results . An
active work with maps is up to now hardly taking place, although especially in
this domain spatial information systems do offer numerous options.
The search for new or changed map functions for spatial information systems is
documented by the numerous publications in this field during the last years. The
authors especially try to establish maps in information systems as means for
visualisation and communication, as for example DiBIASE et al. 1992, KOUSSOULAKOU/KRAAK 1992, or MONMONIER 1992, or as a mean for work, as for
instance .:.RMSTRONG et al. 1992, MacDOUGAll 1992, NYERGES 1991,
WillS et al. 1990.
The paper presented here is dealing with a system, which is aiming at permitting
the active work with maps displayed on a screen . Th is means that both of the
functions mentioned above are intergrated in one system .
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For this the relations between spatial objects and the parameters of the objects,
respectively, relevant for graphical representation , have to be defined in the
system in dependence on the processing procedures. As a result the
"visualization" of processing procedures is possible .
The actual significance of the system is based on its ability to integrate processing events and cartographical representation as well as on the possibilities to
direct those.

2

Description of the System

When a map is used as a working tool in the framework of an information
system, it is its main function, as in other procedures of information processing,
to gain new information. In order to make use of the inherent advantages, which
a map has compared to other means of data display as for example tables, texts
or diagrams, it is necessary to work with what makes the difference between
these means: the graphical representation of information in a spatial context.
A map in this case is not only a static mean for data presentation but a
dynamical tool in the sense of a "cartographical information processing". This
means, that the graphic of the map is part of the work process.

2.1

Working Method of the System

The system described here, using maps as a working tool , will for example propose different possibilities for statistical procedures in order to process the information represented in a map on a screen . After carrying out a certain procedure
the resulting output information can be displayed, either separately or together
with the initial input information. Moreover the difference or the relations
between the input and output information as well as the effects on other objects
can be represented (Fig . 1).
After this initial processing event the system will advice for alternative or further
processing possibilities. At this point the user will be able to enter more instructions, using for instance a keyboard or a graphical user interface. These instructions cause a change either of the original input data and their parameters or,
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Fig. 1: Possibilities for displaying input and output information
through an interface with statistical procedures, of the parameters of the statistical process applied.
Before further steps for processing are carried out, it is also possible to select
objects exceeding a certain threshold or meeting an other condition. For the
further processing only those objects may find consideration.
Accordingly work consists of interchanging sequences of cartographical representations and processing steps. The outputs of one step are the inputs for the
following step, respectively.
The map displayed on the screen works in this series as a mean for visually controlling the processes and the results of them . Accordingly the map is the
starting point for the following processing events and for the correction or
variation of processing events already finalized .
Through the realisation of the respective interfaces with cartographical program
systems , processing systems and the data base the system allows to immediately direct the working process (Fig . 2).
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Fig. 2:

2.2

System use for controlling information processes

Logical Structure

The prerequisite for the application of the system as described is, that the different data and their interrelations can be transformed into graphical symbols of
the map.
These representation of data by cartographical symbols depends on the
definition of objects in a cartographical object model. Using this model for
structuring data, graphical attributes of a graphic model can be assigned to them
(BOLLMANN 1989).
The description of cartographical objects is realized by using attributes and other
features, which can describe the interrelations between the characteristics of different objects, like
-

-

the type of geometry, i.e. if the objects are points , lines or areas,
the level of measurement of the substantial attribute, which can be nominal,
ordinal, interval or ratio,
the type of the substantial values, which can be relative or absolute values
etc., or
the distribution of the substantial data, i.e., if data are distributed discrete or
continuos .

Object models comparable to the cartographic object model do even exist in the
fields of simulation and statistics. In these models specific conditions for the
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respective processing events are defined. For example certain procedures of
calculating the mean can be applied or not in depending on the level of
measurement.
These object models are forming in a way a "filter", which makes processes
accessible for the user in depending on certain object characteristics and combinations of this characteristics . These processes can be as well cartographical,
statistical or a simu lation .
In this way the system forms the frame in which different object models are
brought together. For this the interrelations between the cartographical objects,
the statistical objects and the simulation objects and their characteristics have to
be described. Th is results in convertibility of data between the different object
models and with this the possibility to process data in different ways (Fig. 3).

Simulation
Models

Fig. 3:

Interrelations between different object models

As mentioned above the system can display input informations in different
combinations with the output informations. Since the data structures change
while carrying out a certain processing procedure, this transformation processes
have to be taking into account with the definition of object interrelations. With
this the parameters of the processing procedures are implicitly included, what is
a important prerequisite for controlling these procedures .
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Beside an alphanumerical control the system shall even allow a graphical control
of processes. Starting-point for this is the transformation of data into map
symbols on the basis of the cartographical object model. Each change of the
object attributes, respectively their characteristics and the relations between
them, results in a change of the graphical symbols representing the data in the
map.
Taking an inverse perspective a change of the cartographical symbol will effect
the underlying attributes and attribute values. Since the interrelations between
the different object models are described, The system makes consequently the
cartographical contents immediately available for other processes. Through this
the output of one transformation process can be used as input values for an
other (Fig . 4) .

Simulation :
Procedures

Fig. 4:

Statistical
Procedures

Information flow and interrelations between different
object models

The issue drafted here can be clarified by some examples.

2.3

Examples for Application

In a soil analysis the values of lead pollution where surveyed on the basis of an
area grid. Data should be analysed in order to eventually manage counter
measures.
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The system applied in this particular case could for example represent the situation as follows (Fig. 5):
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Exemplary representation of the input information
"lead pollution"

Usually for numerous analytical tasks some important statistical indicators are
calculated, for exampl,e the mean or the standard deviation. As shown above at
this point hints for the respective procedures can be proposed by the system,
based on certain data parameters.
This will be followed by the calculation of e.g. the arithmetic mean and the selection of a certain kind of representation in the map. Two of this possibilities are
shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a represents the original input values and the values
resulting from the process; Figure 6b the difference between both values.
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Fig . 6:

Representation of input and output information in
different relations

In the example given the process produces changed substantial data values for
the selected objects. This change of the substantial values is at the same time
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causing the change of those graphics, through which th is values are represented
in the map. In the example shown above the size of the diagrams changes.
From a logical point of view the lead pol lution values, represented in the map,
are used as input values for a statistical procedure. Whi le carrying out the
processing procedure (i.e . the calculation of the arithmetical mean) new attribute
values are generated. This statistical output values on the other hand are used
as input for a new graphical representation .
In order to carry out different displaying alternatives, the system has to store the
data structure of different processing steps. On ly this results in a graphical
representation allowing the visual comparison of the values.
A further example outlines the poss ibilities for applying the system in the field of
spatial simulation: A road passing a residential area shall be upgraded . Since
the volume of traffic, and through that the noise pollution for the residents, will
increase, at different points the noise leve l was surveyed in order to analyse the
correlation between vo lume of traffic and noise level. It is the aim of this simulation to detect the level of upgrading, at wh ich , at the maximum volume of traffic,
a certain defined threshold value is not surpassed.
As before the first step wou ld be the representation of the starting situation
(Fig . 7).
Volume of tratfx:
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residential

area

Graphical Starting Situation for a Simulation

If now in this model an increase of traffic volume is simulated, the noise level at
the surveying points will increase, too. Accordingly the shift in traffic vo lume will
be accompanied by a change of the graph ical representation of both, the
diagram representing the volume of traffic and the diagrams representing the
noise level.
By a comparison to the given target values, which can also be carried out by the
system, an excess of this value can be graphically displayed, too . As a
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prerequisite the target value has to be integrated with the other data into the
database (Fig. 8) .
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Graphical combination of input data and simulation
results

In this example the value correlation of objects in the simulation model effects on
the graphical relation between the size of the diagrams. The relations between
different simulation objects are in this case the input values for the
cartographical objet model.
If in this simulation model the impact of the distance between the source of the
noise, i.e. the road, and the surveying points is defined, a different track of the
road together with its noise impact can be simulated.
In this case a change of the geometrical parameter of one object causes the
change of the substantial parameter of others (Fig . 9).
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Fig. 9:

Graphical combination of input data with the results of
two simulation steps
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The scope of this simulation model can be significantly extended through the
integration of further objects and object parameters , as for example the kind of
road surface, the average speed of the cars, the impact of noise protection
measures, other sources of noise etc. A wide network of objects and object
parameters with numerous interrelations is the result.

3

Implementation and Perspectives for the Future

To design an effective system, interfaces with other systems have to be realized .
The essentials for a functioning system are (see Fig. 10)
-

-

a cartographical program system , which is carrying out the graphical repre sentation of the data.
a methodological base containing processing procedures. This methodological base should be kept open, in order to allow also the storage of further
procedures.
a data bank in which those data and data parameters are stored , which are
needed for the ongoing graphical and methodological process .

These systems form the background of the outlined system . Further supplementing interfaces for the system could be
-

a cartographical "expert system", which, in connection with the cartographical
program system, directs automatically the graphical output and
a graphical user surface, enabling the map user to control graphic objects.

The system described, which currently is still in a stage of planning an design
should be implemented in three different time phases .
In phase 1 a visual support for the processing steps will be realized using for
instance the cartographic program system THEMAK2 for map compilation and
the symbol reference system KAREMO, available as a prototype at the University of Trier. At this level procedures can only be directed by entering alphanumerical commands through a keyboard. Using in addition X-Windows parallel
work will be possible. In this phase the logical object models have to be clarified
as well as their interrelations. Consequently this phase is still part of the conceptual work and should enable to gain additional insight.
In the second phase it is planned to establish an interface with statistical and
simulation procedures on the basis of the object models. This would permit to
make the results of the processing procedures immediately available for graphical representation, respectively.
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Fig. 10: Interfaces to subsystems

In the third phase a graphical user surface, similar as in a CAD-system, should
finally be realized . This allows direct control of map graphic and with this of the
data.

Summary
The system desc~ibed forms a logical approach for the integration of processing
procedures and map graphic in the frame of a spatial information system. Main
focus of the system is the graphical representation of data in maps and the use
of maps. Basing on a graphical representation on a screen the system should
enable the user to control and direct spatial data processing procedures. For
this, different object models for the process field of cartography, statistic an
simulation as well as their interrelations are described in a conceptual way. In
combination with cartographical and methodological subsystems the system
allows, starting from the graphic of the map, direct control of processing
procedures.
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Searching for the most suitable cartographic representation
in statistical mapping

z.

Wang (Enschede, NL)

1.

INTRODUCTION

In order to define
a
particular type
of cartographic
representation sufficiently, so that this leads to actual symbol
design, both the visual variable and the map type must be
specified. Most current expert systems for symbol design in
statistical mapping concentrate solely on this issue (Wang 1992).
The fundamental concepts in this domain can be found in Bertin's
works (1983).
Some expert systems , especially the earlier
products, created a single acceptable solution according to the
production rules, without giving any consideration to other
possible solutions (Fisher and Mackaness 1987). A typical
Artificial Intelligence (AI) problem solving usually involves
uncertainty, which may exist with facts and rules for problem
solving. The uncertainty in relation to cartographic symbol
design, and its solutions is the focus of this article.
From known facts, human beings can infer unknown facts
according to rules. The inference rules used can be sound or
unsound. If a rule is sound , no exception can be found. For
instance, "all men are mortal" is a sound rule. This type of
inference is called deduction. But very often, one knows the
consequence , and then has to find out the premise. Medical
diagnosis is an example.
Symptoms are known , but they are the
consequence of disease; what a doctor has to find out is their
cause, the disease.
A similar process can be found in
cartographic symbol design.
Perception properties of graphic
symbols are created by their premise , ie. visual variables. But
we have to determine the visual variable from the
perception
property that is required by the geo-information and mapping
objective. To infer the premise from its consequences is called
abduction. Naturally, the abduction process is only an informed
guess (Luger and Stubblefield 1989). For example,
the visual
variable form creates associative perception. But, if we switch
the premise and consequence around: associative perception is
created by form.
The rule becomes unsound,
since the
associative perception can also be created by other visual
variables, such as colour and orientation (Bertin 1983) . Though
uncertainty is involved in abductive reasoning, a human expert
is still able to find an optimal or a reasonable solution by
collecting additional information, and using that to weigh the
alternatives. In the example above, a cartographer may consider
more factors, such as the mapping objective, production and cost
aspects etc, and consecutively make the decision.
A rule based system equipped with heuristic search
strategies,
developed
for the selection of cartographic
representation, is presented in this paper. The prototype system
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ESSYD, standing for expert system for cartograp hic symbol design,
was developed in Prolog language (Clocksin and Messish 1984,
Conlon 1984, Townsend 1986), a logical programming language
specifically designed for expert system development. It uses
deductive rules to find out all the potential solutions mainly
by the measurement level and dimension of geo-data, and then
applies heuristic searching strategy for isolating the most
suitable solution among them.
2.

DATA, PERCEPTION LEVELS, AND GRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS

As mentioned in the introduction, the designer of cartographic
symbols collects data, interprets and analyzes them, decides
perception property to be shown on the map, and finally searches
for the best cartographic representation. This design procedure
is depicted in Figure 1 . The first step in the process is the
identification of the nature of the input data, such as the
dimension and measurement level. Note that the derived and
absolute quantitative data are not two different measurement
levels, instead, both of them are of the type of ratio scaling
data.
Since
they lead to varied visual variables and
representations, the distinction between them is essential
(MUller and Wang 1990).
In the second step, a designer has to determine the
perception level that should be shown by the symbol set.
Generally speaking, the perception level of the symbols shown on
map should match the measurement leve l of the input data set. For
example, quantitative data require a symbol set wh ich offers
quantitative perception. But this is not necessarily va lid. For
example, we have population amounts for cities in hand, but we
want to show only the discrete ranks of cities in size. Hence the
quantitative data are shown by ordered sizes instead of
proportional sizes. This example shows that the reduction of
measurement l eve l may be desired by the objective of mapping.
However, an expert system developed for non-cartographic users
should not expect its us er to make such decision since it
requires a good experience and understanding of mapping. Bering
this
in mind,
the current system does
not allow such
generalization in determining the perceptual l eve l (Fig. 1).
Now we come to the last step, and also the most difficult
step in the selection of visual variables and map types, ie.
searching for the most suitable cartographic representation.
Since one data set may have many potential graphic solutions,
uncertainty is involved. For example, both pictorial symbol and
geometric symbol with proportional sizes can be employed to
demonstrate quantitative perception. But as we know, employing
two rules in this abductive reasoning does not help much:
1) if data is absolute quantitative then using pictorial symbol.
2) if data is absolute quantitative then using geometric symbol.
As consequence, when the premise is valid , the inference engine
may either pick up only the first solution, ie. using pictorial
symbol, or present both solutions to the user. This is exact ly
the approach adopted by some early expert systems in the domain.
It is apparent such an approach is not suitable to this abductive
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reasoning containing uncertainty. The issue will be discussed in
detail in the next section.

Figure 1.

3.

Inference process in selection of cartographic
representation.

SELECTION OF THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION

The evaluation of a graphic representation without considering
the design context will make no sense , since each graphic
solution needs some prerequisites to support it.
The major
factors influencing the selection of graphic representation types
covered by this system are:
- statistical parameters of geo-data, e.g. the range of a data
set, ie. maximum/minimum.
map
use
requirements,
e. g.
the
definition
of
the
intended map users and the conditi.ons under which the map
will be used.
aesthetic consideration, e. g. the available space must be
sufficient for symbol allocation.
- priority of presentation and communication, e.g. pie charts
show the total amount clearly , whereas bar charts can be
used for the comparison of individual observations.
psycho-physical perception laws, e.g. the range of symbols in
size
is
always
underestimated.
The
solutions
with
compensation are also provided to the user as an option in
ESSYD.
A simple way is to list all the conditions demanded by each
graphic solution, and then check the availability of these
conditions. For example, pictorial symbol is favoured by 1)
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bigger space to locate, 2) easy to pictorialise,
are children.

and 3) readers

This relationship can be expressed as a pseudo rule:
pictorial symbol if
space is big and
easy to pictorialise and
readers are children
since the conditions and the solutions are "hard wired", this
type of relations does not reflect the reality, ie. each
condition only offers favour to the solution to a certain extent.
This problem and its solution will be discussed in detail later.
3.1

SEARCH STRATEGIES

In exhaustive search, the states are searched systematically in
either a depth-first or breadth-first way, until a goal is found.
Now, for a particular data type, a limited number of graphic
solutions and their favourite conditions required are given in
the knowledge base. This sort of the problem is appropriate for
backward chaining, ie. a goal driven search. As Prolog is
inherently suitable for backward chaining, the searching can be
conducted optimally by Prolog. In a rule base like this:
solution 1 if condi.1 and condi.2 and condi.3 and
solution 2 if condi.1 and condi.2 and .. . .
Prolog will apply an exhaustive search, starting from the first
rule to the last, and from the first condition to the last within
each rule. If any condition fails to be met, its containing rule
will be disproved, and then, Prolog will take .the next rule by
backtracking. If all the conditions for one rule are met, the
solution is found. However, this simple exhaustive search has a
number of drawbacks:
1) It is very likely to come up with multiple solutions or no
solution at all under a certain context.
2) A novice user are difficult to answer questions which only
allow binary options yes or no.
3) It is a time consuming search, since all the questions
in
this rule base must be pursued.
4) In such a rule, the conditions together forming a conjunction
(connected by "and")
does not simulate the behaviour of
human cartographers. For example, if "readers are children"
is one condition for selecting pictorial symbols,
nonchildren readers will lead to the rejection of pictorial
symbols. But this is not what we want. This example shows
that such rules are too strict. We have to soften them.
A number of approaches have been applied in handling
uncertainty, such as the Bayesian approach, the certainty theory
and heuristic search (Townsend 1986; Mulder et al 1991). The
Bayesian approach to uncertainty is based on formal probability
theory and has been adopted by
several areas of AI research.
However, the independence assumptions , continuous updates of
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statistical data, and other problems hamper this approach to be
used in many AI applications (Luger and Stubblefield 1989 p.311).
In the symbol design context, many factors influencing symbol
selection, such as the map contents and map user, cost and
technical conditions, are not independent of each other. If a
data type leads to a number of potential solutions, the summary
of the probabilities attached to each solution must be equal to
one. If the user wants to add one more solution, all the
probabilities have to be modified. Furthermore, it is impossible
to even measure some data and test the results properly. A
question may be asked, 'who is the intended map user?'. The
answer will be purely an estimation, since it is not observable
before the map is produced. If one defines the use of colour to
depict nominal data with 0.55 probability under a certain
circumstance, how can we test this conclusion? Since it is
difficult to define a completely correct solution for symbol
design because of the subjective nature of a design problem , and
it is also difficult to identify the same design circumstance,
such a test is impossible. The proble ms listed above show that
probability is not suitable to handle the uncertainty in
cartographic symbol design.
The certainty theory may be the most important alternative
approach, as it tries to release the strict constraints of the
probability theory. It makes some simple assumptions for creating
confidence measures, and has some equally simple rules for
combining these confidences as the programme moves toward its
conclusion. However, there are still two serious shortcomings in
using certainty theory in cartographic symbol design:
1) An exhaustive search is still required, since the following
formula is used to combine premises:
CF(P1 and P2) = MIN(CF(P1),CF(P2)), and
CF(P1 or P2) = MAX(CF(P1,CF(P2)).
These formulae require the scanning of all the conditions
in the rule base , and that makes the method time consuming
as well.
2) The certainty factor is also a measure of the occ urrence rate,
like probability. This makes sense in many application
areas, but not in a design problem. For instance , a higher
certainty of a diagnosed disease
indicates a higher
occurrence rate, which can be compared with the actual
disease of the patient. However for a design problem , there
is no "actually existing" result like diagnosis. Therefore ,
a design result with a higher probability does not make
much sense. Instead, we should measure the suitability of
a graphic representation to a particular context , and find
the best fitted solution.
3.2

THE BEST-FIRST SEARCH

While the exhaustive s e arch e mpl o ys
b lind scanning, the
heuristic search evaluate s th e potential st a t e s be fore taking a
path. Heuristic search is necessary whe n:
1) the problem may not have an e xact s o lutio n b e caus e of inherent
ambiguities;
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2} state space grows very fast with the depth of the search.
The search of the optimal graphic solution meets the first
condition above. In the prototype system ESSYD, a type of
heuristic search ca ll ed best-first search is applied (Wang 1992).
According to this method, the child states of a state are
evaluated according to some measure of their heuristic merit, and
then ordered. At each iteration, the method considers and pursues
only the best state, that is the one most likely to lead to an
acceptable problem solution. Best-first search can be used with
a variety of heuristics, ranging from subjective estimates of a
state's "goodness " to sophisticated measures based on the
probability of a state leading to a goal.
The graphic solutions that are able to display the required
perception property can be regarded as potential solutions, and
assigned a score of at least 0.60 (in 0 - 1 scale), the widely
used passing mark. This score is called the original score. Since
the effectiveness of a graphic solution is also related to the
dimension of geo-data, the legibility of symbols and etc., some
room to show this difference must be reserved. In ESSYD, the
upper limit is set to 0.75. This means that the potential
acceptable representations may have a score ranging from 0.60 to
0.75. The difference of the original scores may be caused by:
I} some visual variables , such as texture,
are not very
suitable
for
point
symbols
due
to
aesthetic
considerations , such as clarity, and
2} some visual variables and map types are difficult to compare
aesthetically, but they may have varied chances for use in
practice. For example,
one may slightly reduce the
original score of orientation since orientation is hardly
used in practice, as compared to the other associative
variables, such as form and colour.
In the new model, the several conditions favouring the same
solution do not form a conjunction , but instead, each of them is
considered as a contributor to the final score of the solution.
The additional scores held by favourite conditions will be used
to modify the origina l score of the solution. It should be note
that we cannot simply combine two scores through addition , since
this may cause the result to exceed 1. If, for example, the
original score is 0.7, and two additional conditions provide
contributions with scores 0.3 and 0.2 respective ly, the simple
addition will result in 1.2. To ensure the result will always be
under the full scale 1, th e formulae introduced by Townsend
(1986) could be applied here:
S = Sl + S2*(1-Sl}
Here Sl is the o ld score, S2 is the contribution created by the
new reply, and S is the resulting score. The idea behind is that
the new contribution only affect the upper range of 0.7, ie. from
0.7 to 1.0.
S
0.7 + 0.3*(1-0.7}
0.7 + 0.3*0.3
0.79
A negative contribution can be manipulated in a similar way. For
example, if the original score is 0.7
and
the first
contribution is -0.3. Now the minus contribution only affects the
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range below 0.7, ie. from 0 to 0.7, thus the resulting score will
be:
S
0.7 - 0.3*0.7
= 0.49
It should be noted that changing the order of the factors
does not affect the result.
4.

IMPLEMENTATION

Once the input information is interpreted and its nature is
figured out, the potential solutions corresponding to such
characteristics
can be found by deductive inference since no
uncertainty is involved in this step (Figure 1). Suppose only two
solutions for absolute quantitative data, ie. one dimensional
symbols (bars) and two dimensional symbols, are found by this
deductive inference. Now let us examine how the system searches
the most suitable graphic solution. The solution base holding
these two solutions with the following items: the solution
number, a simple description, the original score, and questions,
is presented below:
solution(l,"bar",0.68, [question( " range(max/min)", [repl y response
(l-2 , 0),reply_response(2-5,0.4),reply_response(5-50,0.2),reply_response(50-1e10,-1)])]).
solution( 2 , "size in two d geometric symbol" ,0.70, [question ("range
(max/min)", [reply_response(l-2,-0.9),reply_response(2-5,0) ,
reply_response(5-100,0.3),reply_response(100-le10,-0.3)])]).
We can see that the original scores of them are 0.68 and 0.7
respectively. The question asking the range of the data set, ie.
maximum/minimum, will be presented, waiting for reply from the
user or automatic calculating. Once a reply is captured , the
corresponding contribution will be used to modify the original
scores.
The current ESSYD is able to compute some statistical
parameters of geo-data, such as the range of a data set , and the
categoric number of a nominal data set. Thus, the question about
the range of the data set, and some other statistical parameters
can be . automatically answered by the system, say, the range of
geo-data set is 4.4. Then the programme will find out its
corresponding contribution to modify the scores for both
solutions. The resulting scores will be 0.81 for bar graph and
0.70 for the other solution. Since the questions are exhausted,
the bar symbol, is selected as the optimal solution for this
particular context.
The example given above is rather simple. A real data set
may lead to many potential solutions attached with many
questions. For example , for a single absolute quantitative data ,
ESSYD provides six potential solutions: 1) pictorial symbol , 2)
one dimensional symbol (bar), 3) two dimensional geometric
symbol , 4) three dimensional geometric symbol, 5) classified
symbol, and 6) two dimensional geometric symbol in psychological
scale. Each of these solutions has a different question list.
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5.

EXPLANATIONS

In a large Prolog programme, some rules represent the domainspecific knowledge, but some others on ly conduct low-level
manipulations, such as transformation of data type, extraction
of the nature from data set, and interface design. The
explanation of the reasoning process, of course,
should
concentrate to the rules related to domain-specific knowledge.
To enab le the system "remember" rules that have been executed ,
we can add a subgoal to the relevant rules, writing down the
contained knowledge into a dynamic data base for later
explanation. For instance, quantitative perception is required
if input data is quantitative. The rule having an additional
subgoal for writing explanation knowledge is given here in pseudo
code:

if data is quantitative, then
quantitative perception is required and
writing "Because input data are quantitative,
the symbol set must be able to show it"
into a dynamic data base.

6.

PERFORMANCE

Expert systems are intended to advise non-professional users.
But an experienced user may want to directly point to a desired
solution.
In order to accommodate both novice and experienced
users, ESSYD provides the possibility for direct selection of
graphic representation. The user who does not select this option
will be treated as a novi ce user, ie. he will be given questions
which are non-technical. The questions may be answered by the
automatic calculation, or by the user. After 8ach answer, the
programme modifies the score list, sorts it, and pursues the
solution with the highest score until the optimal solution is
found. The programme will present the solution with the highest
score and followed by the question: are you satisfied? If the
answer is negative, ESSYD looks back to the next optimal
solution.
One example of the performance is given here as
demonstration. The letters in bold face represent the reply made
by the user; the symbol .- stands for "return" key.
INPUT INFORMATION: population per province
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
SCORE CODE DESCRIPTION
0.68 Sol.1 size by pictorial symbol
0.69 Sol.2 size by bar symbol
0.70 Sol.3 size by two D. symbol
0.65 Sol.4 size by three D. symbol
0.70 Sol.5 size by two D. graded symbo l
Do you want to se lect a so lution directly (y/n)? n.no is se lected.
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Original scores modified by the range(max/min): 4.4
CURRENT SCORES: SoU 0.68, Sol.2 0.81, Sol.3 0.70, Sol.4 0.45, Sol.5 0.42
Size by Bar Symbol (So I. 2) is se lected with 0.81 points.
Satisfied (yin)? y.EXPLANATION:
Because population is absolute, absolute information should be show n by size.
6 solutions were provided by the system:
1) size by pictorial symbol
2) size by bar symbol
3) size by two D. symbol
4) size by three D. symbol
5) size by two D. classified symbol
6) size by two D. symbol in psycholog ica l scale
The range of the data set is 4.4
Score of Solution 1 gains
Score of Solution 2 big gains
Score of Solution 3 gains
Score of Solution 4 losses
Score of Solution 5 losses
Score of Solution 6 gains
Therefore the solution 2, "size by bar symbol", was selected.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

The selection of the cartographic representation type is an
interesting application area for expert system development. Since
abduction is involved, the problem cannot be solved by simply
employing deductive rules.
The best-first search, a type of
heuristic search, was selected and has been implemented . In this
inference model, each graphic solution is assigned with a score
(0-1). A score is divided into two parts, 1) suitability to the
measurement and dimensional characteristics of input geo-data,
and 2) suitability to the other considerations, e.g. use
requirement and aesthetic aspects.
Deductive rules can be
applied to find all the solutions which fit to the first type of
requirements, and then the best-first search is employed to
search the optimal solutions satisfying the second type of
requirements. The model is fl exible since:
- more solutions can be easily added,
the original scores, the conditions/questions and their
contributions for each solution can also be edited or
modified.
These
changes
will
lead
to different
design
outcomes.
Furthermore, ESSYD can also prov ide an explanation in relation
to the inference process. The results of this symbol design
procedure are encouraging, and the design outcomes can be used
as input for actual symbol design (Wang 1992). But since the
heuristic search applied in this programme is based purely on
experience, including the assignment of the original scores for
each graphic representation and the contribution offered by each
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reply, a serious test by both domain-experts and novice users is
critically necessary.
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An object-oriented expert system for quantitative
cartography
X.Z. Lu (Xi'an, RC)

AB STRA CT Base d on the form a li za tion and s tru c turizaion of the
qu a ntit a tiv e ca rtogr a phy, Object - oriented (OOP)
ha s b ee n a ppli c at e d
in th e know l edge r e pr ese ntation of sy mbol d es ign. Th e sys tem in use i s
d eve lop e d into a n int e grat e d s oftware with d a t e manag e ment, map editing
and produ c tion.
One.Introdcuion
Nowarlays, the cartography i s fa c ing two a s pe c t s of c halleng s, which
ar e
th e
comput er t ec hnology going to vi s ualization
and
the
s ocial - eco nomi c d eve lopm e nt. Ele c troni c atla s i s an ac ti ve r es ponse
to
th e above c hall e ng es. Th e ele c troni c atla s s hould not be briefl y
co n s id e r e d as co mpo s iti on of sc reen imag es. It s hou l d in c lude map
product ion and ma nag e me nt.
Th ere are variou s kind s of s oftware
p ac kag es
avai lab e
but the y c an not r eac h to the l eve 1 for
non - ca rtography u sre s .The car tographi c expert sys tem i s up to in u se
und er
thi s bac kground. Th e e xp e rt sys t e m for qua nti tative ca rtography
h a s b ee n pay mor e att e ntion s as a bran ch of them a ti c mapping.
Two .Ba s ic thought s for building s ystem
Th e quantitativ e cartog r aphy belong s
to ill - s tru c tured prob l em
b ecau se
the de s ign e r can c re a te map s in di ff ere nt s ty leo But, an
ill - s tru c tured probl e m c a n be d e vid e d into se veral good -s tru c tur e d
s ub - problems , therefor e, th e ill -s tructured probl e m can be s olved . The
n ew probl e m to b e so l ve d h as b ee n pr ese ned in each s tag e for s olving
s ub - pr o blems , which pr ov id e the more informati on for th e whole problm.
Th e b as i c probl e ms for qu a ntitativ e ca rtogr a ph y h ave been analyzed
and pro cess ed in thr ee way s in thi s p a p e r.
( I) Formali za tion, put f o rw a rd var ious
formula and quantitativ e
s tand ar d s .
(2) Operation r esea r c h . se aeh f o r optimal s o lution f or pr o bl e ms .
(3) Fuzzy math e ma ti c s , qu a ntif y ing th e undefinite probl em.
Th e r e fore, th e quant i tativ e ca rtography be come a s tru c tur e d know l e dge
sys tem a fter thu s pro ce ss ing .
Thr ee. Know l e dg e repr e s e nt a tion and infer e nce
Th e s tru e tur e d knowl e dge us u a ll y ca n be repr ese nt e d in th e frame.
Th e use of fu zzy fram e i s n a tural be ca u s e th e qu a ntitativ e car tography
in c lud e s a lot of fu zzy kn ow l e dge s .
Obje c t - oriented
knowledg e
r e p re s e nt a tion i s ve r y c l ose t o th e tllinking way f or ma p de s ign,
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therefore, the knowledg e r epr ese ntati on and inf e rence for
cartography will mainly use th e Obj ect - oriented way.

quantitative

1. Object - oriented knowledg e r epr e s e ntation

Object-oriented
way con s id e r s the world consist s of
various
object s . Everything are all the object or the e leme nt s of object. The
compl ex obj ec t can b e d ev id e d into severa l s imple objects.Each c l ass
of object s h a s a se t o f d a t a (c h a r ac t eris ti cs ) and me mb er functions
( b e havior s ) , operating of obj ec t in
c lass can b e realized by
applicating r e lated member function s to the object. OOP generally ha s
f o llwing prop e r ti es: en cap s u l a t i on, inher i tance, po l ymo rphi S ol, ove r load ing.
OOP i s a pro cess of building c lass hierarchie s in s i x s t ep s:
(I) d e termining design goa l and limit s.
(2) recognizing related entity and it s relation s.
(3) d ev iding each object into a few sub - objects.
(4) defining abstract be havior for objects.
(5) a nal yz ing c ommon behavi or among objects and establishing c lass.
(6) a b s tracting common b ehavior among c lasses and building class
hi e rar chie s .
A map i s a sy mbol model of the r ea l world, therefore , map de s ign in
natur e i s a proce ss in which the real world i s ab s tracted and modelled
wi th sy mbol s . I t i s not convenient that map de s ign i s carried out in
probl em- oriented way. The map d e s igner will continuously adjust map
elements in th e proce ss of ma p de si gn, that is, doing a ser ie s of
operations to the same obje c t.Further mour e, the objects handl e d in map
de s ign have not only many s imil ar c haracte ri s ti cs but also many
si mi lar op e ration s . Therefore, the object - oriented method i s optimal
s e l ec t i on.
Th e knowledge inference i s mainl y applicated in sy mbol de s ign.
the
other probl ems c an b e in c luded into three catcgories:(I) s ol v ing in
form a li z ing way,(2) selecting sc h e me by use r 's s pecial requireme nt s ,(3)
making decision by about t e n rule s and problem so lved in c ondition
c lallse.
The main tas k s for knowledge r e pre se ntation are:
(1) Bui lding a c haracteri s ti c value table for symbol in s tructure, the
contents inc luded are form s, visual varibales, integrating number s wi th
other visual varibles, classes number s, nwober s to represent subject s .
(2) Building e ight base c las ses for eight visual varible, the main
c harac t e ri s tic s are the value of visual varibles and the main
b ehav ior s have getting the varible value and re s training the varibles.
(3) Four base classes have to b e defined due to the different
po s itionning information for the sy mbol of point , area, vo lume. The main
characteristics have the po s itionning information for point, area,
volume and th e main behavior s have di s playing, hiding , moving e t c. whi c h
a r e all the int er graph operations.
(4) De fining a classes for s patial data, the main characteristics
have th e dimens ions, scaling, c las s number, class limit s, class
prop e rty , c ompo s ition, category and the main behavior s hav e getting th e
above informa tion.
(5) Defining a sy mbol c lass a s ablackboard, its main c harac t e ri s ti cs
h ave
form, ma in varibl e, s ub - variable, s hape. They are all fuz zy
parame t e r s .
Base d on the above base c las ses twelv e derived c l asses c an be
bui lding
by integrating point, area, volume wi th
thre e
visual
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variable s.And eac h derived c lass can derive many sy mbol c lasses.
2.

Inf ere nce for sy mbol se le c tion

Bas ed on Frame Theor y, the knowledge r epr ese ntation of sy mbol i s
realized in object - or i e nt e d method . As Mins k y predi c t, there are two
ma in inf ere nce actions in the knowledge base r epre se nt e d in frame. One
i s filling blank s lot. Anoth er i s mat c hing to look for s uitabl e fram e
by known case and t o fill thi s case into s lot. The two operations will
all led to infer en ce.
(1) Fi lling s lot , that i s, to assign value
to the c hara c teri s ti c
varibles of symbol c l ass as a blackboard. Thi s i s a kind of
fu zzy inference be cause mo st of varible s are fuzzy.
(2) Matching, when the knowledg e base built in fram e (realized
in
frame) i s use d in inf ere nce, the pro cess is us uall y as follow,
matching frame save d in knowl e dge base, looking out a or a few
s uitable frame s, produc ing initial hypothe s i s, and promoting the
related c lass by input informa tion.
Four . The int e gera l part s and main function s of the whol e sys tem
The so ftwre sys tem was develop e d by Turbo c++ Vers ion I. 0 on
microcomputer with VGA,
and can be run under the operation sys tem
DOS 3. O.
The sys t e m has following t en part s :
(I) Quantitati ve Data Management
(2) Po s i tioning Data Management
(3) Knowl e dge Base
(4) Data Proce ss ing
(5) Sy mbol Des ign
(6) Map Output
(7) Image Compilation
(3) Image Management
(9) Black Board
(IO)User Int e rf ace
The main functions of the sys tem follow:
(I) Quanti tative Data Management, define c h eck, r ev i se and d e l e t e data.
(2) Creating Map Automati c ally, se lf- doing a s e rie s of work s from dat a
pro cess ing to map di sp l ay ing .
(3) Creating Diagram, hi s t ograms, pie s , lines.
(4) Di s playing and Compiling Chinese Character, Chine se charac ter i s
displayed, move d, co lor e d, e xpanded and co mpre ssed in any place on
the map.
(5) Di s p l ay ing and Comp i ling Symbo l , de fin e, r ev i se, de l e te, move, expand ,
co mpr ess, co lor , rotate , pat t e rn etc.
(6) Add Cit y, a dding any c ity on a map.
(7) Add Area, se l ec ting seve ral n ei ghbour di s trict s and forming a n e w
di s tri ct.
(8) Assignment of Four Colors, se l ect four co lor s and ass ign the m to
different di s tri cts on a map.
(9) Link, d e fine, r evise and d e l e t e links b e twee n any c itie s .
(IO)Image- Fi l e Management, save, di s play, print the screen imag e.
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Census mapping: testing the limits
T. Trainor (Washington, USA)

ABSTRACT

Plans for U.S. Census Bureau mapping in support of the 1990 decennial
census called for a revolution in map production techniques. Automation
was the key element for every aspect of the mapping process. Awards for
exceptional map design were sacrificed for speed, volume, cost, and
schedules .
Creativity took on new meaning for Census Bureau
cartographers in their efforts to accommodate challenging and oftentimes
conflicting map design and production requirements.
Conceptual
automated ma pping became virtual automated mapping.
The timely dissemination of various map types not only supported census
taking operations, but also complemented data products resulting from the
1990 census . The open distribution of the information in the TIGER data
base and TIGER-derived maps propelled use of geographic information
systems and 1990 census statistical data significantly. Freedom from
copyright restrictions increased user access to products and the data sets
on which they were based, thereby stimulating not only public use, but also
private sector development. By concentrating on automated mapping
procedures rather than refinements in map design, the use of 1990 census
statistics reached greater numbers of data users. Higher quality maps
were sacrificed for increased numbers of map types varying by content and
format, achieved at reduced cost and time.
Conceivably, there are better ways to produce large volumes of unique highquality maps in short periods of time automatically. The goal for the
Census Bureau's cartographers in support of future censuses and surveys
is to develop high-powered automated mapping systems while using the
TIGER data base and its numerous extract products to expand mapping
capabilities. Another goal is to improve the quality and utility of the
resulting maps for a diverse user community.
The number of distinctive cartographic products from the TIGER System
continues to grow. New uses of map products lead to diverse user
requirements. Versatile mapping systems are critical if map producers
are to meet these demands. Visions of "doing it better" drive Census
Bureau cartographers to new and improved system designs and
implementation strategies .
Future development is the goal,
implementation is the challenge, and delivery of the map is the mandate.
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INTRODUCTION

The advent of geographic information systems, desktop publishing,
advances in computer technology, and enthusiastic imaginations (both
aesthetic and untamed) led to the production of impressive map products
and contributed to the prospect of easy, timely map creation.
Unfortunately, many of the cartographic systems are for one-of-a-kind
maps. Regardless of the effort consumed creating a well-designed, one-ofa-kind map, user expectations tend to think of the mapping capability in
terms of a full map production environment. This is unfortunate, since
methodologies used to make one-of-a-kind maps rarely are appropriate for
large map production operations.
This is a presentation on designing, implementing, and operating a map
production system. Questions raised and recommendations offered are
intended for map production organizations responsible for large numbers
of cartographic products rather than the one-of-a-kind map generation.
The goal of map production in a computer environment is to automate as
much of the mapping process as possible in order to expand the range of
map products to meet user requirements, increase rates of production, and
reduce costs, all while maintaining high cartographic standards.
USER REQUIREMENIS EQUALS THE MAP

The mapping process oftentimes begins with the cartographer acqUIrmg
map requirements from the project sponsor. From a list of general
requirements which usually contains basic information such as map
content, map dimensions, timing and cost, the cartographer begins
designing the map product and the overall production system to meet
sponsor requirements (just as a manual cartographer is intimately
familiar with characteristics of the sources for cartographic base
information, in an automated environment, the cartographer is intimately
familiar with the file content and data relationships of the digital
cartographic data bases). The "plan" for map design is reflected in written
map specifications. The mapping operation requirements (the who, what,
when, and where issues) and map specifications drive decisions for the
design, development and implementation of the automated mapping
system.
The interaction between the client and the designer oftentimes results in
changes to the map and system specifications.
Changes to the
requirements and specifications inevitably affect adjustments in the map
production system. Regardless of production methodology, the ease or
difficulty in addressing alteration to original design depends on the
flexibility of system design.
The impact on manual and automated map production operations is
somewhat dependent on the nature of the work. Manual mapping systems
are well established and are capable of handling change, however, not
without an economic and schedule effect. Automated mapping systems are
more sensitive to change and involve varying levels of human activities,
which begs the question "what is the definition of an automated
cartographic system?"
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BATCH VERSUS. INTERACTIVE CARTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS
Traditionally, automated cartographic systems have been divided into two
categories: "batch" and "interactive." These systems are distinguished by
the fact that automated systems are predominantly "batch" in which
computer algorithms perform cartographic operations and make
cartographic decisions without any form of operator intervention during
the mapping process whereas "interactive" automated mapping systems
require operator input for cartographic operations, decisions, and
enhancements.
It is important to note that "batch" mapping systems can be further
subdivided into two types:
predetermined and dynamic.
The
predetermined type of batch system replicates existing products in which
cartographic decisions such as scale, map content, and symbolization are
predetermined and consistent. The cartographic decisions are encoded in
mapping programs that produce a standard product. The second type of
batch system is quite different wherein rules for cartographic decisionmaking are encoded in mapping algorithms, but their application varies
from map type to map type. These dynamic programs interact with data
sets to produce maps that reflect the rules but visually don't necessarily
appear the same. For example, scale, symbolization, marginalia and other
map elements, (including sheet size, frames, and folios) vary based on the
application of the rules expressed through the algorithms.

Predetennined Batch System
An example of a predetermined batch mapping system for page-size maps
is the map production system designed and implemented as part of the U.S.
Census Bureau's 1987 Agricultural Atlas of the United States 1. In this
system, the basic map image was consistent for each of the three-hundred
maps in the atlas.
Choropleth and dot distribution maps were
automatically produced via computer mapping algorithms developed by
U.S. Census Bureau cartographers in which source files containing data
such as boundary and land-use informat ion were used in combination with
statistical data that were made available by the sponsor. Computer runs
processed the data, ran the mapping programs, created cartographic
images (including the requisite content), converted the image to the output
format, and wrote the data to tape. Tapes were shipped to the U.S .
Geological Survey and plotted as color-separated screened composite
positives on a high resolution plotter. Beyond initial testing, production
map editing was accomplished after the color proofs of the map were
produced through photo-mechanical processes. Data errors were resolved
by correcting the source data input files. Errors based on the map
production system were corrected by making changes to the algorithms
that created the maps rather than interactively editing individual map
image files. Without question this type of system requires adequate testing
of the programs and procedures early in the mapping process to ensure a
high rate of success.
Dynamic Batch System

The Census Bureau's County Block Map Series is an example of a dynamic
batch system. In effect, map scale, the number of sheets and inset area
determination as well as text placement are determined for each map via
rule-based algorithms 2 . If the data source (TIGER) was updated with new
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or deleted features , maps created using the same programs would reflect
those changes by altering the map in any number of ways such as a
different scale, increase or decrease in the number of sheets, expanded or
compressed inset areas, or a shift in text positioning to a different location
for the same feature.
Interactiye Cartographic Systems
Interactive cartographic systems are not as well defined in terms of what
actions are performed by computer algorithm and what is done by the
operator. Specifically, the mix of mapping functions initiated and
completed by algorithms through computer processing, combined with
functions performed as actions manually initiated by human interaction, is
largely based on the system design laid out by the system cartographer. A
quick look at available interactive automated mapping systems indicates a
hybrid of functionality (what can it do), capability (how well does it do it),
performance (accuracy and speed), flexibility (limitations -- what cannot be
done easily or at all), and complexities (is it cumbersome); all of which
employ different levels and combinations of batch processes and interactive
actions either pre- or self-determined. Thus, the value of interactive
cartographic systems must be measured in terms of time and cost to use
and to produce maps and is not limited to the initial purchase fee.

SHOULD THERE ONLY BE A SINGLE MAPPING SYSTEM?
This multitude of functional differences between interactive mapping
systems leads to the question "Is it possible to have a single system capable
of performing all cartographic operations for different types of maps?"
Perhaps it is better to group functions similar to the way software has
developed, targeting consumers needs as user requirements evolve. The
problem with the latter is that new requirements surface in which there is
no current solution. For example, the software may not be able to perform
the function, or the procedure to use the functions may be too slow or too
cumbersome, or the cost to implement may require more labor than is cost
effective.
Cartographic operations are not static. Even standard topographic maps of
national mapping organizations change with time.
In manual
cartography, if the current methodology does not meet the requirement or
specification, the mapping system is altered to accommodate the change.
What happens when the automated system does not meet the requirement
or specification? Can the "system" address the new requirement or the
modified specification and still produce the expected product on time and
within cost without a complete overhaul to the automated process? For
example, if new features added to the map design a re represented by an
unconventional symbol or emplo y nonstandard cartographic
manipulations such as special rules for linear text placement or
movement, can the system accommodate these changes? What options
exist when a system currently is not capable of meeting an unanticipated
requirement and what is the prognosis for producing the required output?
Clearly the goal at the Census Bureau is to fully automate as much of the
mapping process as is possible (implying no interactive actions). Many of
the census reference maps are nonstandard, complex maps , that is, maps
that do not share the same general map design and layout and require
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map-specific cartographic decisions. For publication-quality products, the
goal of full automation currently is unattainable and continues to require
some level of interactive editing. Processes such as areal and linear text
placement that is visually acceptable, correct, and balanced is one example
of cartographic decision-making still better done through interactive work.
Also, generalization involving selection of features or simplification of
amorphous lines in which the "rules for use" are not easily defined, are
examples of decision-making not currently accommodated well
"automatically" within the Census Bureau's automated map production
systems.
PROPORTION OF BATCH AND INTERACTIVE CARTOGRAPHIC
ACTIONS

The evolution of software development for page-size publication mapping
embodies the philosophy of automating as much of the process as possible.
The shortcoming is that current mapping systems incorporate automation
of part, but not all of the cartographic elements, leaving the remaining
functions for manipulation through interactive operations. For example, a
map-specific legend is generated for a map portraying boundaries of the
counties for each State as a separate module, and then is placed inside the
frameline of the map page through the mapping program module. Both of
these actions are accomplished in batch. However, the final placement of
the "legend image" is reviewed by the cartographer and "moved" through
interactive editing to the "best location" to finalize the visual balance of the
map. Other elements such as individual names and the entirety of the map
image (within the neatline) are automatically placed and subsequently
available for modification for the same objective of accurate association and
visual balance.
Where map design is consistent from one map to the next within a series,
the arrangement of the cartographic elements is somewhat more fixed and
is a candidate for batch placement. Where the maps are less predictable,
the need for individual decision-making becomes more important, thereby
increasing the likelihood of interactive manipulation.
THE MAP PRODUCTION SHACKLE

Why is it so difficult to emulate the conventional mapping process
automatically? Is it automation when cartographers and operators
manually move, compare and add or delete cartographic elements while
using a machine? Or are these actions merely another phase of
technological development for the manual process such as the Phase II3
described by Morrison?
Is the approach wrong? Are we trying to automate existing products (mapbased) rather than developing multi-use mapping systems that are driven
by user requirements (customer-based)? At the Census Bureau, we
produced over 1.5 million maps is Jess than four years. Included in that
staggering number were at least 30 different map types supporting
approximately 20 distinct operations, including maps to support the
tabulation and publication program of the 1990 decennial census. The
maps varied in quality, partially due to short time schedules. Uses ranged
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from very large-scale census field maps (electrostatically plotted
monochrome planimetric work maps at 200 dots-per-inch) to high-quality
published/printed maps to accompany reports. Still we were not able to
satisfy all of our customers.
There are several reasons pushing development of multi-use production
systems. Among them are increasingly available digital data sets.
Oftentimes the data sets are more generic geographic data sets that do not
share a one-to-one relationship with traditional map products. The data
have to be selected, extracted, manipulated, and ordered oftentimes prior to
visualizing an image. Knowledge about the data is necessary to determine
appropriate use. Access to too much data sometimes complicates the
mapping process.
Another reason is customer expectation. The data is available but why is it
so difficult to make maps on demand? Why is it nearly impossible to
produce different map types with the same system? The assumption is that
automated mapping systems are capable of responding to any map
requirement. Maps and the capacity for mapping beget demand for
expanded map production and even more diverse map products. This
dilemma is further complicated by the users' inexperience with maps as
they relate to the mapping procedure . Regardless, organizations are
pressured to seek ways of diversifying their mapping process in order to
meet customer requests.
Geographic information systems (GIS) have contributed their own
misguided notions that cartographic design and production are merely a
button-push away. A map created via GIS erroneously implies an effortless
achievement. The mapping attribute of GIS will not and should not be
curbed. On the contrary, this very valuable analytical tool can derive
benefits from developments in automated mapping systems. Realizing the
emphasis of this paper to large map production operations it is important to
note that many of the functions of GIS, currently manual in their
application, can serve as a guide in designing dynamic mapping
algorithms .
THE MAP PRODUCTION TREE

Automated cartographic production systems are more that just a computer
and a program. Components of a map production system include:
cartographic principles, user requirements, map design, map and system
specifications, computer mapping programs (modules), computer
hardware, production control system , edits , and education and training.
An automated cartographic production system can be thought of as a tree
(Figure 1).
Cartographic principles form the roots of the tree. They hold the process
together. They are the conscience of the mapping system. Rules of map
design, the interaction of cartographic elements, provide a strong
foundation for the tree and continue to strengthen as cartographers
continue to specify in words acceptable cartographic practice.
If
cartographic principles are damaged and the rules are weakened or
destroyed, the mapping system will die over time.
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User requirements are the base of the tree; they are the reason for creating
a map. It is extremely important that a mapping system positively respond
to user requirements and is able to change as user needs change. Just as
the trunk ages with time, so too new rings of user requirements evolve to
push the mapping system to new heights. The system's inability to respond
results in stunted growth and eventual decay.
The requirements give direction for map design which acts as the fluid, the
sap that feeds the components of the mapping system. Map design
transports valuable information to the other mapping system components
as they respond to the content and visual effects of the cartographic product.
The map design specifications describe the sources, content, and "look" of
the map, all of which impact the map system specifications.
The remaining components are an extension of the trunk, branching out to
meet specific user requirements. System specifications show clearly each
of the steps and processes necessary for successful mapping. These
specifications also provide a hardware blueprint, indicating which
machines and software will be needed to provide particular computer
mapping activities.

AUTOMATED
CARTOGRAPH I C
PRODUCTION

Figure 1
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Branches of modules of computer mapping programs are interchangeably
called to meet system requirements.
Mapping modules perform
cartographic decision-making functions such as sheeting, scaling,
insetting, names placement, and so forth. Symbol libraries are accessed to
satisfy map design specifications. Automated edits are performed to
ensure correct data, such as correct spelling of names and correct
relationship of names to features. A production control control system is
necessary to store information and to track the location, status, and special
requirements of every map. Information in the control system supports
user queries in meeting their needs. For example, it is helpful to know
what map types show information requested by users as well as the exact
map sheets containing the information.
Automated mapping systems are complex. Knowledge and understanding
of each component and its relationship to other components are important
for maximizing the mapping potential in order to meet future
requirements. Education and training extend to all participants in the
mapping process.

WHAT IS NEEDED FOR BETfERAUfOMATED MAPPING SYSTEMS?
There were high expectations for development of automated mapping
systems during the 1980s. Only a sample of potential developments were
realized. Many organizations responded slo wly in replacing existing,
dependable and cost-efficient manual processes with unproven new
technological developments in automated map production. New technology
in itself does not justify economic and resource commitments to automate
further . Users however, understandably become enamored with improved
service and quality at reasonable rates. As cartographers struggle with
a ddressing an increasingly demanding client base, steps can be taken to
plan for organizing, developing, testing, and implementing new automated
map production technologies
Map production operations must better understand the needs of their users
and their requirements. Beyond current users, mapping organizations
have to anticipate future user needs and their essential requirements so
that products and services are available at a time when they are needed,
acting rather than reacting to customer demands.
A re-evaluation of current mapping systems is necessary on a regular cycle
to ensure that requirements are met. Flexibility is critical in automation.
Automated mapping systems design should be modular and software
should be device-independent, particularly as hybrid hardware becomes
more common. Dividing cartographic production functions into distinct
modules allows flexibility . It is possible to interchange one module while
updating or replacing another module without negatively impacting map
production schedules.
Finally, mapmakers should target system shortcomings. Respond by
allocating resources to plan, implement and test new or improved modules.
Evaluation by users and producers offers insight into design and technical
improvements.
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THE NEED FOR NEW AND IMPROVED CARTOGRAPHIC SOF'IWARE
MODULES

There are many examples of cartographic software modules reqUIrmg
development to improve, ease, or make possible automated map production.
The modules are commensurate with traditional cartographic decisionmaking. Names placement as its own module has not advanced to a point
of acceptable cartographic production. Many names are moved, added, and
deleted through manual interactive processes using a machine. It may not
ever be possible to "automate" the decision-making necessary to emulate
"visual balance." It certainly is possible to improve current capabilities to
reduce the level of interactive editing required as part of map production.
Expansion of the design and programming of symbol libraries as a source
for map production is needed. Map symbols are affected by scale and output
device resolution which leads to another area of cartographic decisionmaking inhibiting automation. Generalization, a choice between selection,
combination, and simplification usually is predetermined or interactively
resolved. Rarely do algorithms generalize map detail in a production
environment.
Map compilation, one of the early stages of map production, can assist
cartographers in decision-making for more robust production activities .
The compilation capability is a tool to assist the cartographer with the
intent of reduction of interactive work. Map composition, framing, scaling,
adding marginal detail, gridding (with coordinates) are other modules that
aid the mapping process.
Many of these modules mentioned above have been used in automated map
production. Do they stand alone as modules that can be implemented
across production environments to meet new requirements or are they
production-specific? Is the software transportable to most hardware? Is
there a map format that allows display of maps to any output device? In
answering these questions, the guiding objectives should be flexibility and
multi-use .
CONCLUSION

Most automated map production systems began as seedlings, experimental
or accidental creations that evolved with new ideas and inflicted
requirements. The "tree" of automated mapping systems has not yet
matured to a full-growth cycle. Not enough is gained from simply
automating an existing cartographic production process capable only of
producing current map designs.
Users demand more than we are able to produce. How do we, the designers
and producers of maps, meet the challenge of impatient, excited users of
cartographic products, with expectations that exceed our capacity to
embrace current technological capabilities? New uses of map products lead
to diverse user requirements. Versatile mapping systems are critical in
order for map producers to successfully respond to these demands.
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How do we reach the goals presented here? The first challenge is
institutional. Organizations must be willing to embrace the research,
testing, and development required to achieve small and extensive successes
to ensure a working mapping system. Commitment and support inevitably
lead to further developments which strengthen the objectives of producing
high quality maps quickly and inexpensively in large map production
operations.
The number of distinctive cartographic products from the Census Bureau's
TIGER System continues to grow. Visions of "doing it better" drive Census
Bureau cartographers to new and improved system designs and
implementation strategies.
Future development is the goal,
implementation is the challenge, and delivery of the map is the mandate.
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Cartographic issues in census of population in Nigeria
I.A. Ikhuoria, E.N. Eseka (Kaduna and Lagos , NIG)

ABSTRACT
Perh aps for the first tim e since th e crea ti on of th e nati on, N ige ri a achieved a reli abl e nati onal head CO lln t in

1991 with a figure of 88.5 million, which is unl ikely to be the subject of seri o us ethnic contrO\·ersie,. Alth o ugh
no nation has achieved a hundred percent population census, a num ber of programm es a nd logist ics
arrangements we re undert aken in N igeri a in order to ensure a success ful exercise and minimize err ors. Th ese
effort s notwithstanding, there we re some field and mapping problems. Some req uired maps we re in adequate,

obsolete, and no n-existe nt. This paper exa mines the problems and issues assoc iated with asse mbling and
producti on of required maps, th e contribution of SPOT im ages, and th e demarca ti on and pr eparati on of

ce n SLI S

enumeration area maps. Th e lessons of the mapping exercises, th e trial censuses and fin al head count arc

discussed. A thc matic presentation and analys is of the census data is made.

INTRODUCTIO N

Since Caesar Augustu s decreed th at th e whole wo rld should be count ed 2, pop ul ati on
enumeration has bee n a traum ati c experi ence bot h fo r th ose be ing co unt ed and th e
enumerators. In spite of the probl ems, ce nsuses are vita l fo r nati onal pla nning. Ce nsus data
are the bedrock of population statistics and public policies on equit abl e di st ributi on of
resources.
The histo ry of popul at ion ce nsus dates back to ancie nt times when th e earliest Gree k
and Rom an census counts we re ge nerally related to taxa ti on and mili tary service . Howeve r,
the earli es t modern ce nsuses too k pl ace in the 18th ce ntury in Sca ndin av ian, Germ anic and
Italia n states. Since the n many more countri es start ed to co ndu ct 1l10de rn censuses. The
Uni ted States co ndu cted its fi rst ge neral ce nsus in 1790, Bri tai n a nd France he ld the irs in
1801 whil e th at of Indi a was in 1872.
Popul ati on ce nsus in mos t parts of Afri ca is a rece nt phenome non. Howeve r, a few
countries have a fa irly long history of ce nsus-tak ing. These are Mauritius (185 1), Alger ia
(1 856), Egypt (1882), Tunisia ( 1886), Gamb ia ( 190 I), South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland
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(1904) and Botswa na (1911); as well as sporadi c censuses of urba n areas, small co lonies,
European and Asian communities 6 . Tod ay, a cons iderable numbe r of African countries
have conducted modern censuses using either the de fa cto approach or the de jure method.
In Nigeria, census taking began in 1868 in the Colony of Lagos. The following decenial
censuses then took place in 1871, 188 1, 1901, 1921, a nd 1931. There was no census in 1941
because of World War II but the next census took place in 1953. These censuses were
organized by the colonial adm inistration.
After indepe ndence in 1960, new censuses were undertaken in 1963 and 1973, a lbe it
et hnic and political problems. The 1973 census was particularly characte rised by
controversies and politici zat ion. Consequently, it was cancelle d. For the fo ll owing 28 years,
the Nigeri a n Gove rnment reli ed on the 1963 census data for planning and adm inistration
until the 1991 Census was undert aken .
In orde r to ach ieve a successfu l and reliable result in the 1991 Census, a number of
logistic arrangements and cartographic operations were undertaken. Perhaps for the first
time , Nigeria ach ieved a reliabl e head count in 1991 with a census figure of 88.5 million,
which is unlikely to be the subject of any serious e thn ic controversies.
Problems of Population Census in Nigeria:
The problems associated with population censuses in Nigeria can be categorized into
two: (i) problems of co lon ia l censuses; and (ii) problems of post-colonial censuses. Co lonial
censuses we re characterized by inadequate te rritorial coverage, poor communication and
methodological approaches. The standard of mapping during the early colonial era in late
19th century and early 20t h ce nturies were less sop hi sticated than it is today. In addition to
the problems of effective access, control and management of territorial hinterlands of
Nigeria, the mapping of controlled a reas was quite slow. The crucial use of maps a nd air
photographs in census planning was therefore very minimal.
Operational logistics was hindered by inadequate communication means both in
transportation mea ns and information dissemination . Furthermore, the people's cultural
and perceptive implication of a colonial cenSllS affected the coverage and accuracy of each
head count. For example, in some cultures, men are not allowed into Muslim "purdah" in .
order to count women; in others, cultural traditi ons created the inhibitive reservation
whereby a man would hesitate to (count) tell the enumerator the number of hi s ch ild ren.
Also there were the perceptive implications of taxatio n of men and women as well as
military service.
Consequen tly, the 1868 census covered on ly the colony of Lagos, and until 1921 only
the southe rn protectora te was covered. The 1911 census had serious logistics problems.
Hence, house to house count ing took place in e leven towns in the sou th and th e rest were
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based on estim ates l . Th e 192 1 ce nsus broade ned to cove r the no rth e rn pro tecto ra te and
new problems, including th at of counting peopl e in Mu slim "purda h" a rose. Furth e rmo re,
the 1931 ce nsus was pa rti a lly disrupt ed by th e" Aba Wo me n Ri ot" beca use of a new
gove rnme nt po li cy to tax wo me n.
The 1953 Ce nsus had severa l log istics probl e ms, he nce coun ting spa nn ed th ree years,
fro m 1950-1 953. Lagos area was co unted in 195 0. In the no rth , counting too k pl ace from
May-July, 1952 ; whil e tha t of th e west lasted from Dece mbe r 1952 to J a nu a ry 1953 ; a nd th e
East, was counted fr om May-August 1953.
Post-colo ni a l ce nsus probl e ms we re cha racte rized by in adequ ate pre pa ra ti o ns a nd
ove r-politicisa ti on be cause a numbe r of po li cies a nd progra mm es such as reve nu e
a ll oca tion, legisla tive re presenta ti on, location o f industri es a nd prov ision o f a me niti es we re
based on popul ation . The probl e ms we re manifested in the infl a ti o n a nd ma nipul a ti o n of
ce nsus fi gures. Othe rs include d se lfi sh secti ona l int e rests, offi cia l di sho nesty and se ri ous
e thnic co nt rove rsies ove r published results. Co nse qu e ntly, the ce nsus res ult o f 1962 was
ca nce lled a nd a fres h o ne was co ndu cted in 1963 1.
Although re ma rka ble improve me nts in logistica l a rrange me nts, ca rtographic a nd
computer applicati o ns were made during th e 1973 ce nsus, th e re -occurrence of o ld
irregul a rities led to its ca nce llati o n. Pl a nning poli cies had to be based o n eve n the hithe rto
co nt roversial 1963 ce nsus dat a fo r a lmost three decades.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Alm ost every phase of ce nsus informatio n co ll ecti o n invo lves a ma p. This includ es th e
use of administrati ve maps, topographi c maps, ae ri a l photographs (ph oto ma ps), cadastra l
a nd E nume rati o n Area (E A) maps. To prope rly dep loy th e a rmy of e nume ra tors, seve ra l
enume ra ti on area ma ps have to be prepared. The post-ce nsus activiti es a lso invo lve the
use of maps for inform ati o n di splay as we ll as ce nsus ca rt ographi c research. This is
e ndowed with a vari e ty of publicatio ns ranging fro m prese nting pr ima ry ce nsus data a t the
rural a nd urba n leve ls, through speciali zed resea rch work o n a va ri e ty of socia l a nd
eco nomic aspects. T o a chi eve thi s task, a great dea l of ca rtogra phi c ma te ri a ls in suppo rt of
va rious docume nts a re produ ced 7
Ca rtogra phic ope ration for ce nsus enum e rati on involves prec ise definiti o n of th e
geographic boundari es, and de limit ati on of th e a reas. In thi s process, the geogra phi c
boundary of admini stra ti ve jurisdi cti o ns, loca liti es a nd se ttl e me nts a re de fin ed. A fu II
inventory of localiti es is co mpiled, in conju cti on with co ll ecti o n a nd upd a ting of
jurisdi ctiona l changes a t a ll leve ls. Simulta neously, th e cl assi fi ca ti on of rura l a nd urba n
areas goes into process. Ma ps a re prepared o n th e bas is of ex isting mapa hl e info rm a ti o n
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e nsuring that all jurisdi cti o ns are account ed for by employing a definit e geograp hi c code
stru cture th ro ughout th e co unt ry 7
The geograp hi c code st ru cture co nt ro ls th e e num era ti o n process, effecti ve field check
a nd data computerisation. In Nigeria, the first order administ rat ive di vision (State) was
coded in two digits in a lph abe ti cal order. Th e seco nd order ad mini stra tive region ( Loca l
Government Area o r LGA) was coded in two digits, a nd the third order sub-regio ns
(localities) in three di gits. The Ce nsus superv iso ry (SA) a nd e numerati o n (EA) areas we re
coded in two and four digits, respectively. The e ntire exercise was cove red in maps.
The dema rca ti o n of e nume ra ti on a reas is a country-wid e exercise. It invo lves th e use
of topographic and la rge sca le maps a nd ae ri a l photographs to systemat ica lly de lineate the
geographic limits of the enumeration areas (EA). The de marcati on and preparation of the
EA maps to identi fy the e nume ra ti o n block is esse ntial for a complete coverage. During
the formation a nd de ma rcat ion process, a ske tch ma p of th e area is ma de, followe d by
ho use-listing of buildings, housing unit s a nd house ho lds with a pre-de te rmin ed rura l/ urba n
popul at io n thresho ld. H ouse hold numbers a re system at ica lly indi cated in th e house -lists
with provisions for possib le alteration if new housing units or house holds ex ist during the
actual e numera ti on. On such maps, th e locations of each house hold 's hou se with numbe rs
as pe r th e concept of the e numeration a re indi cated. Th e sketch maps are prepared,
showing th e site a nd situ ati on of every housing unit, buildings, etc. ma rked according to
cardinals with trave rse co nce pt. Th e first numbe r of th e housing unit (starting point) star ts
from the north a nd ends cl ockwise 7 Th e EA maps are co mmo nly prepa red o n sta nd ard
size shee ts with a firm lege nd a nd space fo r desc ribing th e details of th e E.A.

CARTOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS IN THE 1991 CENSUS IN NIG ERIA
Th e ca rtograp hi c operations in the 199 1 census e nume ra ti on invo lved:
(i) pre li minary inven tory, id e ntifi ca ti o n, and acq ui si ti on of reso urce maps a nd mater ia ls;
(ii) evalu a ti on a nd se lecti o n of app ropriate reso urce ma te ri a ls and ce nsus base maps;
(iii) compil a ti on, upd a ting a nd drafti ng of base maps;
(iv) D e ma rca ti o n a nd prepa ra ti on of supervisory (SA) a nd en um e ra ti on (EA) a rea maps.
An urb a n a nd a rural population threshold of 650 and 400 persons was used in the EA
de marca ti on, respective ly.
Acco rding to th e re po rt of the U nited Na ti ons Regional adviser in ce nsus
cartography8, th e inventory of ava il ab le maps started in October 1987 by look ing at the
1 :50,000 topogra phi c map resources of Federal Surveys (t he officia l mapp in g age ncy). Th e
result indi ca ted that 67 topograp hi c sheets we re not avai lab le. Th e geograp hi c a rea
covered by these shee ts a re shown in Figure 1. Large sca le tow nship maps we re ava il abl e.
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However, the status and prohlems of most of all th e maps was ohsoleteness . For example,
th e topographic maps were published betwee n 1960 and 1963, with a few in 1974.
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Fig. 1: Location of areas without topogra phic maps

Hitherto, Federal Surveys had begun a towns hip mapping progra mme for so me of the
major cities and towns in Niger ia, for which aerial photography at the scales of 1: 5,000,
1:6,000, 1:1 0,000 and 1:25,000 had been completed. Photo mosaics of th e respecti ve towns
and urban centres were utili zed. In the demarcation of Kaduna metropo lis for exa mple,
e nl arged prints of th e orthophoto maps at 1:1,000 were employed.
The topographic maps were used to compile th e census base maps. But due to their
obsolete nature, intens ive field up-dating was carried out. SPOT data at a scale of
1: 100,000 was used. under contract arrangements, to produce planimetric maps of the
zones where maps were missing (Figure 1).
Initially, enum eration area layo ut sketches for urban centres were produced during
the E.A. demarcation exercise. But because they were di soriented and were not drawn to
scale, it became extreme ly difficult to fit them together. Consequently a new procedure was
adopted. The large scale layout maps and photo-mosa ics were employed . Copies of these
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maps or photo maps (or en large me nts if necessary) were taken to th e field an d the
enumera ti on blocks were delineated on them after the necessary field updating. When it
became necessary, fie ld sketches were made with the a id of basic survey tools (compasses
and tapes), particularly in urban fringes and institutional areas. The details were then
transferred unto the base maps in the various State and Local Government Area census
offices under the gu idance of resource persons and su pervisory census offici a ls. The SA a nd
EA maps were then produced from th e base maps.
Quality of Ma ps:
By and large the cartographic quality of a ll the maps, ranging from the planimetric
maps to th e E.A. maps were ra ther below standard. The geographic and cartographic
parameters of some of th e pl a nimetr ic maps we re poorly execut ed. The co ntractors seemed
not to have availed themselves of the
expert ise and exper ience of p rofess io na l
cartographers, draftsmen and geographers. As a result, the quality, continu ity, smoothness
and sizes of line symbols were inconsistent. The same applied to cartographic editing,
neither was a ski ll ed cartographer or geograp he r used. Conseq ue ntly, rivers were made to
fl ow up hill instead of th e reverse, and roads and rail lin es crossed rivers wi th ou t bridges,
etc.
The quality of several E.A. maps were seriously below standard. A lthough the
Population Commission had embarked on various cartographic training programmes for
the cartographic personne l, the effort was less fruitful because of apparen t underestimation of the workload involved. A resort to crash training activities in the va ri ous
census zonal offices was not effect ive enough du e to time limit ations. The E.A. and S.A.
maps were produced on astrafoi l sheets measuring (21cm x 29.8cm) or sta nd ard A4 size,
with legend and E.A. description notes (Figure 2). Photocopies of the orig in a l were then
made and distributed to the respective enumerators and supervisors during the head count
exerc ise.
The cartographic simiology of the E.A. maps was very poor. The use of a wavy symbol
to delineate the E.A. boundaries was not a good choice because of the difficulty of
controlling the frequency and periodicity of the wave line (See Fig. 2). It also poses
boundary and area symbo li zat ion (shading) prob lems for post-census cartographic ana lysis
a nd representation of census data on maps. The point symbols a nd letteri ng were done free
hand and as such there were a lot of inconsistencies in form, clarity, legib ility and accu racy.
The maps lacked considerab le details on feature contents, land marks and toponymy. In
Figure 2a, for example, the various E.A. settlemen ts (villages) were merely id entified by
E.A. code numbers. Important land mark and other features we re comp lete ly omitted . The
enumeration area description was also not too sat isfactory.
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The map consciousness a nd map use awareness of Nigerians and pe rhaps policymakers in particular, may be quite low. This could often be responsibl e for in effecti ve
projects actualization. For example, although the updating of enumeration a rea maps
started in 1983, the progress was constrained by funds and burea ucrati sm until 1987 when a
Presidential injunction infu sed some dynamism into the programme 3,4. Consequently, a
work plan was only worked out in October-Nove mber 1987 to:
(i) strengthen the National Population Commission infrastructure between 1988 and 1990;
and
(ii) enumerate and tabul ate and process census data be twee n 1990 a nd 1993. Th e time
frame for tra ining pe rso nnel, updating and production of th e required topographic
maps and about 200,000 E.A. ma ps was therefo re highly constrained. No do ubt, the
quality of such maps, as analysed, had to suffer.

In general howeve r, the 1991 census exercise witnessed better logistics a rrange ments,
and an enbanced cartographic attention, preparation a nd production than other censuses.
This included:
(i) the zonation of the country into seven zones, each under a Commissioner who was not
an indigene of the zone in order to eliminate sectional interests and ma nipul a tion of
figures;
(ii) the appointment of statisticians, geographers and cartographers as Assistant Directors
to head State and Local Government Area census offices, each of whom was also not
an indigene of the jurisdictional area of ass ignment.
(iii) the deployment of supervisory enumerators from th e North to the South a nd vice versa
in order to eliminate fraud , collusion a nd manipulati o n of figures a nd re duce mutu a l
suspicions.
(iv) The appointment of a Professor of Geography as Commiss ioner in charge of
Cartography and a Surveyor-Cartographer as Director of Cartography to direct a nd
supervise a ll cartographic and mapping operations. The cartography department was
enriched with various .equipment, univers ity graduate perso nnel in relat ed field s of
geography, cartography and demography, statistics, socio logy and urban and regional
planning; tra ining workshops and seminars for a ll personnel, resource perso ns, a nd
facilitators.
Before the he ad count three pre-census tests were conducted in Dece mber, 1989;
May, 1990; and March, 1991. They were des igned to test the a dequacy and cl a rity of th e
questionnaires, proce dural methods and logistics issues. Also, the stra tegy of data
collection a nd processing a nd the effective ness of logist ics in ha ndling areas of difficult
terra in, special institutions such as 'purdah', home less persons and nomad s were
evaluated 5 . The tri a l census test in March 1991 focused o n th e effici e ncy a nd time with
which enumerators could accomplish their tasks within the stipulated time frame ; as we ll as
the effectiveness and efficiency of all logis ti ca l a nd procedural arrangements. Th e lesso ns
of the pre-tests were noted and necessary adjustments were made.
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The actu al nation-wide head count was conducted from th e mid-night of Wednesday,
November 26 when the dest itute was e num e rated, to the mid-day of Saturday, November
29, 1991. The de facto me thod was used in the e numerat ion . In order to ensu re effective
coverage a nd a lso to avoid mass movement of people across E.A. and jurisdictional
boundaries, the government restricted a ll cit izens (except those on essent ia l duties -doctors,
e tc.) to th eir homes between the morning hours and 6.00 p.m. in the evening th roughout
the duration of the head count.

RESULTS
The head coun t exercise was opera ti ona ll y very successful , there were no hitches,
agita ti on, riot o r cri sis. The National Population Commission believes it achieved nearly
100 pe rcen t coverage of all indi vidu a ls and loca liti es in Niger ia. There is ye t no es tab li shed
contradiction. Accordingly, the population of Niger ia in the 1991 census was 88,514,50 1.
The population distribution accord ing to states in male and female ratios are shown
in Table 1. Generally, there were sl ightly more males th an females with males consti tuting
50.3 percent of th e total population. The population of each state was more th an 1.4
million. Lagos State recorded the highest figure of 5.7 million compr ising of roughly 3
million males and 2.7 million females. This was fo llowed by Kano, Sokoto and Bauchi with
5.63, 4.39, and 4.29 million people respectively. The next states whose population ranged
between 3 and 4 million we re Enugu, Pl ateau, Abia, Oyo, Katsina, Ondo, Kaduna and
Rivers, with figures of 3.16, 3.29, 3.30, 3.49, 3.87, 3.89, 3.97 a nd 3.98 million people
respectively. Other populations ranged between 2 and 3 million people whil e four states,
which comprised of Cross River, Kwara, Taraba a nd Yobe had popu lat ion of 1.87, 1.57,
1.48 a nd 1.41 million people respectively. Abuja, the Federal Cap it a l Territory, (F.C.T.)
had a population of 37.87 thousand people. A cartographic express ion of th e population
distribution is shown in Figure 3.
The spatial concentration of people within each State, (populat ion density) is a lso
shown in Table 1 and Figure 4 Lagos State has the highest concentration of people with a
figure of 835 persons per square kilometre. It is followed by Anambra, and Imo with 569
a nd 412 persons per sq km. There was no state whose population density ranged from 300400 persons per sq km. But Enugu, Kano, Abia and Akwa Ibom had popu lation densities
ranging from 203 to 269 persons per sq km respectively. The population concentration in
the other states were below 200 persons per sq km. The urban and rural compone nts of the
popu la ti o n distribution were not ascerta in ed because the loca lity population figures have
not been offici a lly released.
The ca rtographic representation of the population density (fig. 4) took into account the
skewness of the data. Thus if an equal step constant series class interval was used, only a
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few or no observa ti ons woul d be recorded in some cl asses . Consequent ly, the parameters of
a normal dist ri bution (mean a nd sta nd a rd deviati on) was used.
TABLE l' 1991 Pop ul ation Census Data
State
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

AB IA
ADAMAWA
AKWA IBOM
ANAMBRA
BAUCHI
BENUE
BORNO
CROSS R IVER
DELTA
EDO
ENUGU
IM O
JIGAWA
KADUNA
KANO
KATS INA
KEBBI
KOG I
KWARA
LAGOS
NIGER
OGUN
ONDO
OSUN
OYO
PLATEAU
RIVER S
SO KOTO
TABARA
YOBE
ABUJ A F.T.C.
TOTAL

POPULATION (M ILLIONS)
Male
Fema le
Tota l
1.11
1.08
1.1 6
1.37
2.20
1.39
1.33
0.95
1.27
1.08
1.48
1.1 9
1.42
2.06
2.86
1.94
1.02
1.06
0.79
3.00
1. 29
1.14
1.96
1.08
1.75
1.65
2.08
2. 16
0.75
0.72
0.21
44.54

1.19
1.04
1.20
1.39
2.09
1.39
1.27
0.92
1.30
1.08
1.68
1.3 1
1.41
1.91
2.77
1.93
1.04
1.04
0.78
2.69
1.19
1.19
1.93
1.1 2
1.74
1.64

2.30
2. 12
2.36
2.76
4.29
2.78
2.60
1.87
2.57
2.16
3.16
2.50
2.83
3.97
5.63
3.87
2.06
2.10
1.57
5.69
2.48
2.33
3.89
2.20
3.49
3.29

1.90
2.23
0.73
0.69
0.17
43.96

3.98
4.39
1.48
1.41
0.38
88.51

Area in
'000 s q km
8.76
52.56
8.76
4.87
79.8 1
38.93
91.49
29.20
24.92
24.33
15.57

6.03
30. 17
53.53
24.33
26.28
40.88
36.0 1
44.77
6.8 1
87.60
21.4 1
25.3 1
12.26
34.07
71.05
24.33
85.65
71.05
61.32
8.76
1,150.79

Pop.
density
262
40
269
569
54
71
28
64
103
89
203
4 12
94
74
23 1
148
50
58
35
835
28
109
154
180
102
46
164
51
21
23
43
Ave = 149

Indepth compa ra ti ve ana lysis of the 1991 ce nsus data with oth e r censuses was co nst rai ned
by th e in cons istent spatial frame of data aggregat ion and pub li cati on ca used by the
dynamics of administ rative jurisdictional changes in Niger ia. The reg ional str ucture at
independence (and the 1963 census) was replaced by a 12 State structure in 1967, and later
by 19, 21 and 30 State st ru cture between 1975 and 1991. Simi lar changes affected the
number and boundaries of Lo cal Government Areas.
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CONCLUSION

Nige ria has had over a century ex peri ence in census taking. But th e effort s from
1868 to 1973 were characterized hy co loni al and post- co lonia l problems of inadequat e
logistics, lack of maps for effecti ve coverage, irregulariti es and controversies.

In the 199 1 Ce nsus however, a number of cartograp hi c programmes an d
e num erat ion strategies were deve loped. The entire exe rcise was cove red in maps. Ce nsus
base maps were prepa red from 1:50,000 topographi c and large scale towns hip maps, so me
of which were compiled with remotely se nsed ae rospace data. All se ttl e ments and localities
we re listed and ove r 200,000 e num erat ion area (E.A.) maps were produced. The maps
(their qu aliti es notwithstandin g) were sille qlla 11 0 11 for efficie nt coverage, house-listing,
accurate head count, and dat a processing.
The Nat ional Population CO lllmissio n has succeeded in putting in place a ce nsustak ing fabric, facilities and stra tegies with adequate attention to cartographic applications.
It is e nvisaged that a broade nin g of ca rtographic data ca pture and processing tec hniques
will ioclude colllputer-ass isted cartography. The nce, future ce nsuses will be enriched with
we ll detail ed and better e nulllerati on area maps.
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Cartographic approach to the study of refugee problem in
former USSR
A. Emelyanov (Yaroslavl, CIS)

On September,S, 1991, the world superpower, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, occupying the 1/6 of the globe ceased to exist. And nationa l conflicts have
promptly developed against the background of political and econom ical instability in the
newly formed Commonwealth of Independent States.
According to the Institute of Ethnology of the Russian Academy of Science
unfavourable social and cultural conditions in the CIS triggered the new movement for
re-integration - irredentism. Its characteristic of Moldova, willing to reunite with
Romania, of Es tonia - among Russians, of Ukra ine in the Dniester region. It may
develop in Eastern Ukraine, the C rimea, northern Kazakhstan (among Russians),
south-western Russia (among Ukranians).
New cartographic approaches to studying the situation in conflict zones as well as
compiling maps of the settling according to nationality . Compi ling maps of migrant
behaviour of the popu lation of the former USSR is a lso of some interest. For instance,
hurt feelings of the Ingush people due to the absence of their own state ca used an armed
conflict in the northern Caucases, and, consequently, migrations in the newly formed
Ingush Republic.
For the same reason 150 to 200 thousand 'Soviet' Germans leave the country every
year. In the same time Germany is able to accept on ly up to 150 thousand Germans froln
the CIS. From the position of cartograph y we keep track of the migration of German
population from Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia , Kazakhstan to the Ukraine, where
possibilities are being sought for their settlement.
While comparing the possibl e areas of re-settlement we have studied ethnographic
maps of the XIX century showing the migration of German colonists from different
parts of Germany, mainly Westfalen, Bayern, Pfalz, Sachsen, Schwaben as well as
Switzerland, Elzass, Lothringen . 190 colonies in the Saratov region on the Volga bore
German names as a reminder of the 1ll0therla"d:Scha ffhausen,Unt erwalden , Lutzerr·,
Brockhausen, Bazel, Zug, Susental, Zurich, Hockelberg etc.
Religiously motivated settlement is also interesting. Unlike more than 400 thousand
Lutheran and Catholic Germans on the Volga , about 55 thousand Mennonites were
settled in the lower Dnieper, Dniester and the Crimea (now - Moldova and the
Ukraine) according to the decree of the Russian Empress Catherine I!. In the course of
times, especially during the forced exi le under Stalin, the spiritual and material life of
the Germans changed dramatically. Forced to move from the Volga and the Ukraine to
the Urals and Siberia , Kazakhstan and Central Asia 'Soviet' Germans have la rgely lost
the elements of their native language and national traditions.
It's possible that after the German Republic on the Volga has been restored, and the
German Republic in the Kaliningrad region (the former Eastern Prussia) has bee.1
created, the influ x of German immigrants into Germany from the Centra l Asian states
a nd Kazakhstan wi ll dicrease rapidl y. That would be in the best interests of Russia, the
Ukraine and Germany .
According to professor A. Chistobayev, the breakup of territorial communities, th ,!
latter being groups of people living in a certain social-geographical area and having clos~
social, economical and spiritual relations, has caused a chaotic forced migration. Henc,:
the new task of cal10graphy - ana lysing the refugee problems through the data of th ;:
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there were aiready 164 zones. Unfortunately , the geography of conflict zones is
spreading fast, increasing the scale of forced migration within Russia and the form{ r
Soviet Republics.
We marked out 13 main trends on the map «Refugee migra tion movements in the
former USSR» (Fig. 1) . First of all, there are Moldova, Southern Russia , Tajikistan,
Azerbaijan, Abhasia. An exception is the Ukraine as well as Russia, where the
migration is caused by the Chernobyl disaster. This tragic incident wasn't the target of
our report though .
One of the main tasks of cartography now is to reflect the areas of forced migrati011
of the people of Russian origin from Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Chechnya, Tatarstan,
Central Asian states, Kazakhstan into Russia. According to the 1989 census, 25,3 mIn
of Russians lived beyond the borders of Russia, that being 18 % of the tota l population
of the former USSR including the Baltic states. T he highest percentage of the Russian
population falls on the republics of Kazakhstan (38 % ), Latvia (34%), Eston ia (30%) ,
the Ukraine (22%), Kyrgyzstan (21 %), Byelorussia (13%) and Moldova (13%). The

Fig. I
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lowest percentage was in Armenia (1.6%), Azerbaija n (5 .6 %) and Georgia (6.3 %). In
order to imagine how complicated and dramatical is the li fe of Russia ns in the former
Union Republics, let's have a look at the statistics. A considerable part of Russians have
been living beyond the Russia n borders for at least 25 yea rs, including:

State
Azerbaiian
Bvelorussia
Geor!!ia
Kazakhstan
Kvr!!vzstan
Latvia
Lithuania
Moldova
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
the Ukraine
Estonia

25 years or
more
(thousands)
195.4
352.0
147.6
1857.5
287 .9
330.5
114.1
159.7
122.2
116.2
4073.7
155.1

Have been livin!! in the re!!ion for
less than 10
%
%
years
of total amount
of total amount
(thousands)
96.2
25
50
558.6
42
26
105.5
31
43
30
2326.6
37
31
331.7
36
37
308.2
34
133.1
33
34
28
211.9
38
32
133.1
34
112.7
35
34
36
3807.6
34
33
168.0
35

That's why the mass forced emigration from the territories they've been living on for
most of their lives to Russian cities and towns is so painful for Russians. The way th e
refugees are provided with accomodation is quite unsa tisfactory. For instance, only
11 % to 17 % of refugees in the Chelyabinsk, Nizhny Novgorod and Volgograd regions
have their permanent accomodation, whereas most of them stay with relatives , in
hostels, hotels and shabby buildings. About half the refugees in the Kemerovo,
Novosibirsk, Kirov regions have a permanent place to stay. At the same time, most of
the Russian refugees are city-dwellers. They have been mostly industrial workers in
their republics. For instance, in Estonia there were 44 % of Russians - industrial
workers against 25 % Estonians, in Latvia, accordingly 37 % and 25 %, in Lithuania-36% and 28%, in Azerbaijan - 34% and 18%, in Moldova - 35 % and 17 % .
Generally the greater percentage of Russians are employed in industry than the natives.
Russians usually deal with most progressive technologies and engaged in the jobs of
highest qualification.
It's no surprise that the local a uthorities often prevent them from leaving, making them
pay a lot for taking away their property and belongi ngs , prohibiting them to sell their
private flats. To a certain extent, the fact that Russians do not know the local language
well enough also forces them to leave. Thus, accordi ng to the SCS, less than 1 % of
Russians in Kazakhstan know the local language, in Kyrgyzstan 1.2 % , in
Turkmenistan - 2.5%, in Tajikistan - 3.5 %, in Uzbekistan - 4.6%, in Moldova 12%, in Azerbaijan - 14%, in Estonia - 15 %, in Latvia - 22%, in Georgia - 24 % ,
in Byelorussia 197 27%. Only in Lithuania, Armenia and the Ukraine more than 1/3
local Russians speak the local languages fluently.
As a result of national conflicts, civil war about 75 % migrants fl ed from Tajikistan,
Azerbaijan, Georgia, half from Lithuania, Latvia, Armenia, Uzbekistan , Kyrgyzstan,
about 40% from Estonia, Moldova. More than 2/3 of them are Russians. One of the
important. factors speeding the emigration appears to be the islamic tendencies in th e
Central Asian states as well as Tatarstan, Bashkortostan .
Data of special investigations, which was held by Federal Migration Service, allow
us to compose a set of maps for urban settlement of refugees. The maps show not on ly
number, age and sexual composition but also employment in the sphere of national
economy.
The map fragment «The Volume of Forced Migration in the Former USSR,)
presented here gives us an idea abo ut character of settling of refugees moving to the
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Russia n State Committee of Statistics (S CS) a nd Federal Migration Agency . The first
refugees after the World War II appeared in Russia in 1989. More than 20,000
Meskhetian Turks fled from Uzbekistan. About 13,000 of them were settled in Central
Russia, provided with employment, houses and food. But they couldn't get used to the life
in Ce ntra l Russia and moved to the southern overpopulated regions.
In 1990, as a result of sharp national conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan about
90,000 refugees fled from the latter. About 2/3 of them (people of Russian origin) were
given housing and employment in a nd around Moscow. In 1991 more than 100,000
Osetians came to Northern Osetia from Georgia and Southern Osetia. But unlike the
refugees from Ba ku settled in sana toriums and boarding houses of the Moscow region, the
Georgian refugees faced a lot of communal a nd employment problems in Northern Oseti ~..
That caused their reemigrat ion to the neighbouring Krasnodar and Stavropol regions and
some territories in Central Russia. Presently about 80 % of refugees stay in the South of
Russia which complicated the social, demographic and criminal si,tuation there
immensely. The data provided by the SCS shows the geography of refugee settling as of
July, I, 1992.
Regions

Came to Russia
(thousands)

% of total amount

Total amount of refugees
and forced immigrants

391 .5

100

including those from
55.0
5.7
1.6
115.0
60 .8
20.6
3.9
2.5
11.5
1.1
3.3
91.0
2.5
17.0

14.1
1.5
0.4
29.4
15.5
5.3
1.0
0.6
2.9
0.3
0.8
23.3
0.6
4.3

Azerbaijan
Armenia
Bveloruss
Georgia
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan
Northern Caucases
Baltic states
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
the Ukraine
Uzbekistan
Moldova
other regions

The refugee problem is the most dynamic one among other economic, political and
social problems of Russia. The geogra phy of refugee migration reminds you of the everchanging movement of atmospheric fronts . If in July 1992 you'd first speak of Georgia,
Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan and Azerbaija n, in January 1993 the leaders in the number of
refugees to Russia are Tajikistan, Georgia, the Northern Caucases, Azerbaijan. So it's
difficult to foresee the future events.
According to the Centre of political-geographical research of the Institute of
Geography at the Russian Academy of Science, about 15.8 min square km of the
territory of the former USSR are to some extent the areas of ethnic conflicts. Only 20l.!t
of 24 couples of bordering former Soviet Republics have no border conflicts. They are
Lithuania-Latvia and Russia-Byelorussia. In 34% of cases, territorial claims are based
on the border changes including 26 % - before 1945, 11 % - before 1924, 5.6% before 1917.
American cartographers presented new geopolitical maps at the International
Cartographical Conference in Bournemouth, Britain in autumn 1991. More than 40
conflict zones were marked on the territory of the former USSR. In December 1991
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Central Russia and refugee number. (Fig. 2) Immediately after Moscow a nd Moscow
Region there is considerable influx to urban localities of Kaluga, T ula, Nizhny
Novgorod regions. Thos fact is connected with conveniencies of transportation
andgeografic position. On the contrary, Smolensk, Ryazan, Tver, Tambov, Oryd
regions and republics Mariy EI and Mordovia receive considerable amount of refugees
to rural localities, where the defecit of working forccccce is espesially perceptible. The
results of special research held by the Federal Migration Agency show that the
migration tendencies and behav iour of potential refugees is different in different pans
of the former USSR. Thus, the mass emigration of Russians from Azerbaijan in 1990
decreased the number of potential migra nts dramatically. According to the research of
the scientists of Saint-Petersburg, the problem of national conflicts in the Baltic states is
less apparent than in the Caucases . The migration tendencies tend to grow, though , for
instance, from Estonia to Russia. Lack of workers in the cities of Narva, Kohtla- Yarve,
Sillamyae was compensated with organised recru iting from the Leningrad, Novgorod
and Pskov regions. 90 % of recruits were Russians. The latest discriminative measures
taken by the Estonian government against Russians as far as citizenship, property a nd
the language are concerned, stimulated the re-emigration from the north-eastern
Estonia back to the north-west of Russia.
In the first half of 1992 about 17,000 people, all qualified factory workers with
families and elderly parents, left Estonia. So it seems that the hopes of the Russian
government to improve the demograp hic and agricultural situation in Russia at the
expense of refugees are hardly realisti c. It will take a lot of time and effort for the
refugees to forget all the physical , material and moral losses caused by the ma~,s
exodus. It will also take a lot of money to settle and employ all those who comes to
Russia where the social, political and economic problems are growing.

Fig. 2
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Settling of refugees in ce r1ain a reas, like in the South of Russi a, th e Moscow region
is also characteristic of the Asian part of Russia ma inly in th e Alta i region as well as
Voronezh and Belgorod regions. Good clima te and soil (black ear1h) attract refugees
not only from the neighbouring Kazakhstan and Central Asia, but also from Moldova .
A lot of people also come to the Krasnoyarsk region. In 1991 due to the sharp national
conflict many Russians came from Tuva in the Sayan mountains despite the hardships
on their way.
The «Migration» programme, adopted by the Russian Government meets the
interests of not only the population of Russia, but also the 25 mIn of Russians and 4 mIn
natives of Russia living beyond the Russian Federation borders. Working out the jOillt
programmes should to our mind consider both the qualitative and the quantitative
aspects. For instance, a lot of attention should be paid to the ethno-demographic
peculiarities of refugees , their nationality, age, sex, family, education and professional
level.
The Yaroslavl region, situated on the upper Volga to the nOr1h-east of Moscow is
analysed in detail as far as social- demographic peculiarities of refugees are concerned.
The result of this analysis is the full characteristic of the number of migrants, their
former places of living, their age, sex, educational background and the ways they earn
their living, complete with maps.
On the whole the upper Volga regions like Yaroslavl reflect the general situation
with refugees on the all-Russia scale, which is seen on the map «The basic routes of
forced migration into the Yaroslavl regiofl>). (Fig. 3)
In order to settle the problem in question not on ly state- run scientific , practical,
military organisations, but also charity organisations, political and religious par1ies do
their best. For example, the Russian Or1hodox Church suggestt:d its own plan - to cre.ate big countryside settlements around the old spiritual centres of Russia.In the past
there were 533 monasteries in Russia , 255 of which were concentrated in Central
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Russia . An important centre of the Russian Orthodox Church is Optina Pustyn founded
in the XIV century. Among other functioning monasteries we should men tion the Tolga
Convent near Yaroslavl, the Novo-Golutvin Monastery near Kolomna , the AvraamievGorodetsky Monastery near Chukhloma in the Kostroma region, Shamordinsky
Monastery and Tikhonova Pustyn in the Kaluga region, Nilova Pustyn in the Tver
region on the Lake Seliger.
The newcom ers concentrating around the monasteries (the unflux of 1.2 min people
is expected in 1992-1993) cou ld try and revive not only the monasteries themselves
but a lso the agriculture in the Russian Non-Black Earth zone.
Studying this problem in the former USSR gives the reason to speak about the
international nature of these phenomena. For instance, more than 60,000 Tajik
refugees fled to Afganistan in January 1993. The forced migration of more than 13 min
people causes considerable changes in the political-geographical situation, religious,
ethnic, social structure of the population.
We asume that the cartographic science could playa certain part in the settlement of
this problem. Even now with no geo-informational data bank, cartography has all the
opportunities to foresee the events, showing the way to settle the problems of refugees
both in single countries and world wide.
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Procedural, logical and neural nets tools for map
generalisation
J.e. Muller, W. Peng, Z. Wang (Enschede, NL)

Abstract

This paper reports on a series of experiments in automated generalization which were
accomplished in the last two years. Different tools, strategies and data models were
used in those experiments, applied to different objects and different map types. One
common denominator of those experiments were the scale range and the graphical
outcome. We essentially dealt with transformations ranging from medium to small
scale mapping with the purpose of visual communication. Hence graphical constraints
were exercised to control the goodness of the results.
Introduction: review of previous efforts

Several systems for automated or semi-automated generalizations are already available in the market. Some Geographical Information Systems (GIS) provide limited
functions for generalization, including line simplification, area dissolve and aggregation. More comprehensive systems offer the possibility of batch generalization of
streets, housing and city blocks at larger scales, such as the system CHANGE
(GrUnreich et aI., 1992)1 which is commercialized by Zeiss; other systems are
entering the market which provide the tools for interactive generalization, such as
MGE Map Generalizer developed by lntergraph (Lee, 1992l Meanwhile, important
efforts are being undertaken by the Institut Geographique National in France and the
Ordnance Survey in Great Britain to create batch solutions to generalization which
respond to the specific production needs of those mapping agencies. International
collaboration to coordinate those efforts is also beginning, with the recent creation of
working groups under the lCA and the OEEPE sponsorships. There is therefore a
considerable background of efforts and interests surrounding the problem of automated generalization, and although it is difficult to predict when and where a fairly
comprehensive, operational solution (reaching an operationality of say 80% away
from full automation for topographic mapping at large and smaller scales) will be
available, it is common knowledge that such solutions will not emerge before at least
another five years. This is due to the well known complexity of the problem of
generalization, where knowledge is often subjective and difficult to formalize , where
objects, attributes, tools and objectives are of a multiple variety, and where contextual information has to be brought in the architecture of computers which are not well
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suited for parallel reasoning.
Definition and complexity of the problem

One must distinguish between generalization performed to represent data on a map
sheet or a graphic screen and generalization used to model reality at different levels
of spatial and semantic resolution. In the second case, there is no graphical constraint
and the main requirement is understanding: one uses different levels of abstraction,
going from the atomic to the global scale, in order to unlock information which is
otherwise hidden by superfluous data. Scale dependent processes, such as watershade
or population migration, require for their observation and analysis particular levels of
resolution (those are called CUSP or changes under scale progression). Furthermore,
genera lization must not be confused with zooming operations. Zooming does not
imply modelling and is merely a change of magnifying lenses. Generalization of
spatial information requires instead operations such as selection, classification and
aggregation in order to analyze and model spatial relationships. This aspect of
generalization which can be facilitated through the use of GISs has not been much
studied, although recent interest in semantic modelling tends to correct the situation.
The traditional view of generalization in support of surveying and mapping organizations for multi-scale map production has been much more studied. The problem is
equally difficult, however. Like for generalization in the sense of modelling, graphical generalization requires the use of geometric, topological, and semantic (or
attribute) information attached to geographical objects. Furthermore, those objects are
usually complex and must be decomposed into simple ones (i.e. street segments).
Finally the database must be modelled in such fashion that both 1) inside information regarding the object (including spatial, semantic and temporal aspects), and 2)
outside information regarding the relationship between object to object and geographic phenomena, be readily accessible. This information is necessary in order to
assign priorities to simple and complex objects when conflict arises. The resolution
of conflicts typifies the problem of graphic generalization and can only find a
solution if sufficient inside and outside information is provided. Finally, the database
may be organized in one-layer or a multi-layer fashion (Ruas, 1992)14. Multi-layer
generalization (say one layer for roads, one layer for houses, etc.) is easier but is not
very practical for production, since conflicts between objects pertaining to different
layers cannot be managed. Solutions for a one-layer generalization where all objects
appear at the same time, are obviously the goal to achieve. We are of the opinion,
however, that such a goal requires the development and the good command of tools
which can be used for particular classes of objects. Classes may be based on
geometry (point, line, area, volume), or on semantic (land use, urban settlement,
vegetation, etc.), or a combination of both. Previous works on the generalization of
buildings (Meyer, 1989)6, road intersections (Xiao, 1990)16, and landforms (Perez,
1989)1 2 represent specific efforts towards resolving the problem of generalization for
visualization purposes of specific objects. The following reports follow this line and
present several experiments whose purposes were to develop the tools which could
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potentially be used for the generalization of various objects such as area-patches (i.e.
lakes, islands , etc.), coastlines, and street network. Hopefully these efforts will
contribute to a more encompassing one-layer solution in the future. We will review
the work by stressing the methodological aspects in the implementation, making a
distinction between procedural and a mixture of procedural and logical programming
approaches . Finally an attempt to use a parallel processing approach to come up with
solutions for the selection of geographical features will be briefly reviewed.

Procedural approach
Procedural or algorithmic solutions can be applied for well defined, easily quantifiable transformations , involving low level tools such as simplification, exaggeration
and displacement. Higher level tools such as selection and typification can also be
applied algorithmically when the corresponding operations are easily parametrized in
geometrical terms. Here the formalism of the decision making process is based on
crisp logic and the main ingredients required for building the database are geometrical and topological.
An example of procedural generalization is provided by our previous work on areapatch generalization (MUller and Wang, 1992)10. All area-patches are assumed to be
semantically identical; hence the competition for space occurs on the basis of
geometric considerations only. This is typically a multi-layer database approach,
where area-patches are handled separately in one layer. Generalization was performed
by activating a series of tools in a sequential manner: enlargement/reduction, selection/elimination, reselection, aggregation, displacement and simplification. All of
those tools used geometric parameters for their application. For instance: enlargement/reduction, selection/elimination were a function of size, shape and relative
location of the patch-areas. Aggregation and displacement were a function of distance
and size. Obviously those tools can only be activated if the database provides the
necessary geometric and topological information, including area size, shape and
centroid, distance between area boundaries , neighbourliness relation for cluster
determination, and inlet areas. Hence preprocessing of the area-patches is a necessary
first step in the operation scheduling. Generalized target maps corresponding to a
two-fold, three-fold, four-fo ld , five-fold and ten-fold reduction of the source map
were produced accordingly (Figure 1). The algorithms were implemented in a Pascal
program and were designed to handle vector data.
What has been achieved in this experiment is obviously not perfect. Additional semiautomated or interactive facilities must be provided to the user, in order to designate
area-patches which must be unconditionally preserved or area-patches which must be
reselected after erroneous elimination. A total batch fu lly automated approach to
generalization is probably a fictional goa l, and our experiment showed that about
80% of the work could be batch processed; 20% of the rest of the work, including
necessary corrections, is left to be achieved. Two problems remained outstanding: I)
the scheduling and allocation of displacements which are to be propagated from a
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Figure 1 - Generalization of area patches
corresponding to a two-fold , three-fold,
four-fold, five-fold and ten-fold reduction of the source map (MUller and
Wang, 1992).

o

o
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collision center, and 2) the preservation of form or structure of a spatial distribution.
The difficulty in solving the first problem resides in managing the conflicts which
may arise between displacements propagating from different directions and collision
centers. The second problem has to do with pattem recognition of figures which are
obvious to the cartographer, such as archipelago forms, but which are not so obvious
to the computer. More research needs to be done in these areas.
The next two experiments deal also with single classes of objects organized in a
multi-layer fashion , such as coastlines in one layer and road-networks in another one,
but involved more than procedural programming, using reasoning techniques typical
to logical programming such as backward chaining or depth-first searching.
Logical/procedural approach
An experiment was conducted to generalize urban road-networks for medium scale
topographic databases (Peng, 1992)11. Medium range means scales ranging from
1:50000 to 1:200000. Although a multiplicity of tools are involved, such as displacement, simplification, exaggeration and aggregation, the major activity in generalizing
an urban road network for this range of scales is elimination of features in going
from the source map to the target map model. The automation of feature elimination
or feature selection is one of the most difficult tasks in automated generalization. In
manual generalization, a decision on elimination relies on many complex considerations such as geometric and thematic properties of the objects, structure/pattem,
context relationships as well as map purpose. In these considerations, both objective
and subjective judgements are contributing, and cartographers must make use of their
long experience to foresee the effects that their decision will have on the look of the
final product. The subjective part of the judgement activity is a serious obstacle
against efforts to fully automate the generalization process. Automated generalization
needs to formalize all the activities taking place in the process, and all reasoning
should be explicitly described for the computer, either by "string matching" or "digit
matching". That is, one needs to transform the domain knowledge into a form which
a computer can understand. Such a transformation refers to the subject of knowledge
representation, a well known subject in computer vision, artificial intelligence and
data structure modelling.

For this investigation, a decision procedure for feature selection was developed based
on the understanding of manual selection criteria and limitations of today 's tools. The
procedure includes: 1) designating problem areas (arising from overcrowding of roads
for instance), 2) computating a "frailty score" for each road involved in the problem
area (i.e. evaluating how much a road is subject to elimination), 3) comparing the
scores for all the roads; the one which has the highest score is then eliminated, and
4) implementing the elimination action. We refer to Peng (1992)11 for more details
regarding the details for calculating the frailty scores, but the criteria take into
account information such as road location, road shape, road length, connectivity, road
category and overall context. Every elimination prompts an update in the database
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affecting the scores of all other roads . Dynamic decision trees were used for the
implementation of the decision process, using reasoning strategies such as backward
chaining and depth-first searching. The system was implemented in C-language and
is only suitable for vector data. A conceptual data model had to be developed to
provide the necessary flexibility for information search to support decision making. It
is object oriented, proceeds from a top-down point of view and is based on topological concepts. An example of the generalization performed by the system is shown in
Figure 2. The results achieved replicate those of a manual cartographer by about
80%. The system provides recovery or elimination functions which allow the user to
correct the results achieved automatically.

1:50000

1:100 ()()()

Figure 2 - Generalization of an urban road-network from 1:50000 to 1: 100000. The
displays on the left side are magnified versions of the displays on the right side for
clarity purposes (Peng, 1992).
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In another experiment we briefly described the approach taken to generalize a
complex coastline (Wang and Milller, 1993)15. The work was promped by the poor
performance of the well known and widely used Douglas and Peucker reduction
algorithm (1973) to generalize complex convoluted lines. The idea was that geometry
alone does not provide enough information to support the automated generalization of
lines in a manner which is cartographically acceptable (compared to the performance
of manual generalization). One also needs to exploit structural information provided
by topology as well as semantic. In this case, structural information refers to the river
network and the branching between rivers and peninsulas. Semantic refers to the
attributes attached to the object river, such as river discharge. The steps taken to
carry the work were as follows: 1) identification of the necks wherever a river
branches into another river, 2) construction of a river network hierarchy according to
the Horton' s stream ordering scheme (Mazur and Castnet , 1990)4, 3) selection or
elimination of those elements of the network which are deemed to be geometrically
and geographically more or less significant, and 4) simplification and widening of the
remaining river elements. Steps one and four use procedural programming whereas
steps two and three are logical and were implemented in Prolog. The approach was
tested for different levels of generalization (Figure 3). Again the user is allowed to
preampt the process by designating the river elements which he/she wishes to retain .
The construction of the river network hierarchy follows accordingly. Note that the
originality of the approach resides in steps one to three, where high level operators
(in this case selection/elimination) precedes the app lication of low level operators
(simplification, exaggeration). High level operators tend to precede low level
operators in the scheduling of the generalization process (Milller, 1990l
The last part of this report refers to an attempt to model the selection/elimination
generalization process by using a parallel processing strategy.

Neural nets approach
Neural nets refer to a reasoning configuration which is analogo us to the biological
neural networks used by humans to perform "intelligent" tasks. The system used in
this experiment is only a neural network emulation, rather than a true neural network
computer with parallel processing such as found in transputers. A series of instance
units (in this case poo ls of various thematic maps) are connected to a series of
property units . The property units characterise the functionality of various geographical features (city, river, boundary, etc.) for the thematic maps. The instance pools
and the property pools are connected via a pool of hidden units which are not
accessible from outside the network (Figure 4). The connections among units in
different pools are excitatory whereas the connections among units within the same
pool are inhibitory. We used the interactive activation and competition network
model proposed by McClelland and Rumelhart (1989)5. It works as follows. The
strengths of the interconnections between the instance and the property units are first
defined by the user. Then a particular instance unit (say geomorphological map) is
activated. This excitation will propagate via the hidden units to the property units.
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Figure 4 - Partial view
of the neural network
linking thematic realm
and functions of a feature type (in this case
glacier) via hidden nodes.
The signs (+), (0) and (-)
stand for "essential",
"questionable", and
"unnecessary", respectively.

Excitatory connections between units from different pools and inhibition forces
between units from the same pool will be activated through a number of cycles to
determine which thematic maps require the same base map features. Details of the
experiment are explained in MUlier (1992)9. The database we used was borrowed
from Richardson (1989)13 who had the idea to select base map features according to
functionality scores measured for various thematic maps.
Results of the experiment shows that the neural nets system is able to answer the
following queries: which feature has which function on which map; which feature
may not be represented on which map; which feature is most related to which feature
and which map is most related to which map in terms of feature selection and
functionality. Note that whereas the two first queries could be readily answered by a
look-up table, the last type of query already requires an act of "intelligence" through
appropriate generalizations over the sets of features and thematic realms. Hence such
system could be used for the application of the operator selection when generalization is motivated by map purpose. It could also be used as training device to test the
consistency of the human expert when defining the functionality of a series of map
features for various thematic maps. In this case the system would be used as a tool to
develop rules for cartographic selection. One disadvantage of the neural computing
approach, from the human expert point of view, is its opacity, however. Neural nets
do not explain their behaviour like expert systems do. Hence we recommend its
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usage only when procedural or logical programmings could not be applied. This is
particularly the case when the mechanisms used by humans when they carry their
tasks are not fully understood and therefore satisfactory algorithms cannot be derived.
The application of neural nets in cartographic generalization is more likely to occur
for the application of high level operators such as selection and classification which
involve semantic information and require conceptual reasoning in areas of knowledge
which are somewhat fuzzy.
Conclusions
Procedural and a combination of procedural and logical approaches for generalizing
geometrical and seman tical aspects of geographical features were illustrated by
various examples. Additionally, a neural nets based approach for the selection of base
map features in thematic mapping was proposed. All those experiments were
conducted for the purpose of production of medium to small scale maps. Hence we
did not consider the larger context of multiple representations in computer modelling
of geographical data. Nor did we consider temporal generalization. Multiple
representations in the spatial and temporal domains are more a general GIS issue
from which cartographic generalization is a subset. Although most generalization
research occurs at the map production level, it is important to consider cartographic
generalization as an abstraction mechanism which helps to emphasize structure and
relation between geographical objects, just as one is better able to perceive and
understand the landscape by observation from a larger distance. Minsky illustrated
this fact reversely: "Past a certain level of detail , the more one sees, the less one can
tell what one is seeing" (Minsky, 1988)7.
In the above mentioned experiments we have used a combination of low level
geometric operators (simplification, displacement, etc.) and higher level conceptual
tool such as selection. Those different levels involve different programming techniques which must be combined if one is to generalize at levels of abstractions which
require a change in the topological and semantical aspects of geographical reality. A
challenge for future research will be to integrate the techniques developed for
multilayer generalization in order to hand le multiple objects interdependantly and
simultaneously.
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Application of neural network in cartographic pattern
recognition
L. Meng (Hannover, D)

Abstract
In t hi s paper some appli cation cases of neural network in the field of cartograp hi c pattern recognition are analysed and demonstrated with examples of text reconstruction on scanned maps.
At fir st several properties of an lAC (Interactive Activation and Competition) model are illustrated such as retrieval from a partial description, retrieval with noisy cues, plausible guesses about
missing information and spontaneous generalizat ion over a set of fami li ar topological st ructures
of text symbols. After a brief description about the t heoret ical background of learnable neural
networks, two typical test modells - PA (Pattern Associator) and MLP (Mu lt ilayer Perceptron)
as supervised classifiers are established with random starting weights . Finally the advantages
and limitations of PA as well as MLP are outlined in comparison with conventional classification
methods .

1

Introduction

T he original idea of neural networks is to simulate the parallel working style of human brains in
respect of perception, memory retrieval and learni ng. Scient ists have been trying to make full
use of new developed hardware for several year. More and more neural networks are designed to
serve this purpose. Such networks are mathematical modells composed of many neuron- like units.
These units communicate with each other t hrough so-called sy napse weights. By receiving one
or more external input values, the status of network changes dynamically. Each element can be
either activated or disactivated according to its excitatory or inhi bitory connections with other
elements. The system settles after a definite number of cycles and is ready to perform various
tasks. According to different ways of weight assignment, neural network s can be roughly divided
into two types: not learnable and learnable networks.

2

Not learnable networks

If the strength of connections among uni ts is constant and can be predefined, the correspond ing
networks are not learnaole. However, it does n't mean that such kind of networks could do noth ing
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useful. A typi cal representat ive of not learnable networks is l AC (Interactive Activation and
Com pet ition) models.
In an lA C model units are organized into several competat ive pools. T here are excit atory connect ions among units in different pools and inhibitory connections among uni ts wit hin the same
pool. T hi s implements a kind of competition among t he units such th at t he units t hat receive
the strongest activation tend to dri ve down the activat ion of the other units in t he same pool and
to strengthen t he activat ion of units in other pools ([1]) . The fund amental principle of an lCA
model is described in Equation (1 ), where the change of activation b. ai in unit i depends upon
its current activation a; and t he net input neti to i from ot her units as well as from outside the
network:
b. ai = {( max - ai) neti - decay(ai - r est) if neti > 0
(ai - min )neti - decay(ai - rest) otherwise

(1 )

Here, m ax , min , rest and decay are all parameters. ai is assumed to start and to st ay wi thin the
interval [m in, max]. The network will st abilize wenn b. ai = O.
At t he beginni ng of simul ation some units are activated by receiving external stimuli . They try
to influence other uni ts either posit ively or negat ively, and the acti vation of all units will be
mo dified dynami cally till t he network reaches its equilibrium. The behaviors of an lA C model
are demonstrated in an example describing capitals A - Z in terms of their structural and form
features (Tab. 1 and Tab. 2). Each feature including the alphab et itself in Tab. 1 constitutes a
pool, while the feature values and the individual capitals are t aken as the units within t he pool.
Different pools are connected through a hidden pool constituted by the capital instan ces VA - Vz
in Tab. 2a,b,c whi ch don't directly receive external input . By stimulating t he units nod2 and ar c4
in Tab. 2a t he capitals A and R are activated most strongly in compari son with other capitals
because t hey both have 2 nodes and 4 arcs. Meanwhile, other feature values of A and R like cir\ ,
turo and curl are also acti vat ed to some ex tent although they haven't received any external input.
In Tab . 2b the capital E is activated most strongly in its pool , although only a part of its feature
values ar C3, turo and cur2 is stimulated by external input . The mi ssing feature values n odi and
ciro are successfully resonated after 20 cycles of activation modification. In Tab. 2c adding a noisy
feature value cur2 doesn' t affect the correct extraction of the capital H , although H has 0 curve
line (instead of 2 curve lines) in its structure.
Table 1: Stru ct ural feature values of capitals
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Tab.2c Unit nod 21 arcs, ciro, tura and
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cycle 20

3

Learnable networks

With learnable networks the synapse weights among units are not predefined , but automatically
learned through training. One of the practical learning procedures is so-called the delta learning
based on the difference between target output a'arge' and actual output aou'pu':

6. Wij
Here,

f

=

f

(atarg et -

a outpUf)

(2)

is refered to the learning rate parameter.

In a learnable network there must be a set of pattern pairs serving als prototypes. Each pair
consists of an input pattern f and an target output pattern T. Each learning cycle consists of
one training trial on each pattern pair in the set . The delta rule is used to find a weight matrix
that reflects the associations between input and target. Such a weight matrix exists only if each
weight satisfies
aj

=

L Wi j' aj

(3)

j

for output unit i and input unit j in all patterns. In other words, for each pattern pair the target
output a'argel can be predicted from a linear combination of the activations of the input units
ainpu' . After processing each pattern , some measures with regard to the relat ion of output and
t arget such as pss (the sum over all output units of the squared error) and i ss (the sum over
all pss values in the training set) are computed and weights are modified. Both pss and iss
reflect the learning quality of a network. The training stops if iss is less than a certain threshold .
To ensure that is s as well as pss converges or an arbitrary output pattern 6p can be correctly
without ruining associations between other input associated with a particular input pattern
output pattern pairs, the input patterns must form a linearly indepen dent set. An example of
the learnable network PA (Pattern Associator) using delta rule is illustrated in Tab. 3a,b. In the
input pattern (Tab. 3a), each feature value of a certain capital in the alphabet (A - Z) is assumed

f"
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max=~.O,

Table 2: decay=O.l, rest=O,

min=-O.2

(a) Generalization over the similar capitals A and R
(b) Assignment of default features values nodI and ciro of E
(c) Retrieval of H with noise
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t6 take the activation 1, while all of the unrelevant feature values have no activation. The output
pattern is composed of 14 units. Each of them represents a class with the same feature values
displayed in Tab. 1. Starting with an-zero weights and training the network about 200 learning
cyclesi, the capitals can be correctly grouped according to their feature values (e.g. a'arg,' = aDU'pu'
in Tab. 3b). The evolution of this learning process is recorded in Fig. 1.
Tab. 3a input pattern set
pattern pair input

input

pattern pair

pattern pair

input
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00 10001 00101 00010
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10010000100100010
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00100001100100100
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10010000100010010
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10010000100100100

R-A

00100010010100010
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Figure 1: Learning course of structural and form features

It should be noticed, however , the delta rule suffers an apparent restriction by compli cated learning
problems. If the input patterns, for instance , are not independent of each other, contam inations
will be involved in associations after each learning cycle. Thus, the measure tss does not converge
and the desired weight matrix will never occur even with a large number of cycles. In this
sense, a learnable network based on the delta rule couldn't be qualified for most practical tasks ,
yet its learning limitation could be overcome by add ing hidden units. As implied in the name,
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hidden units don 't have any kind of 'teachers', they form one or more intermediate layers between
input and output uni ts. The most popular networks with hidden units are MLP (Multi-LayerPerceptron) models.
In an MLP model input data from a special task are normally encoded with real numbers within the
region [-1.0, 1.0J and processed with a tran sitional function. Since t here are no direct connections
between input and output layer, the resu lts out of the input layer will undergo another processing
procedure across the hidden layer instead of being transmitted straightforward to the output layer .
Making use of such kind of 'bridges', some nonlinear problems in a low dimensional space can be
treated as li near problems in a high dimensional space.
The change of weight

W;j

in an MLP model depends on a generalized error measure 8;:

(4)
The 8; term is determined through a so-called Back-Propagation- Algorithm whi ch is in fact a
recursive process starting wit h t he output layer (Equation (5) - (7)):

8;
n et;

8a;

(a targeti - ai)'

L

W;j .

6t
ne i

a; + bias;,

(5)

(6)

for all output units i, here, bias; is a parameter similar to a threshold, and

8a - "~ 8k
8; = --'onet;

. Wk;

(7)

k

for all non- output units i, here k is an output unit.
In pract ice a sigmoid-function is often adopted as the activation fun ction (Equation (8)), since it
can project all real numb ers in the region between 0 and 1 and its derivative always ex ists.
a ; =----,--

1 + e- n et ,

(8)

In the following sections two app lication cases of MLP models in cartographic pattern recognition
are out lined.

Case 1 -

recognition of partially visible text symbols on map

Fig. 2 shows us a vectori zed picture of four possible prototype symbols as well as an unknown
partially visible symbol on a scan ned map. The encoded input and output pattern set is displayed
in Tab . 4a.
Each input pattern of the MLP model consists of five units, i.e. the five line sections a, b, c, d
and e . Input values are scaled line lengths according to the principles:
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to take the activation 1, while all of the unrelevant feature values have no activation. The output
pattern is composed of 14 units. Each of t hem represents a class with the same feature values
displayed in Tab. 1. Starti ng with all-zero weights and training the network about 200 learning
cyclesi, t he cap itals can be correct ly grouped according to their feature values (e.g. a'arge' = aou'pu'
in Tab. 3b). T he evolution of t hi s learning process is recorded in Fig. 1.
Tab. 3a input pattern set
pattern pair input

pattern pair

A-A

00100010010100010

B-B

001001000011 00001

C_C

10010000100100010

D_D

pat tern pai r

input

J-C
K_K

input

10010000100100010

S_N

10010000100010010
01000100100100100

0 1000010100100100

T-T

10010000100100010

10010000010100010

L-C
M_M

10010000100001010

u_c
v-c

E_E

0 1000100100100001

N_N

10010000100010010

W_M

10010000100100010

F-F

0 1000100100100010

O-D

100 100000101000 10

X_K

0 1000010100100100

10010000100100010
10010000100100010

G-C

10010000100100010

p-p

01001000010100010

Y_T

01000100100100100

H-H

00100001100100100

Q-Q

01000100010100010

Z_N

10010000100010010

10010000100100100

R-A

00100010010100010

I -

I

Tab . 3b state of the
structural features
fe ature values
in put for 'z'
atoTgd

a ou tput

'z'
for 'z'

for

pair Z
nod
012
100

I

N after 200 learning cycles
cur
01 2
o1 0

-+

I

I

arc
cir
tur
1 23450120 1 2
1 0000 1 0 0 o 1 0

I

A

B

C

0

E

F

H

I

K

M

N

P

Q

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

learning rule: de lta,

learning rate

f

= 2,

pss: 0 ,

T

tss: 3

Figure 1: Learn ing course of structural and form features
It should be noticed, however, the delta rule suffers an apparent restri ction by compli cated learning
prob lems . If the input patterns, for instance, are not independent of each other, contaminations
will be involved in associations after each learning cycle. T hus, the measure iss does not converge
and the des ired weight matrix wi ll never occur even with a large number of cycles. In this
sense, a learnable network based on the delta rule cou ldn't be qualified for most practical tasks,
yet its learn ing limitation could be overcome by add ing hidden units. As implied In the name,
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1. Set a unit input to 1, if it has the longest line lengt h. Otherwise, its input is equal to the
ratio of its actual length to the longest length.
2. If there exists no counterpart line section in a particular prototype symbol , it will be assumed
that it has an identical counterpart and the unit then takes also the input value 1.
Each target pattern consists of four units, i.e. the four classes 8, 9, Rand B. In Tab. 4b and
Tab. 4c the initial state and the state after training the MLP model with 2 hidden units are
displayed respectively, and the learning course is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 2: Partially visible text symbol

Tab. 4a input and target of prototypes in Fig. 2:
pattern name
input set
target set
'8'
1 .50 1 0 0 0
1 1 .75
'9'
1 1
1 .75
1 0 1 0 0
'R'
1 1
1 .42
1 0 0 1 0
'B'
1 1 .75 .71
1 0 0 0 1
Tab. 4b initi al state:
1
1 .75 .71
1
input
0
1
0
0
atarg et
.60 .49 .31 .50
a output
ah idden of 2 hidden units: .61 .40
pattern: 'B' pss: 0.9638
Tab. 4c state after 530 cycles:
input
1
1 .75 .71
1
1
0
0
0
atarget
.01
0 .02 .93
a output
ahidden of 2 hidden units: .15 .35
pattern: 'B' pss : 0.0056

5.0 , - - - - - - - - --

- - - - -_ _ _ _~

4.0

- - Totol sum of error sq uares
- - - - Pattern sum of error squa res
J .O

2.0

1.0

',- -

50

100

150

200
250
300
350
Cycles of learning

400

450

500

550

Figure 3: Learning course of case 1
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The associations between the unknown partially visible symbol in Fig. 2 and four prototypes are
qui ckly yielded by exposing the trained network to the test in put values. It is obv ious that the
unknown symbol matches 8 with the least error (Tab. 4d). Therefore, it can be recognized as 8
- the same result as that produced on the same data with application of fu zzy- logic ([2]).
Tab. 4d Recognition of the partially visible text symbol
input:

1 .44 .45 .75 .50
.95 .02
0 .20
pattern sum of error squares pss:
0.0457
if it is recognized
l.9110
if it is recogni zed
if it is recognized
1.9644
0.5483
if it is recognized

a out pu t:

Case 2 -

as
as
as
as

'8'
'9'
'R '
'B'

learning of place names

Recognition of placenames on maps is an intricated classification task where t he context information plays a significant role. Owing to mistakes occurring in different preprocessing stages like
scanning , segmentation, fi ltering et c., the picture of a certain text sy mbol may be totally damaged
or distorted, so that it cannot be recogni zed any more just by taking account of its incomplete
digital information. A reasonab le way to solve this problem is to extract the association from the
neighbouring text symbols. An MLP model is designed here for the purpose of training a sequence
of placenames
{AACHEN ,AURICH,BASSUM,BERGEN ,BERLIN ,BERNAU ,BO CHUM,
BREMEN ,COBURG,COCHEN,DACHAU,DESSAU}. Both input and target pattern of a placename are encoded as a matrix (Tab. 5a). The row index represents the letter position in a place
name, while t he column index is refered to the letter position in the alphab et (in our case, the set
of all appeared text symbols in the training patterns) . The initial state and the state after training
are displayed in Tab. 5b and Tab. 5c. It 's perceivable that t he output of the pattern DESSAU is
almost the same as its t arget after 411 learning cycles. The learning course is recorded in Fig. 4.
With help of learned weights a test pattern AA?HEN w\ll be recogni zed as AACHEN (see the
in Tab. 5d) . In addit ion the test results with a set of partially damaged placenames are
listed in Tab. 5e. m.o
a outpu t

100.0

- - Toto l sum o f error squares
- - - - Pattern s u m o f erro r squ ar es
75 .0

50

100

150
200
250
300
Cycles of learning

350

Figure 4: Learning course of case 2
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400

450

Tab 5a pattern' DESSAU
atarget

A

8

C

D

E

G

H

I

L

M

N

0

R

S

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

U

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Input

=

atarget

Tab. 5b ini t ial state (with random weights):
a oulput

A

8

C

D

E

G

H

.74

.55

.59

.55

.49

.42

.47

.32

L

M

N

0

R

.64

.35

.76

.67

.5 1

U
.58

.37

.57

.68

.47

.58

.54

.59

.51

.48

.78

.39

.46

.39

.41

.61

.44

.64

.62

A7

.64

.38

AO

.45

.47

.46

.55

.55

.73

.55

.59

.67

.51

.41

.69

.5 1

.65

.47

.39

.63

.37

.59

.35

.51

.60

.39

.55

.48

.39

.46

.52

.45

.32

.27

.43

.53

.35

.46

.50

.33

.48

.53

.50

.27

.44

.55

.38

.42

Al

.29

.47

.69

.57

.63

.40

.40

.73

ahidden of 10 hidden units:

.638 .260 .245 .454 .272 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000

learning cycles of pattern set: 0

tss: 292 .247

pss: 23 .9160

Tab. 5c state after learn ing (with settled weights):
a output

A

8

C

D

E

G

H

I

L

M

N

0

R

S

0

.01

0

.98

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.02

0

0

0

.98

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.01

.98

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.98

0

.98

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.01

0

0

0

.98

ahidden of 10 hidden units:

.996 .000 .005 .973 .067 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000

learning cycles of pattern set: 411

4

U

tss: 0.0400

pss : 0.0033

Conclusion

Unlike statistical classification methods which require well-defined algorithms, neural networks are
not programmed, but trained on purpose of finding out synapse weights. Because of great number
of iteration cycles the training phase of a neural network is normally more t ime consuming than
the calculation of parameters in algorithms (all of the above described tests are realized on the
IBM PC under DOS-operating system) . As long as the training is finished, however, the neural
networks can work more efficiently and provide more flexibi lity in the changing circumstances than
the avai lable statistical classifiers. In addition, neural networks have less restrictive requirements
for the input data. They are capable of fulfilling tasks with intricated interrelations, especially
in those cases, where the output can be roughly prophesied from the input , but the regularities
between inpu t and output patterns are unknown or could not be easi ly formularized.
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Tab. 5d Association of AA?HEN and AACHEN

pss : 0.0849

ahidden of 10 hidden units: .999 .938 .05 1 .836 .001 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000

input

a ou t put

A

B

C

D

E

G

H

I

L

M

N

0

R

S

U

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

U

A

B

C

D

E

G

H

I

L

M

N

0

R

S

.98

0

0

.01

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.98

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.02

0

.03

0

0

.79

0

.02

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.01

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.80

.03

0

.02

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.03

0

.97

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.03

0

0

0

.99

0

0

0

0

Tab. 5e Associ at ion of damaged tex t symbols
test pattern

the most similar pattern

pss

test pattern

the most similar pa ttern

pss

AA? HEN

AACHEN

0.0849

AUR? C H

AURICH

0.0030

BASS? M

BASSUM

0.0062

? ERGEN

BERGEN

0.0031

BERLI?

BERLI N

0 .0061

BE?NAU

BERNAU

0.0042

BOC?UM

BO C HUM

0 .0175

BREM ?N

BREMEN

0.0136

CO?U RG

COBU RG

0.0060

COCHE?

COC HEM

0.0044

DA?HAU

DAC HAU

0.0142

DES?AU

DESSAU

0.0478
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Generalization in GIS environment

v

D. GrUnreich (Hannover, D)

1

Introduction

On performing spatial tasks such as orientation, spatial planning and geo-scientifical diagnose,
the knowledge about certain characteri stics of our space is always considered as a prerequisite.
Significant characteristi cs for a particular project constitute an abstract and not directly perceivable structure. Therefore, cartographers face the tas k to make the information contents in such
a structure visible and to transm it them authentically to the map users (Kniipfli 1987). Generali zation is the whole process, by whi ch cartographers derive the geo-data necessary for a concrete
compilation task from a set of primary dat a (e.g. a digital landscape model) and ex press them by
means of suitable representation.
With the increasing demands on geo- information, the automation of generali zation has become
indispensable. For the sake of generali zation several scientifi c and technological prerequisites
should be satisfied:
1. The exploration, division and form al description of compli cated generali zation processes
2. The implementation of strategical steps in a computer system (method base)
3. The availability of digital geo-data
During the last couple of decades a number of scientific inst itu tes engaged in the exploration of
generali zation processes. The state of art in this aspect has been already extensively reported
in (Buttenfield and McMaster 1991). Computer- assisted method s are available in some domains
of thematic cartography (e.g. mapping the statisti cal data into classes) . However, no methodologi cal solut ions concerning the generali zation of topographi c data are known to us and ready
for production. On the cont rary, the preparation of digital data on purpose of establishing geoinformation systems in government and indust ry is making great progress. Consequently, inquiries
upon the achievements of research and development referred to computer-ass isted generalisation
are strongly stimu lated.
This paper reports the results of research and development at the Institute of Cartography (IfK) in
t he field of comp uter-assisted cartogra phy. The future development is also envisaged . The second
section gives a brief rev iew about the procedural system CHA NGE. In the third section, some
contemplations with regard to the future researches of generali zation are outlined. T he research
concep tion at IfI{ is finally elu cidated in the fourth section.
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A Review of research and development concerned with
computer-assisted generalization at IfK

2

Under the leadership of Prof. G. Hake, the HK started its research works in the fi eld of computerassisted generalization at the beginning of the 70's. Rudiment of these works is a generally applicable division of t he whole process of cartographic generali zation into following seven elementary
procedures including their description .
• A. Generalization of geometric object information
1. Simplification of ob ject geometry (e.g. middle axes, contours)

2. Enlargement of cartographic represention for the sake of visualization of map symbols
3. Displacement of symbols with less priority near the larger ones
• B. Generalization of semanti c as well as geometric ob ject information
4. Combination of clustered symbols into a representative one
5. Selection of objects which are important for the cartographi c purpose
6. Classification, i.e. assignment of certain objects to an abstract class according to their
semanti c information including the conseq uent variations of geometric information or even
the change of original geometric ty pes of ob jects as well as the corresponding alteration in
their representation (e.g. transition to th e sy mbol represention) ;
7. Emphasis through enlargement of a representation based on the evaluation of semanti c object
information
From t hen on, eight theses as well as the research works whi ch are fin ancially supported by the
Germany Research Society concentrated on the generali zation of large scale topograp hi c ob jects
for the middle scale.
The res ults of the research works are summari zed in the procedural sys tem CHA NGE for the
computer- ass isted generalization of topograph ic objects (Fig. 1). This software is a ble to make
generali zation designs for settlements with object classes like traffi c ways, st reets as well as buildings. A workstation equipped with a cartograp hi c ed itor is necessary for the completion of such
tasks.

3
3.1

Geo-information systems (GIS) and generalization
Requirements for the future research and development concerned with computer- assisted generalization

Contemporarily worldwide industry and governmental inst it utions are pay ing great attention to
the establishment and appli cation of the digi tal Geo-information systems. Research and development of com pu ter-assisted generalization are strongly promoted by the avail ability of d igital
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Figure 1: Software- Concept for Comp uter-assisted Generalizat ion using CHA NGE
geo- data covering large areas. Meanwhi le, the new developments in geo- inform at ics have raised
new requirements and possibi li ties for the development of generalization.

3.2

Establishment and application of digital geo-information systems
(GIS)

In Germany, GIS-development was put forward in industry as well as in official administration at
the beginning of the 70 's . GIS stands for a computer- assisted information system . Its task is to
make geo-data avai lable in both digital and analog form and to capture geo- information through
suitable analysis . The technical components of hardware and software adopted in a GIS are called
GIS technology.
T he developments of the project ' Amtliches Topograph isch-Kartographi sches Informationssystem
(ATK IS)' whi ch is particularly meaningful in cartography began in 1984. It was finish ed in 1989
with a conception ready for implementation (AdV 1989, Griinreich 1990). This research has laid
down a solid found ation for the uniform establishment of topographi c database which was lau nched
in federal states and in t he Institute of Application Geodesy at t he beginning of the 90's.
The topographic Geo- informationssystem ATK IS serves following purposes:
1. to build a uniform reference system and to make act ual topograp hi c object information
available in digital form wh ich will be taken as the basis for other GIS-appli cations
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2. to rationally produce actual topographic maps
The ATKIS: conception is an outcome of cartographic communication theory and model theory.
One of its essential contemplations is to construct topographic and cartographic landscape models
separately.
Digital topographic landscape models are established on the basis of a detailly defined regulation
of modelling called object catalog (ATKIS- OK). Similarly, the ATKIS-conception contains a
so-called symbol catalog which is a regulation for the modelling of cartographic landscape. In
accordance with this concept, it is possible to make a symbol category for any topographic and
thematic map. Task of the computer-assisted generalization is to calculate digital cartographic
models (DKM), while cartographic representations are just the graphic output of such models.
The advantages of this system conception are obvious. Being indepent of representations on one
hand, i.e. without influences of cartographic generalization, the primary topographic information
can be stored for the purpose of quantitative evaluations with high precision. On the other hand,
the maps wit'h no relation to storage function can be optimally designed as task- and user-oriented
communication tools. All of these implies that cartographic modelling as well as generalization
can be further treated as a deterministic process, where the manipulation of data from a defined
starting model (DLM) aims at a defined target model (DKM).

3.3

Implementation techniques

Hitherto, efforts associated with computer- assisted generalization are focused on the development of algorithms by means of classic procedural programming languages like FORTRAN 77
(Griinreich, Powitz, Schmidt, 1992). Yet, these researches suffered the shortcoming that the
expert knowledge could only be formulated for certain rigidly outlined tasks. Subsequent modifications and supplements are allowed only in a roundabout way.
In informatics, several more flexible programming techniques are now available. They have evoked
great interests in the development of generalization (Buttenfield, McMaster, 1991). Capability of
these techniques lies in the explicit formulation of cartographic expert knowledge on purpose of
establishing rulebases.

4

Conception of future research and development

4.1

Outline

Researches at IfK are focused on a concept composed of different stages. Our long- term goal is
to develop an expert system. With the help of such an expert system, large scale geo-data can be
generalized to meet the needs from the most important application realms like topographic cartography, geo- scientific cartography as well as planning and environmental cartography. Following
developing stages are intended:
• Stage 1: Optimization and extension of the current procedural system CHANGE including
its combination with GIS-software;
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• Stage 2: Development of a generalization editor; exploration of generalization procedures ;
• Stage 3: Development of an expert system

4.2

Optimization of the procedural system CHANGE

The on-going works concentrate on the problem of context related generali zation. This problem
is embodied in the representational conflicts such as overlapping of widened street and building
symbols. It can be solved by means of displacement. In addi t ion, generalization procedures are
to be extended so that they can also deal with large and middle scale topographic maps. For
this reason it is necessary to equip them with a hybrid cartographic ed itor in order to make
improvements on the automatically generalized designs (Griinreich 1991).
As long as the digital landscape model 1:25 000 (DLM 25) is realized as a digital situation model
(2D- DSM 25/1) with reduced contents, those missing topographic data can be retrieved from
scanned classical original maps. Here, a kind of integrated generalization task from both raster
data and vector data is to be fulfilled. That is, DSM-vector data are generalized with assistance
of computer and then integrated with the conventionally generalized map representations. Such
a method enables the digit al production of complete topographic maps during the set- up phase
of ATKIS-project.

4.3

Development of a generalization editor

The increasing application of GIS-technology in many areas requires a more efficient computer- .
assisted generalization. One of the solut ions is to integrate generalization functions into the
cartographic editor of a GIS-software package. A generalization editor emerges in thi s way and it is
able to support t he cartographer efficiently by doing interactive revision on the results of a utomatic
generalization. Through a further combination with the production env ironment , conventional
topographic and t hematic maps can be handled under the cont rol of cartographers. This kind of
methodological strategie is known as amp lified intelligence approach (AI) (Weibel, 1991).
, '. c
The AI approach provides us an additional interesting possibility to explore the generali zation
procedures carried out by cartographers. Since the decisions made by cartographers during the
interactive generali zation can be recorded in a log-file, they can be retri eved and assessed at any
time. _ With sufficient sample data from typical generalization situations, statistically plausible
rules can be ex tracted. As a matter of fact, it is not on ly capable of opt imi zing the proced ural
generalization system, but can establish a rule base for a fu ture expert systeITL (Buttenfield and
McMaster, 1991).
-- Additionally, a method should be developed which allows a numerical comparison of two generalized map models from the same area. Similar to the numerical-statistical classifi cation by
automatic map structuring, object struct ures of prototype generalization and the act ual generalization accordi ng to numeric features should be describ ed at first. The corresponding object
structures are then identified and compared object by object (Powitz, 1993) . Further on, rules
for the context related generalization can be extracted wit h a sufficiently great number of samples, so that the computer- assisted generali zat ion res ul ts ca n be obt ained whi ch are similar to the
comparable cases in the pattern generali zation.
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4.4

Application-oriented investigations

It is envisaged to make some app li cation-oriented invest igations aided by t he generali zat ion tools
at HK.
• Investigation of model generali zation
The large scale digital primary models (e.g. ATKIS-DLM25) mounted in GIS deliver the
appropriate data sources. According to the principle from base map scale to derived map
scale in classical cartography, it is possible to derive digital object models with less semantic
and geometric resolution from such data sources. This method of data acquisition is defined
as model generalization (Griinreich 1985) . It can be regarded as a subset of carto&raphi c
generalization which does n't contain those representation- oriented operations like widening,
emphasi s, di spl acement, combination and typification conditioned by geometry.
A special task of model generalization occurs in relation to the preparation of three dimensional DLM which is demanded as a reference surface, for instance, in t he environmental
fi eld. For th is purpose, the separately established DSM and DGM during the. constru ct ion of
ATKIS are to be integrated. In essential , it is a matter of transformation and interpolation
with the goal to unify t he identi cal geometry of DSM and DGM and to proj ect t he third
dimens ion in ' DGM onto DSM . H t he t hematic data (e.g. geo-scient ifical maps) wit h less
spatial resolu t ion shoud be combined wi t h the precise DLM containing more details, the task
of model generali zation is then again inevitable. Here, either the t hemat ic geo- data are to
be generalized so that they match the DLM, or - vice versa - the DLM is to be red uced so
that it has a corresponding spatial resolu tion and precision in compari son with the thematic
geo-data.
In addition, the model generali zat ion is also a methodological prerequisite for a future method, with which only one large scale primary model is to be inpu t into each of vari ous
di sciplines. Changes for the following models should be deri ved with ass istance of computer.
This is meaningful in the economical sense.
• Invest igations of cartographi c generali zat ion
Cartographic generalization could be cons idered as an important task whi ch man ages to
ma ke the digita l models as well as the results from analys is and simulation processes understandable for t he human being. Two requ irements shou ld be remarked with regard to the
quali ty of graphic representation. On one hand , spatial disciplines where maps are necessary
are demanding more and more sim ple graphic rep resentations in real time (qui ck look). On
the other hand , the decision makers and norm al citizens ex pect the usual quality of the
fu t ure cartograp hi c representat ions.
The goal of developments at HK is to prov ide cartographi c rep resentations with the corresponding
standard of topographic and thematic cartography whi ch is reached aft er the long tradition of
development. Meanw hile, cartographi c generali zati on shou ld satisfy new requirements like combined represent ation of image data and DLM-vector data, representat ion of dynamically changed
phenomenon (an imated maps) etc.
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5

Conclusion

W it h no doubt , Computer- assisted general ization of spat ial inform at ion belongs to the key technologies in GIS. Since t he current available GIS-software sys tems embrace an operational applicable
generali zat ion software on ly in a few special occas ions (Menke 1992), there is sti ll enough to research and to develop in t hi s field. The introduced works and conceptions in t his paper are based
on 20 years' experiences and characterist ics of GIS-concept ions and GIS-realizat ions in Germany.
These ex periences are encouraging and they can be ex tended to promote alterna t ive appro ches in
other projects . In t hi s sense, it 's worthy to exchange them wit hi n t he ICA worki ng group on map
generali zation.
T he furt her goal of researches in t he field of computer- assisted generalization is to develop an
expert system , with whi ch cartographi c representations of spatial informat ion can be purposely
derived from t he only one 'large scale' digital environment model.
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Knowledge-based methods and multiple representation as
means of on-line generalization
T. Kilpelainen, T. Sarjakoski (Helsinki, SF)

Abstract
The concept of multiple representation is closely related with the generalization problems.
Multiple representations of the same data have to be stored in the database when it is not
possible to deduce different representations from the existing data via generalization
operations. The problems of generalization and multiple representations are given new
aspects when put into the connection with the database environment. Cartographic
visualization systems set a demand for on-line generalization. This paper studies the
related problems from the conceptual level. The paper makes difference between the
generalization of topographic data and the visualization of the generalized data.
The conceptual basis for generalization must originate from modelling the real world
entities. Our abstraction of the real world may vary although the world remains unchanged.
This should also hold for a database approach, so that the original data remain unchanged
while the different zoomes give different temporary representations of the same data. On
one hand, the rules applied to the generalization process should be derived from this
modelling process. These rules may be decided into two main categories: those assuring
the consistency of the modified representation and those guiding the generalization process.
On the other hand the utilization of additional information stored in topographical databases
will make the generalization process easier than what it was before. The utilization of
rules of topographical consistency in cartographic visualization systems is one possible
way to find steps forward in the problem of generalization and multiple representation.

1 Introduction
1.1 General
Automated generalization has been regarded as one of the main challanges in computer
aided cartography. Traditionally, the cartographic generalization has also been a difficult
problem. The deci sion about the characteristics of the map objects or the elimination of
nonessential features of the map data used to require cartographers to be thoroughly
familiar with the maps they were making (Robinson et aI., 1978). However, communication
with the graphic symbolism of maps can be learned. Originally, generalization arises
from the need to reduce the spatial relations to be more comprehensible. The graphic
generalization of the map was separated from the generalization made in the real world in
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connection with mapping. However, research into generalization has been more concerned
with the technical aspects of the generalization process in recent years.
When the problem of generalization is put into the database environment the generalization
problem faces new aspects. The original data will remain unchanged while the different
zooms give temporary representations of the same data.Geographic generalization is
concerned with the relations between phenomena. Mark (1991) states that the importance
of generalization is not only for graphic display but also for efficient and appropriate
spatial analysis. Modelling real world entities must give the conceptual basis for
generalization. Multiple views and representations of the same data in the database should
be possible. The challenge we face is to try to find a flexible data model, which could be
able to satisfy the demand of generalization and multiple representations.

1.2 The Objective of This Work
The work described in this paper is a part of a research project on multiple representations
and generalization of topographical data currently under way at the Finnish Geodetic
Institute. This paper is based on two previous papers: Kilpelainen (1992a) and (1992b).
The main objective of this research project is to establish a theoretical basis and principals
for treating the problem of automatic genera1ization and multiple representations in connection
with topographic databases. A data model to be employed in utilization of joint use of
geographical databases is of particular interest.
In the paper the background for the multiple representation problem is reviewed. Then,
we present the model for conceptual generalization in database environment. In this
model the visualization ph ase of the temporary generalized data is separated from the
conceptual generalization. The generalization process should not only be seen as a way of
data reduction. In this model generalization is regarded as a part of cartographic
communication process. The information of the message of the generalized data is closely
related to the application. The last part of the paper topological rules in connection with
generalization problems are studied.
2 Review of Multiple Representation

2.1 What is Multiple Representation
In the present study, multiple representation is considered in connection with generalization
in the database environment, Figure 1. This includes the different data representations
that have been stored in the database, as well as the representations that can be deduced
from the existing ones. The demand of storing multiple representations of data at different
levels will decrease, as the possibilities to deduce the data will increase. Data abstraction
models as well as data maintenance problems are essentially included in multiple
representation problem. Resolution, the minimum addressable spatial unit, is related to
the scale but it is not the same. In this context, it is the different conceptual resolution
levels that are referred to, instead of the scales. We thus want to emphasize the utilization
of geographical databases for different kinds of applications, not only for those that have
been defined beforehand for some specific scales. The generalized output is always
specific for the application. One of the main difficulties in multiple representation problem
is to define which are the resolution levels of, for instance, topographic data that should
be stored in the database and what should be the complexity of these.
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Multiple representation
in GIS-database

Application dependent
generalized output

Figure 1. Multiple representation and generalization in GIS database.
2.2 Previous Work
The multiple representation problem was initialized in the research program of NCGIA,
National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis (NCGIA, 1989, Buttenfield et
aI., 1989, Frank, 1990). A GIS database must be able to represent objects at different
levels and to support modification across resolution levels. Starting from object descriptions
at each resolution level, the connections between them must be formally described such
that changes applied to one can propagate to the others, allowing other resolution levels to
be deduced automatically. Multiple representation problems arise during extraction as well
as during production of data.
Laurini et al. (1992) discuss multiple representation, which refer to the modelling of
different forms for different spatial objects or instances of them. In multiple representation
particular classes of object are stored in a database in different representations. Different
representations have distinct inherent properties in terms of geometric computations,
positional error, maintenance of topological consistency and the search for pieces of
space.
Jones (1991) gives various reasons for storing multiple representations of the same
objects in the database. One reason is the relatively limited capabilities of automatic
generalization. An aspect discussed by Jones is the extent to which data duplication and
data redundancy can be tolerated. By duplication he means that one representation is a
simplified version of the other if its geometry is a subset of that of the other version. The
smaller scale version may be redundant if an automatic procedure exists for performing
the simplification . Jones presents a concept of deductive knowledge-based system
architecture which may provide a suitable basis for building multiscale geographical
databases. The rule-base of the deductive system is used to make decisions about the
strategies for update and retrieval of the stored objects. His arguments also concern the
best way to store the objects to achieve efficient access at different scales. Since multiscale
databases may be very large, and objects may occur at widely differing levels of class
generalization hierarchies, data management problems cannot be avoided. Multiresolution
data structures should provide rapid access to generalized versions which are geometric
subsets, and they therefore prevent data duplication.
Brassel and Weibel (1988) make a distinction between statistical and cartographic
generalization. Five processes are identified for digital generalization in the model: structure
recognition, process recognition, process modelling, process execution and data display.
Structure recognition and identification in geographical neighborhoods occur at multiple
levels of conceptual resolution. In that sense Brassel and Weibel model can be applicable
to the multiple representation problem, though it was originally designed for the digital
generalization.
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Bruegger et al. (1989) propose a formal, dimension independent approach for building
multiple, hierarchically related representations of spatial objects. The same objects are
presented in different layers which provide different spatial resolution and degree of
detail. The geometry of spatial objects is defined as aggregation of cells on a certain
higher level. The layers are interconnected by hierarchical relations between their cells.
Multiple representation problem is by no way a new problem. It has been concerned in
several other applications earlier. For example in the Finnish town Espoo, in connection
with modelling the data management system for the city, the problem was identified,
(1988). But realizing the strong relations to the generalization problem in database
environment, especially, has recently made the multiple representation problem to an
urgent research topic.
One of the main topics in map generalization today is the establishing of rule-bases for
generalization, a task that includes data modelling and representation techniques. Generally,
establishing rule-bases is a task that seems to be strongly dependent on the application
area. In this research project, we therefore try to establish basic rules for topographic
data representations that could be applied more extensively to the problem domain.

2.3 Knowledge-based Generalization and Intelligent GIS Databases
Two structures are currently mainly used for storing the knowledge in a rule-based
system for conducting generalization operations: rules and parameter tables. Rule-based
generalization has been discussed by several authors (e.g. Buttenfield et aI., 1991 , Muller,
1990). Weibel (1991) proposes an amplified system for generalization.
In Schylberg's (1992) proposal for raster generalization area objects are eliminated or
retained based on the rules on the object size. The surrounding objects fill the gaps after
the elimination according a priority scheme. This gives more flexibility for the generalization
rules.
Production rules in an expert system for generalization have been discussed by Shea
(Shea,1991). Production rules can be expressed for example, as logic, network or frames
using predicate logic formalism. The advantage of this formalism is the precise and
consistent formalism. The disadvantage is that no rule hierarchies exist. Armstrong
(1991) discusses the knowledge organization of knowledge-based generalization.
Conflicting rules require ordering schemes, which are difficult to develop. Alternative
ways are presented using inductive logic and message passing. He says that the IF-THEN
structure of rules in a production system is rigid, and maintains that whether the rule is
executed or not, should depend on how it fares in competition with other rules.
In frame-based systems both declarative and procedural knowledge are maintained.
Procedural knowledge is used to guide the selection of appropriate generalization operators
and algorithms in a given map context (Amstrong, 1991). Forward-chaining reasoning is
a more appropriate choice for generalization since the process is data-driven and situation
specific (Shea,1991). Forward chaining tests the consequences of a starting context.
Mark (1991) proposes that progress will be achieved by attempting to model and generalize
real-world objects or features rather than their cartographic representations. An objectoriented approach will probably allow such methods to be implemented and tested. A
central concern in the object-oriented approach is to identify the specific object classes to
be represented, in particular, to find classes of objects with common behavior. Laurini et
al. (1992) also argue that the object-oriented approach is an attempt to improve modelling
of the real world. As object-oriented databases were developed as a result of the grafting
of several roots, including artificial intelligence techniques, the concept of frames in
particular, this approach seems to be promising for future development of generalization
tasks.
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The other fields of artificial intelligence and expert systems also provide promising tools
for intelligent spatial information systems. There are signs that tools for both objectorientation and logical deduction will be used in the systems for spatial problems and we
will have hybrid systems in the future. Intelligent database systems will encompass
several new technologies, including object-oriented programming, expert systems and
deductive facilities, hypermedia and interfaces (Parsaye et al. 1989 according to Laurini et
al. 1992). Future intelligent spatial information systems should integrate these technologies:
object orientation, not only for storing and manipulating data but for modelling the real
world more adequately; hypermedia and hypermaps; facilities for logical deduction and
geometric computation, that is, reasoning facilities; and person-compatible interfaces
(Laurini et al. 1992:621).
Practically, knowledge-based generalization is still at the beginning. Establishing rule-bases
for generalization is an on-going research area at several institutions and universities. As
mentioned earlier, the rule-based generalization is strongly application dependent. The
way of formalizing the common rules for different application areas have consequences
on how general rule-bases it is possible to adopt. Our belief is that for generalization tasks
only rule-based techniques would not solve the problems.

3 PROPOSAL FOR CONCEPTUAL GENERALIZATION

3.1

Model for Database Generalization

This model for database generalization is based on Kilpelainen (1992a). The following
describes the model applied to our project for generalization of a topographic database.
The basic model was presented by Sarjakoski (1989).
Though most cartographers do not regard cartographic generalization as only graphical,
both cartography and generalization have conventionally been limited to display problems.
More emphasis should be given to differentiating the graphical part of cartographic
generalization from the abstract generalization of digital data done in the database, and
these problems should be treated separately. We thus want to put the problem into
connection with geographical databases.
The idea of separating conceptual generalization from visualization is illustrated in Figure
2. The purpose of conceptual generalization is to yield a modified database using the
database of GIS as an input source. In this phase the aspects related to graphical display
are not regarded. The second phase is devoted to the visualization of this modified
database. It includes some tasks of the traditional graphical generalization. Regarding
cartographic communication process, it is essential that the message that should be
communicated to the user is modified in the generalization phase, and should not be
modified in the visualization phase. These parts were often put together, and this makes
the problems of generalization even more complex. We should, whenever possible, separate
the conceptual generalization problems from the problems related to the graphic display.
But at the same time, we do not want to disregard the problems in connection with
visualization.
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Figure 2. Conceptual model for generalization of the topographic database
(Sarjakoski, 1989). In the notation adopted from Sowa (1984), the
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In the generalization phase, additional, often attribute data is taken advantage of. For
example, when storing data on buildings in the database, additional attribute information
concerning which blocks the buildings belong to can also be stored in the database. This
additional information can then be applied to aggregation problems when , for example
buildings should be aggregated into blocks. By making use of the additional information
the quantity of generalization problems decreases. It has been widely discussed which
kind of additional information, e.g. attribute data, should be stored in the GIS databases,
as well as what kind of structure the data should have. But there is a lack of studies how
we can make real use of this attribute data. It is proposed here that one way of active use
of the attribute data stored in GIS databases would be for generalization purposes.
It seems that the conceptual generalization closely relates to understanding process. Mark

(1989), according to Weibel (1991) extends the concept of generalization as processing
based on understanding: instead of merely attempting to understand the graphical structure
of map elements, the comprehension of their underlying geographical phenomena is
demanded.
Edwards (1991) examines the processes involved in extracting, representing and interpreting
spatial knowledge in images. He studies descriptions from image segmentation as well as
abstract line drawings, in order to determine some general guidelines for automating the
image interpretation process. The interpretation of abstract figures appears to closely
resemble map reading and therefore Edwards relates maps to images. The human perceptual
system uses a variety of information to identify and understand a scene, including the
identification of regions with similar spectral and textural properties, the shape of such
regions, the relationships between a region and its neighbors, information on scales
present in the image, and knowledge about physical connections between scene elements
(Edwards, 1991 , pp. 295).
We have indicated that the generalization process should be regarded as a conceptual
process. Especially, in database environment generalization should be devided into a
conceptual and a graphical part. The stored attribute information should also be more
effectively used in generalization tasks. Kilpeliiinen (1989) states that in context with
'automated map understanding', the possibility to use existing knowledge systematically
should be embedded in knowledge-based systems. As we emphasize the conceptual
nature of the generalization process, the main problems of generalization are related to the
understanding process. It is not always easy to separate the graphical components of
generalization from the conceptual components. For example, what do we really understand
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by aggregating buildings? The geometric interpretation is that we are moving from point
representation into areal representation. That can be visualized by the graphical
representation. The conceptual generalization that is taking place is related to the changes
in geographical meaning - from buildings into blocks.
3.2 Topology and Generalization Problems
According to Laurini et al. (1992) spatial concepts may be measured in both geometric
and topological domains. The basis for spatial relationships consists of: metric relations
(distance, direction), topological relations (connectivity, orientation (to, from), adjacency,
containment) and order relation (inclusion). Laurini et al. give the basic spatial units and
particular properties related to them: point, line (length, sinuousity, orientation), area
(extent, perimeter, punctured! indented, connectiviness, overlapping) and volume. Spatial
entities may be defmed as a combination of more than one spatial unit. If these combinations
consist of different types of entity, we have complex objects. If the combination consists
of different instances of one type, we have compound objects. These are also kinds of
complex objects. Taking only pairwise or binary combinations for point, line or area
entities, there are nine binary combinations of spatial units (Laurini et al. 1992:82):
point-point (Is point near to?)
point-line (Is on? Is near to?)
point-area (Is point inside a zone?)
line-point (Does line (railway) serve town?)
line-line (Do roads cross rivers?)
line-area (Is river inside an area? Do river and zone boundary coincide?)
area-point (Does postal zone encompass schools?)
area-line (Do zones encompass railways?)
area-area (Do zones touch? Do zones overlap?)
A topologically consistent database is defmed in Laurini et al. (1992) as having all spatial
entities projected upon a plane surface, with no freestanding features, and having complete
topology. Completeness of inclusion means that there are no isolated, non-connected
points and that all lines are parts of boundaries of polygons. A problem has been that,
owing to errors in digitization, for example, the boundaries between two area objects do
not join. Holes and overlaps are often produced. The consistency conditions may be seen
as constraints for the integrity of a database of cartographic information.
Nyerges (1991) explains that one of the main reasons why map generalization rules do
not always succeed is because the process relies on context. The main component for
understanding context is meaning. Nyerges argues that bringing the geographical meaning
on-line is essential to more effective results in digital map generalization. Too little
information about meaning is the current approach and this contributes to the slow progress
in digital map generalization. We do not recognize spatial phenomena as isolated entitites,
but we perceive the reality as a whole, constructing our spatial knowledge on phenomena
we already know.
Laurini et al. (1992) discusses the difference between reasoning and problem-solving
methodologies. We reason from our experiences or from knowledge originating from our
experiences. For thi s we do not have the knowledge that would be acquired from
empirical evidence from previous experiences, nor do we have any algorithm to perform
the task. Laurini et al. argue that the complex data manipulation of spatial knowledge
requires reasoning more than numerical computing or data retrieval. Two possibilities of
spatial reasoning are now emerging: topological and pure geometrical reasoning.
Spatial knowledge is knowledge in which the spatial component is important, especially
via locators such as coordinates or place names (Laurini et aI. , 1992:643). In generalization
problems, we often suffer from lack of spatial knowledge in its context. Questions that
should be asked are, what knowledge do we actually capture, what knowledge do we
need and how should we represent this knowledge? Spatial knowledge is often spatially
fuzzy. For example, shape and location are not always totally known . Spatial knowledge
can be deduced by logical reasoning. Therefore we need systems to support techniques of
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this kind. Laurini states that, on the technical side, encoding spatial knowledge is difficult
because logic programming and computational geometry must be combined.
The challenge we face is to describe spatial knowledge so precisely that it can be
processed by computer. The level of formalization has to give possibilities for deducing
new information from the existing one. Topological rules of consistency can be used as
means for spatial reasoning. Making use of topological relationships together with atoibute
and metric knowledge will give us better opportunities for checking spatial consistency.
4 ANALYSIS OF TOPOGRAPHICAL DATA
In this work we concentrated on analysing three types of Finnish topological maps: the
basic map (scale 1:200(0), the topographical map (scale 1:500(0) and the GT -roadmap
(scale 1:2000(0). The fust two are produced by the National Board of Survey and the
road map by the Finnish Map Centre. At the moment the generalization of contour lines
from the basic map to the topographical map is done automatically. Automatic generalization
is not used to produce the roadmaps.
The part of analysis presented here deals with the changes in topological relations between
objects. The basic types of relations considered are those given by Laurini et al. in 3.2.
Some topography and topology related rules gathered from the maps are listed below :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Crossing roads will cross in any scale.
Islands are inside lakes in any scale.
Buildings on an island will be on an island in any scale.
Roads and railways do not intersect water if there are no bridges.
Buildings are not situated on roads or on water.
Neighborhood relations between area objects will remain.
Adjacency between line object and point object will remain;
buildings are on the same side of the road in any scale.
S. Roads intersect land areas in any scale.
9. Lakes and rivers are situated in the bottom of valleys.
10. Orientation of the objects will remain.
The main rule is that topology does not change from scale to scale. However there are
exceptions, depending on how the cartographic generalization is done. If there is not
enough space on the map, or when particular objects are emphasized, displacement is
done. This will result in changes in topological relations in the form of absence of a
certain relation. For example, a field area is adjacent to a forest area. A building in a
narrow forest area near the boundary of forest and field may be situated in the field area
in the smaller scale. This is due to metric changes in the narrow forest area; there is no
space left for the symbol of a building in a smaller scale. A similar situation arises when
objects are selected and removed according to certain thresholds. The point object may
no longer be inside the same land area. In terms of topology changes are however small,
which means that the case when a certain relation will be removed, is an exception.
In contrast the changes in metric and geometric relations are quite obvious. For example,
the extent and shape of lakes or settlements are often changed as a result of exaggeration.
The extent of roads is changed, particularly in the GT roadmap, after enhancement
according to road classes. Simplification and line smoothing in general also change the
shape of the objects. Changes due to selection and removal also result in metric changes
as in the case of choosing which buildings are to be represented, and how one building
is used instead of many to represent several buildings.
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5 SUMMARY
Generalization is a part of cartographic communication process. The message the receiver
gets depends on the degree of generalization and should be application dependent. Our
proposal is to put the problem of generalization into the context of geographical databases.
The concept of multiple representation emphasizes generalization aspects in the database
environment. One of the most difficult problems in multiple representation is to identify
the levels of complexity that should be considered at each conceptual resolution level.
Another problem is the appropriateness of the conceptual resolution levels chosen for
topographic maps. A greater effort should be made into understanding the generalization
problem separately from the visualization context, as a problem of spatial changes varying
from one representation resolution to another. Theoretical understanding of the function
is essential. The conceptualization of generalization problem should also be put more
emphasis on.
Modelling reality, rather than the graphical interpretation and visualization of reality, will
give support to the generalization problems. Generalization tasks are often expressed in
two dimensional domains, but in modelling reality, our attention focuses on the third
dimension, which can be gathered from databases. Perhaps the next epoch for generalization
research will include 3-dimensional generalization. It is proposed that for generalization
tasks all the information stored in GIS databases, including the third dimension as well as
attribute information, should be more efficiently used. By making use of the additional
information the quantity of generalization problems will decrease. Taking advantage of the
topological consistency constraints should also be put more emphasis on.
The main problem for generalization today lies on the task of conceptualization, on
understanding the essential nature of spatial phenomena and their changes.
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The research on tools of the cartographic generalization expert system
J.Y. Wang , F. Wu , Z. Wu (Zhengzhou, RC)

1. INTRODUCTION
Cartographic generalization is always a important problem of cartograp~y.rhe
traditional genera l ization have some basic characteristics: most of problems are
difficult to find a mathematical model or a physical model and they do not be changed
into calculate questions;for the same problems the knowledge of field always have many
meanings; the cartographic experts usuall y have dealing with the knowl edge which lack of
strictness and accuracy and orderliness, this brings to a certain extent fuzziness when
dealing with the problems of genera lization. Because of this, when cartographers solve
t he problem of generalizat ion , they come across some problems. For examples, the result
isn't unique because the knowledge and exper ience which cartographers have aren't totally
same; the cartographic gene ralization is a work that has certain creativeness and the
people's knowledge and experience take a important effect: there are a amount of
knowledge and experience in generalization which lack of strictness and accuracy. They
knowledge haven't make a summary and these are difficult to master.
Along with the development of computer cartographic technique and map database, t he
automated generalization become a important question for cartographers to study . For
bringing into play t he effect of map database , increasing the speed of map production,
providing basis map ensure faster for national economy and t he building up of national
defense, it needs to study the mathods and soft wares of automated generalization which
supplied by map database. In this study the cartographic generalization is a key probl em.
Facts have proved that it is difficulty to accomplish t he automated generalization based
on mathematics model only. One effect way is to set up a cartographic generalization
expert system (CGES) which can i mi tate the thinking process and reasoni ng of a
cartographic expert and use the spec i al knowledge (including the models and al gorithms)
of the expert. to solve the prob l ems of the cartographic generalization . This way will sum
up the cartographic method and experience of excellence in cartographic process and let
the experience to become the wea lt h used by al l cartographers . This way can also unified
the knowl edge of al l cartographers and guide the practice of cartographic generalization
by t hese experience and theories .
2. DESI GN IDEA AN D SYSTEM STRUCTURE
2.1 Design Idea
By the analysing of the characteristic of cartographic generalization the auther
consider that we must use the relation model and retrieve function providing b,' map
database, the model and algorithms of the generalization of each feature and
displacement, the technolege of artificial intelligence, to form the cartographic
general ization expert system based on map database by using the method of function blocks
and interactive processing.
The system based on t he map database. To from the CGES, the use of the map database is
to provid the data in the process of inference,solve the problems of batch process in the
generalization of each feature and becoming the data source for generalization and
graphic output.
The various models and algorithms of cartographic generalization especia lly the
generalization 'of each feature and displacement , are the results of experience and
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knowledge of generalizat ion, and also the accumulation of experience of a cartographic
experLSo when we design a CGES we must fully utilize the models and algorithms of
generalization and solve the problem of interface between the database and algorithms at
the same time,
The CGES is a process of knowledge acquisition,knowledge expression and knowledge
utili zation, This process must fully utilize the experience and knowledge of the
cartographic experts, So when we design the CGES we must study the theory and methods
linkihg with the process and fully utili ze the artificial intelligence,
It is difficulty to reali ze the automated generalization completely at present, We
must fully utilize the function of interactive graphic edit in the process in setting up
the CGES,So the cartographer can accomplish his task of "generalization--display-modifying" on the computer screen, Actualy the expert system in the aera of cartographic
at present are always use the interactive in parL
Using the method of function blocks which each feature has one we can set up the
knowledge base of each feature under the control of inference engine and each feature
will be dealed with by using "generalization--display--modifying" in turn and finaly the
displacement i s be made, It is easy to deal with the generalization problems because the
generalization of each feature is relatively independent and also condition each other,
2,2 System Structure
Based on the design idea the CGES is composed of expert system,cartographic
generalization processing,map database,map scale, knowledge base and symbol base(see
figure 1),
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Part of expert system is composed of inference engine,knowledge base, explain
engine,knowledge acquisition and flexible database, The processing of cartographic
generalization is actually the main function block of CGES, When the user start the
system he can acquire the header information and coordinates information of a mapsheet
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seperately by usin9 the ORCALE supervisory system and space information supervisory
system. The header information and coordinates informaion can be formed the header files
and coordinates files. The two files are made pretreatment by using the blocks of data
pretreatment . This process include the merging of the data files(sheet joining . database
.joining or two files become one) and coordinates transformation and so on. When
generalization the system transfer the expert system directly to make the selection and
simplification and displacement for each feature. After generalization t he data files of
each feature are formed and get into the block of graphic output. or become the map
database of smal ler scale.
3.THE REALIZING OF CGES SHELL
The expert system too ls at present lay particular emphasis on the knowledge express
and i nference capacity. But when generalization the system must dea l with large amount of
data and also contract with graphic. The important problem of CGES design is to combine
t he expert system with other softwares so that the expert system can hold the traditional
program design. Moreover the cartographic generali zation have some speciality. the tools
and frame of other areas cannot fill the needs of cartographic generalization expert
system. So we must fully study the design ideas of all the other expert system too l s and
use programing language to set up t he shell of CGES. The perfect CGES will be set up
based on the combination ge neral i zation program design with expert system technology.
The lisp language and prolog language are both describing languages. They are weak of
processed and take up more system resoarce. So we utilize the new object-oriented
programming language Ctt in making up t he CGES. The Ctt supp ly t he structura l frame and
the creativity of the programmer are not restricted. And what is more. the C compiling
programe produce shor t executi ve code and" the operational speed is high. Facts have
proved that all the art ificial intelligence technology can use the Ctt to accompl ish.
All the designing of CGES use the method of openness and block and the form of menu
which have many l evels are shown by chinese characters. The fine inteface is utilized by
user. The main menu are composed of hori zontal manu and t he pull-down perpendicular menu
that corresponded with the each selection of horizontal menu. It's operation is very easy
and quick. The hori zontal menu include five se l ections(data pretreatment. managing and
defending of knowledge use. inference control, explanatory engine and graphic output) . They
corr espond with the five big function blocks of CGES. This paper will mainly introduce
the knowledge base . inference engine and explanato ry engine of CGES.
3.1 The Knowledge Base of CGES
It is the i mportant mark that the expert system have much more knowledge or not. The
acquirement and express of t he know l edge are always the bottleneck in setting up the
CGES.
3.1.1 Contents of Cartographic Generalization Knowledge
The cartographic generalizat ion have a good gradation and sequence. First. the
cartographer needs to determin the contents which the map will show based on t he map
use. This process is the selection of map feature; Second. he also needs to determain the
object of selection. In this process t he rule of"priorit~· " of feature must be consider;
Third. simplify t he graphic which had selection. In this process the rules of "priority ..
and "major characteristic" must be related to . And at the same time the characteristic of
quantity and quality are genera l ized. This process is real ized by classify and
different levels; Last . use the displacement to deal with the relations of all the
features. This process will related to t he rules of "priority". In this paper we raise
the conception of informationa l gradation of generalization. It is actual ly the
description for fi eld questions. It is also the method that we must consider and deal
with for the questions which have many affect factors and relations. The conception can
show the consided sequence of al l questions. It can make the questions specific and
clear progressive ly.
In the process of generalization the rules. experience and
description of generalization which the cartographer use in dealing with the
generalization prob l ems make up the who l e knowledge of generalization. It have va ried
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forms. The description for map use , scal and geographical character istic of cartographic
range and the description for waters,geomorphy,roads and residential area form the
explanation knowledge. The rules for selection and priority of each feature and the
descript.ion for simplification
and generalization form t.he rule knowledge. The mathematical models and algorithms form
the processing knowledge.
3.1.2 The Knowledge Indication of the CGES
Because of the decompose which the process of generalization have the knowledge of
different type of generalization discussing above can be divided into knowledge blocks by
the stages of generalization process. Each block is a knowledge source. The knowledge
source is shown by frame because it is most fit for the knowledge which have gradation
structure. The fr ame utili zed by C is shown as following.
struct
facet { I*the chain composed of all facets of each salVI
char name[801: I*facet name*1
char valuel80J: I*facet value*1
struct. facet. *next.: I*point to next faceVI
Ha;
struct slot { I*the chain composed of all slots of a frame*/
char namel80J: I*slot name*1
struct facet. *alist: I*the chain point to all facet of composed of this slot*1
struct slot next: I*point to next slot*1
lsI;
struct frame [ I*the chain compsed of all frames of a whole knowledgrbase*!
char name [80J: I*frame name*1
struct slot *alist: I*the chain composed of all slots point to this frame*1
struct frame *next: I*point to next frame*1
Hr;
The frame structure composed of three chain which had been shown before fiting for the
extensive unlimit for facet and slot. To simplify the inference engine we provide that
each slot must has its value, if-needed facet (when slot value and facet value are
empty, this facet is started) and default facet (if the starting of if-needed facet
fail or success, use this facet to make default reasoning) in the designing of CGES .
To combine the mat.hematical models and algorithms of generalization with the expert
system, we add the method base which are composed of generalization methods to the
knowledge base of CGES. The frame is used to show the applied environment and the
subprogram are used to model slaving. The data which the system need for every stage of
generalization before and behind are transmited by the block box (or dynamic database)
which are composed of the structure mathematic array of the whole .
In frame system the father frame going into son must be satisfied some conditions.
The conditions composed of all the experience and knowledge which are used in
generalization such as the rules and algorithms of selection, simplification and
displacement. All these knowledge are represented by production rules. Each production
rule belongs to each knowledge source. As the slot value of the frame of knowledge
source, the clear cont.ent is supplied by the knowledge source for the using of production
rules. This method do good to ovecome the problme of knowledge dorment produced by pure
product.ion rules.
The product.ion rules can be defined by BNF normic form. The production rules are
represented by using t.he C language as following.
struct prece [ I*chain of prerequisit.e*1
char namel80J: I*condition name*1
char deli [51: I*relation arithmetic symbol*1
int value: I*condition l'alue*1
struct prece *next: I*poi nt to next condition*1
Jpre;
struct result [ l*concl usion*1
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char namel80 j: /*conclus ion name*/
st ruct prece *a list: /*point to the chain of prerequisite*/
}re;
struct result r-base [20 0j: /*ru le base composed of structure mathematical array*/
3.1. 3 Management and Defend of the CGES Knowledge
The frame struc tu re and the knowledge structure represented by produc'Lion rul es are
memorized respect ively in des igning of CGES to form two types of knowledge base. When
the user select the item of management and defend of knowledgebase in main menu, the
system will show the perpendicular menu for the user to selecte. There are two se l ections
in ' perpendicular menu. They are fr ame management and rule management. The filed expert.
can input the expert knowledge to fr ame knowledgebase and rule knowledgebase respectivel y
by knowledge edit ing program according to the frame and rule form of CGES.
To master the method of knowledge input by user the CGES provid the help information
respectively about t he frame input and rule input . The system of frame management and
rule management of the CGES also provid the operations of the knowledge
showing,modifying,inputing and memorying for the user.
3.2 The Inference Competition of CGES
The inference engine is the link of knowledgebase,database and method base in CGES . It
control s the executive of CGES . The CGES use the inference combined the frame inference
with the forward inference. To fit with the character of generalization the CGES utili z
the method of fully matching. The inference are whole backward and part forward.
3.2.1 Frame Inference
The frame inference is actuall y a procedure of filling slot progressively. Its wor ki ng
process is shown in figure 2. The structure utili zed by C is as following.
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struct data {
char name [80 !: /*fa ct name*/
int value: /*attri bute va lue*/
struct data *next : /*po int to next fact*/
} da;
3.2.2 Forward Inference
The forward inference is begin with a group of condi tions (data and facts). The
knowl edge is used to i nfer t he result according to certain tactics. Its working process
is shown in figure 3.
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3.2.3 Explanatory Competition of CGES
It is a important mark t hat t he intelligence programs are different from others
because t he intelligence programs have the explanatory function for the know ledge
themself and inference. The explanatory competitions are composed of two parts.
I, Method of Prefabricated Text
W
hen the system needs to answer t he questions asked by user, or the user ask system
"why" , the system will use the chi ness characters automaticaly to show the reason that
t he user must answe r . For example, the knowledge exceptions about factors which affect
the cartographic generalization will be given in frame form by CGES . When the system is
inferrin9, the system will ask the user "what is the purpose of map " at first . When the
user ask "why", the system will explain automaticaly "the map use determine the
se lect ions of map content".
2. Method of Automated Executive Tracing
When i nference the system record t he f rame name actived by inference and the rul e
names are tr i ggered by infere nce automaticaly in a explanatory chain. W
hen the user ask,
the ex planatory engine will list all the fra lle names and rule names automaticaly using in
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the whole inference .and at the same time the content of the frame and rule are found out
directly from the frame knowledge base and rule knowledge base according to the frame
names and rule names. The results are shown to user. These are the explanations for the
"how" asked by user.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The studY of cartographic generalization expert system is a forward task of
cartography. ' We at present mainly set up a expert system on tools fitting for solving the
problems of genera li zation. Part of experiments had been made. This study will advance
the developement of the cartographic generali zation expert system. To become a real
practical expert system, the theories of generalization must be Perfected further more.
The knowledge of generalization will be summary more too. The system softwares also need
to development.
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